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About the Global Forum

The Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for 
Tax Purposes is the multilateral framework within which work in the area 
of tax transparency and exchange of information is carried out by over 
130 jurisdictions, which participate in the Global Forum on an equal footing�

The Global Forum is charged with in-depth monitoring and peer 
review of the implementation of the international standards of transpar-
ency and exchange of information for tax purposes� These standards are 
primarily reflected in the 2002 OECD Model Agreement on Exchange of 
Information on Tax Matters and its commentary, and in Article 26 of the 
OECD Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital and its commen-
tary as updated in 2004� The standards have also been incorporated into 
the UN Model Tax Convention�

The standards provide for international exchange on request of fore-
seeably relevant information for the administration or enforcement of the 
domestic tax laws of a requesting party� Fishing expeditions are not authorised 
but all foreseeably relevant information must be provided, including bank 
information and information held by fiduciaries, regardless of the existence 
of a domestic tax interest or the application of a dual criminality standard�

All members of the Global Forum, as well as jurisdictions identified by 
the Global Forum as relevant to its work, are being reviewed� This process is 
undertaken in two phases� Phase 1 reviews assess the quality of a jurisdic-
tion’s legal and regulatory framework for the exchange of information, while 
Phase 2 reviews look at the practical implementation of that framework� Some 
Global Forum members are undergoing combined – Phase 1 and Phase 2 – 
reviews� The Global Forum has also put in place a process for supplementary 
reports to follow-up on recommendations, as well as for the ongoing monitor-
ing of jurisdictions following the conclusion of a review� The ultimate goal is 
to help jurisdictions to effectively implement the international standards of 
transparency and exchange of information for tax purposes� 

All review reports are published once approved by the Global Forum 
and they thus represent agreed Global Forum reports�

For more information on the work of the Global Forum on Transparency 
and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes, and for copies of the pub-
lished review reports, please refer to www�oecd�org/tax/transparency and 
www�eoi-tax�org�

http://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency
http://www.eoi-tax.org
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Abbreviations

AML/CFT Anti-Money Laundering and Countering the Financing of 
Terrorism

AML/CFT Law Anti-Money Laundering and Countering the Financing 
of Terrorism Law

AMBD Authoriti Monetari Brunei Darussalam

BIFC Brunei International Financial Centre

CARO Criminal Asset Recovery Order 2012

CDD Customer Due Diligence

DTC Double Tax Convention

EOI Exchange of Information

KYC Know your customer

MOF Brunei Ministry of Finance

RATLO Registered Agents and Trustees Licensing Order

RD Revenue Division

RIBC Registry of International Business Companies

ROCBN Register of Companies and Business Names

TIEA Tax Information Exchange Agreement
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Executive summary

1� This report summarises the legal and regulatory framework for 
transparency and exchange of information in Brunei Darussalam (hereafter 
referred to as “Brunei”) as well as the practical implementation of that frame-
work� The assessment of effectiveness in practice has been performed in 
relation to a three year period (1 July 2012 through 30 June 2015)� The inter-
national standard, which is set out in the Global Forum’s Terms of Reference 
to Monitor and Review Progress Towards Transparency and Exchange 
of Information, is concerned with the availability of relevant information 
within a jurisdiction, the competent authority’s ability to gain timely access 
to that information, and in turn, whether that information can be effectively 
exchanged with its exchange of information (EOI) partners�

2� Brunei is a small and wealthy oil-based economy in South-East 
Asia� A member of the Global Forum, in 2010 Brunei passed new legisla-
tion to implement the international standards of transparency and effective 
exchange of information for tax purposes� Moreover since October 2011 (the 
date which the Phase 1 Report was published), Brunei passed several legisla-
tive amendments to address a number of the recommendations made in the 
2011 Phase 1 Report� These amendments pertain to the determinations and 
recommendations made in respect of (i) availability of ownership and identity 
information; (ii) availability of accounting information; (iii) access to infor-
mation; (iv) exchange of information mechanisms; and (v) Brunei’s exchange 
of information network�

3� Information on the legal ownership of domestic companies, partner-
ships, offshore companies and other offshore entities is available to Brunei’s 
government authorities, as are accounting records and transaction records 
held by financial institutions� A system of penalties supports the enforcement 
of these requirements�

4� Brunei has since introduced the Record Keeping (Business) Order 
which entered into force in 23 June 2015, which imposes the obligation on all 
relevant entities and arrangements to keep reliable accounting information 
and underlying documentation for a minimum period of five years� The Order 
only came into effect toward the end of the review period� The Bruneian 
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authorities have been focusing their efforts on educational and outreach 
activities and the oversight of the Order has not been developed sufficiently� 
It is recommended that Brunei monitors the enforcement of the Order to 
ensure that accounting records and underlying documentation are available 
in respect of all entities�

5� Brunei has made substantive amendments to its legal framework 
to ensure the availability of ownership information for (i) companies incor-
porated outside Brunei which have their place of effective management 
in Brunei, (ii) foreign international companies, (iii) persons in a nominee 
shareholding arrangement, and (iv) all parties of express trusts� In addition, 
amendments were made to expressly prohibit share warrants to bearer with 
effect from 1 January 2015 with a deadline for all existing holders to surren-
der their warrants for cancellation by 31 December 2015 and have their names 
entered into the register�

6� In practice, various government agencies within Brunei have been 
requested for ownership, accounting and banking information over the 
review period, and the information is generally available� It is noted though 
that some of the regulatory authorities (such as the Registrar for International 
Business Companies) are still in the primary stages of implementing an effec-
tive system of monitoring and oversight of the entities which they regulate� It 
is recommended that Brunei ensure that all its monitoring and enforcement 
powers are appropriately exercised in practice to support the legal require-
ments which ensure the availability of ownership and identity information in 
all cases�

7� Brunei has amended the Income Tax Act to remove the requirement 
that access to bank information for exchange of information (EOI) purposes 
can only be carried out for tax treaties that have been “prescribed” by the 
Sultan� With this legislative change, the Bruneian competent authority is able 
to exercise its access powers with respect to EOI requests under all tax agree-
ments, and to obtain information on any entity covered under the Income Tax 
Act� Regarding access to information on international business companies 
and international limited partnerships formed under the Brunei International 
Financial Centre (BIFC) legislation and now under the jurisdiction of Autoriti 
Monetari Brunei Darussalam (AMBD), the new Record Keeping (Business) 
Order provides the Bruneian competent authority access powers to obtain 
the information from such entities for EOI purposes� However, it is not clear 
whether such the access powers apply to international trusts, which are sub-
jected to statutory secrecy obligations under the International Trust Order 
(ITO) and Registered Agents and Trustees Licensing Order (RATLO)�

8� The specific amendments made under the ITA to allow access to 
information for EOI purposes in accordance with the standard as well as the 
powers under Record Keeping (Business) Order to access information on 
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entities that are not subject to tax remain untested� Brunei is recommended to 
monitor the application of its access powers provided under the 2012 amend-
ments to the ITA and the Record Keeping (Business) Order 2015 and ensure 
they are effective when gathering information for EOI purposes in accord-
ance with the international standard�

9� Brunei has a network of 28 bilateral EOI relationships, of which four 
are not in force as at 15 September 2016� Brunei has completed its ratifica-
tion processes and is awaiting confirmation of ratification by its partners for 
all four agreements� Brunei has taken steps to improve the communication 
among the authorities involved in the ratification process and is confident 
that going forward, the process to complete internal procedures to ratify tax 
agreements would be smoother, and time taken to complete the process will 
be shortened� Brunei’s network of exchange agreements covers all its main 
trading partners� Comments were sought from Global Forum members in 
the course of the preparation of this report and one jurisdiction indicated 
that it has conveyed its intent to negotiate an Agreement for Exchange of 
Information and Assistance in Collection with respect to Taxes with Brunei 
in 2012, but Brunei has yet to respond to its request� Brunei has recently 
commenced TIEA negotiations with this jurisdiction and has forwarded 
Brunei’s draft TIEA model to the jurisdiction for comments� Brunei is rec-
ommended to respond to all requests for entering into EOI agreements in a 
timely manner�

10� Brunei’s practical experience with exchanging information is rela-
tively limited to date� During the review period, Brunei did not receive any 
EOI requests� Brunei has a sound organisational structure in place and clear 
written procedures to respond to EOI requests� The policies and practices 
with respect to confidentiality also appear to be sound�

11� The changes introduced by Brunei since 2011 demonstrate its 
commitment to implement the international standards for transparency 
and exchange of information� Brunei is encouraged to continue to review 
and update its legal and regulatory framework to address the remaining 
recommendations�

12� Brunei has been assigned a rating 1 for each of the 10 essential ele-
ments as well as an overall rating� The ratings for the essential elements are 
based on the analysis in the text of the report, taking into account the Phase 1 
determinations and any recommendations made in respect of Brunei’s legal 
and regulatory framework and the effectiveness of its exchange of informa-
tion in practice� On this basis, Brunei has been assigned the following ratings: 

1� This report reflects the legal and regulatory framework as at 1 August 2016� Any 
material changes to the circumstances affecting the ratings may be included in 
Annex 1 to this report�
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Compliant for A�3, B�2, C�1, C�3 and C�4; Largely Compliant for A�1, A�2, B�1, 
C�2 and C�5� In view of the ratings for each of the essential elements taken in 
their entirety, the overall rating for Brunei is Largely Compliant�

13� A follow up report on the steps undertaken by Brunei to answer 
the recommendations made in this report should be provided to the PRG by 
June 2017 and thereafter in accordance with the process set out under the 
Methodology for the second round of reviews�
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Introduction

Information and methodology used for the peer review of Brunei

14� The assessment of the legal and regulatory framework of Brunei was 
based on the international standards for transparency and exchange of infor-
mation as described in the Global Forum’s Terms of Reference to Monitor and 
Review Progress Towards Transparency and Exchange of Information For 
Tax Purposes, and was prepared using the Global Forum’s Methodology for 
Peer Reviews and Non-Member Reviews� The assessment has been conducted 
in three stages: Phase 1, conducted in 2011, assessed Brunei’s legal and regu-
latory framework for transparency and the exchange of information, and was 
followed by a Supplementary assessment in 2015 of the improvements made 
by Brunei to this framework, while Phase 2, conducted in 2016, assesses the 
practical implementation of that framework over a three year period (1 July 
2012 to 30 June 2015), as well as any amendments made to the legal and regu-
latory framework since the Phase 1 and Supplementary review up to 1 August 
2016 (a list of relevant laws and regulations is set out in Annex 3)�

15� The assessment was based on the laws, regulations, and exchange 
of information mechanisms in force or effect as at 1 August 2016, Brunei’s 
responses to the Phase 1 and Phase 2 questionnaire, information supplied 
by exchange of information partners and explanations provided by Brunei 
during the on-site visit that took place from 8 to 10 March 2016 in Bandar 
Seri Begawan, Brunei� During the on-site visit, the assessment team met with 
officials and representatives of the Ministry of Finance, Revenue Division, 
Registry of Companies and Business Names, Autoriti Monetari Brunei 
Darussalam, Attorney General’s Chambers, Judiciary Department and Law 
Society of Brunei Darussalam�

16� The Terms of Reference break down the standards of transparency and 
exchange of information into 10 essential elements and 31 enumerated aspects 
under three broad categories: (A) availability of information; (B) access to 
information; and (C) exchange of information� This review assesses Brunei’s 
legal and regulatory framework and its application in practice against these 
elements and each of the enumerated aspects� In respect of each essential 
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element a determination is made that: (i) the element is in place; (ii) the ele-
ment is in place, but certain aspects of the legal implementation of the element 
need improvement; or (iii) the element is not in place� These determinations 
are accompanied by recommendations for improvement where relevant� In 
addition, to reflect the Phase 2 component, recommendations are made con-
cerning Brunei’s practical application of each of the essential elements and a 
rating of either: (i) compliant, (ii) largely compliant, (iii) partially compliant, 
or (iv) non-compliant is assigned to each element� As outlined in the Note on 
Assessment Criteria, an overall “rating” is applied to reflect the jurisdiction’s 
level of compliance with the standards� A summary of the findings against 
those elements can be found in the table at the end of the report�

17� The Phase 1 and Phase 2 assessments were conducted by assessment 
teams comprising expert assessors and representatives of the Global Forum 
secretariat� The Phase 1 assessment was conducted by a team, which consisted 
of two expert assessors and one representative of the Global Forum Secretariat: 
Ms� Mônica Sionara Schpallir Calijuri, from the Secretariat of the Federal 
Revenue of Brazil; Mr� Duncan Nicol, Director from the Cayman Islands’ 
Department for International Tax Cooperation; and Ms� Francesca Vitale 
from the Global Forum Secretariat� The supplementary Phase 1 assessment 
was conducted by an assessment team, which consisted of three expert asses-
sors and a representative of the Global Forum Secretariat: Mr� Andres Noel 
Sanchez Hernandez, Tax Administration of Mexico; Ms Flor Nieto Velázquez, 
Tax Administration of Mexico; Mr� Duncan Nicol, Director from the Cayman 
Islands’ Department for International Tax Cooperation; and Ms� Audrey Chua 
from the Global Forum Secretariat� Both assessment teams examined the 
legal and regulatory framework for transparency and exchange of informa-
tion and relevant exchange of information mechanisms in Brunei� The 2016 
Phase 2 assessment was conducted by an assessment team, which consisted of 
two expert assessors: Mr� Duncan Nicol, Director from the Cayman Islands’ 
Department for International Tax Cooperation and Ms� Flor Nieto Velázquez, 
Subadministrator for International Audits, Tax Administration Service of 
Mexico; and Ms� Elaine Leong from the Global Forum Secretariat�

Overview of Brunei

18� Brunei is a sovereign state in South East Asia� Brunei’s territory 
consists of two unconnected parts both located on the north coast of the 
Island of Borneo� Apart from the coastline with the South China Sea, Brunei 
is entirely surrounded by Malaysia� Brunei has a territory of approximately 
5 765 square kilometres and a population of about 400 000� The capital is 
Bandar Seri Begawan� The territory is divided into four administrative dis-
tricts (or “daerah”), which, in turn, are subdivided into 38 “mukims”� The 
official language is Malay, and English is also widely spoken�
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19� Brunei is a member of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), 
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), the Commonwealth, the 
United Nations and the World Trade Organisation� In 2010, Brunei became a 
member of the Global Forum�

20� Brunei’s economy is small and wealthy, dominated by revenues from 
its substantial crude oil and natural gas reserves� The industry sector, includ-
ing the oil and gas sector, constitutes by far the largest part of gross domestic 
product (GDP) with 62�2%, followed by services (37�0%) and agriculture 
(0�8%)� 2 Brunei is the fourth largest oil producer in the South East Asia and 
the ninth largest producer of liquefied natural gas in the world� Hydrocarbon 
resources account for over 90% of its exports and more than 50% of its Gross 
Domestic Product�

21� In 2015, Brunei’s economy contracted by 0�4% with Real GDP 
amounting to BND 18�94 billion� However, there is a rising awareness in the 
country of depleting natural resources and the subsequent need to diversify 
the economy away from its over-reliance on oil and gas� Oil production has 
declined in recent years and growth rates have fallen significantly�  Brunei’s 
oil reserves are expected to last 25 years, and natural gas reserves, 40 years� 
Plans for the future include upgrading the labour force, reducing unemploy-
ment, strengthening the banking and tourist sectors, and further widening the 
economic base beyond oil and gas�

22� In recent years, Brunei’s authorities have tried to diversify the econ-
omy and expand into the value-added financial sector� Brunei International 
Financial Centre (BIFC) was established in 2000 as part of this drive towards 
economic diversification� A number of additional corporate forms are avail-
able to business operations in the BIFC, including international business 
companies, international limited partnerships, and international trusts� As of 
1 January 2011, the supervision of the entities formed under the BIFC legisla-
tion as well as the other functions and prerogatives previously attributed to 
the BIFC have been transferred to an independent statutory body, the Autoriti 
Monetari Brunei Darussalam (AMBD)�

23� Brunei’s exports consist of three major commodities – crude oil, 
petroleum products and liquefied natural gas – and are largely destined for, 
in order, Japan, the Republic of Korea and Indonesia� Other relevant export 
partners are India, Australia and the United States� Brunei’s main import 
partners, in order, are Malaysia, Singapore, Japan and other Asian jurisdic-
tions (especially the People’s Republic of China and Thailand)�

2� 2008 estimates from the CIA World Factbook: https://www�cia�gov/library/
publications/the-world-factbook/geos/bx�html�

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/bx.html
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/bx.html
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24� Brunei’s currency is the Bruneian dollar (BND) with a floating exchange 
rate of EUR 1 = BND 1�55 on 27 May 2016� 3 Since 1967 the Bruneian dollar has 
been pegged to the Singaporean dollar�

General information on the legal and tax system

Governance and legal system
25� Formerly a protectorate state, Brunei gained full independence from 
the United Kingdom in 1984� Brunei’s governance is based on the country’s 
written Constitution and the tradition of the Malay Islamic Monarchy� The 
Sultan of Brunei, His Majesty Paduka Seri Baginda Sultan Haji Hassanal 
Bolkiah Mu’izzaddin Waddaulah, is both head of state and head of govern-
ment� Executive power is exercised by the government� The Sultan is assisted 
and advised by five councils, including the 16-member Council of Cabinet 
Ministers� The Sultan presides over the Cabinet as Prime Minister and also 
serves as Minister of Defence, Minister of Finance and Minister of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade� A Legislative Council with 29 appointed members was 
reactivated in September 2004, after a 20-year suspension, to play an advi-
sory role for the Sultan� It was then dissolved on 1 September 2005 and 
reconstituted a day later after the new amendment of the 1959 Constitution 
was promulgated� 4 There are also a Religious Council and a Privy Council, 
whose members are all appointed by the Sultan, dealing with religious and 
constitutional matters respectively� All members of the advisory Councils are 
appointed by the Sultan� Since passage of the 1959 Constitution, Brunei has 
had one election, in 1962�

26� Brunei’s legal system is based on common law, with an independent 
judiciary, a body of written common law judgements and statutes� There is 
a single national law, and no sub-national powers� The judiciary comprises 
the Magistrates’ Courts, the High Court, the Intermediate Court and the 
Court of Appeals� For criminal cases the final appellate court is the Court 
of Appeal� Final appeal can, on agreement of both parties, be made to the 
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in London in civil cases� When nec-
essary, the common law of England and the doctrines of equity, together with 
statutes of general application, can be applied to fill in lacunae in Brunei’s 
civil and commercial law (s� 2 Application of Laws Act)� Brunei also has a 
separate system of Islamic courts that apply Shariah law in family and other 
matters involving Muslims�

27� Laws are generally passed by the Executive Branch as Orders pur-
suant to Art� 83(3) of the Constitution� Once approved by the Sultan, such 

3� www�xe�com�
4� www�pmo�gov�bn/Pages/Prime-Minister�aspx�

http://www.xe.com
http://www.pmo.gov.bn/Pages/Prime-Minister.aspx
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orders are published on the Government Gazette and enter into force on the 
day the Sultan signs the Orders, unless there is a provision to state that the 
commencement date will be on a date to be appointed by the Minister with 
the approval of the Sultan� Each year, gazetted orders are converted into 
acts when the Attorney General publishes a revised edition of the new law 
to be included in the Laws of Brunei (s� 3 Law Revision Act)� Pursuant to 
the Interpretation and General Clauses Act 2001, rules, regulations, orders, 
proclamations or other documents that have the force of law and are annexed 
to their relevant parent acts are considered subsidiary legislation (s� 3)� The 
power to make subsidiary legislation is regulated under s� 13 and s� 15 of the 
Interpretation and General Clauses Act� Subsidiary legislation is published in 
the Government Gazette (s� 16)�

28� Sector-specific statutes provide supervisory authorities with wide 
powers to issue enforceable notices on licensed institutions� The notices 
issued under statutory enabling powers have the status of subordinate/second-
ary legislation and are therefore legally binding�

29� Double taxation conventions (DTCs) are ratified upon issuance of 
an order by the Sultan declaring that they should have effect notwithstand-
ing anything in any written law (s� 41 Income Tax Act; ITA)� This means that 
agreements are ratified through subsidiary legislation issued under the ITA 
and have the force of law� As the ratification order is issued under the ITA, 
provisions in the ITA may prevail over provisions contained in a ratified 
agreement� The Sultan can declare that an arrangement should have effect only 
if such arrangement has been made with the government of any country out-
side Brunei “with a view to affording relief from double taxation and exchange 
of information in relation to tax under the Income Tax Act and any tax of a 
similar character imposed by the laws of that country”� The DTC is ratified 
the day on which it is published in the Government Gazette as an attach-
ment to the Sultan’s order� The ratification order is made by the Sultan “in 
Council” (which means the Sultan acting after consultation with the Council 
of Ministers, but not necessarily in accordance with the advice of that Council, 
nor necessarily in that Council assembled)� The draft ratification order is pre-
pared by the Attorney General’s Chambers (AGC)� Brunei’s authorities have 
indicated that taxation information exchange agreements (TIEAs) may also be 
concluded by the Government and ratified by the Sultan�

30� A complete list of all the relevant legislation and regulations is set 
out in Annex 3�

Tax system
31� The ITA is the main piece of legislation governing taxation in Brunei� 
Although the act provides for the taxation of all income derived in Brunei, 
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income derived by individuals, partnerships and other entities or bodies of 
persons is in practice exempted from tax (First Schedule (1)(a))� As a conse-
quence, income tax is chargeable only to resident and non-resident companies� 
A company is resident in Brunei if the management and control of its business 
is exercised in Brunei� The place of incorporation is not relevant for the pur-
pose of determining the company’s tax residence� Income tax is charged on a 
territorial basis with a flat rate� The business income of non-resident compa-
nies is subject to tax if derived through a permanent establishment in Brunei� 
The rate is 22% as of the year of assessment 2011 (it was 23�5% in 2010)� 
Capital gains are taxed as part of business income� Dividend income received 
by a company from the income which has already been taxed in Brunei in 
the hands of the distributing company is exempt� Interest payments to non-
residents are subject to a withholding tax of 15%� Withholding taxes are levied 
at a 10% rate on royalties paid to non-residents, and at a 20% rate on payments 
for technical services, management or assistance fees and remunerations to 
non-resident directors� No withholding tax is levied on outbound dividends�

32� The ITA also provides for a number of tax incentives, including full tax 
exemption for companies carrying on specific types of business� Companies 
carrying on business in the international trade of qualifying manufactured 
goods, for example, benefit from a tax relief period that cannot exceed 8 years; 
the tax relief period cannot exceed 20 years for exporting qualifying services, 
15 years for “expanding enterprises” and 11 years for companies which have 
been granted “pioneer”, “pioneer service” or “post pioneer” status (as defined in 
the Investment Incentives Order 2001)� Special rules apply to small and medium 
size enterprises as w ell as to newly incorporated companies� Companies estab-
lished according to the legislation on Brunei International Financial Centre 
(BIFC) are not subject to tax� With the establishment of the AMBD in 2011, four 
divisions previously under the Ministry of Finance merged to form AMBD, 
namely: the Financial Institutions Division (FID), the Brunei Currency and 
Monetary Board (BCMB), the Brunei International Financial Center (BIFC) and 
part of the Research and International Division (RID)�

33� Companies engaged in the exploration and production of oil and 
gas (“petroleum operations”) are subject to the petroleum profits tax under 
the Income Tax (Petroleum) Act (Chapter 119)� Petroleum tax is charged on 
income derived by resident and non-resident companies carrying on petro-
leum operations in Brunei and it is imposed at a rate of 55%� Income tax 
cannot be charged on income subject to petroleum tax (s� 45)� Stamp duty is 
levied on a number of instruments, including mortgages, transfers of owner-
ship and tenancy agreements�

34� The tax administration agency is the Revenue Division (RD) of 
Brunei’s Ministry of Finance (MOF)� The MOF has five departments and 
nine divisions and the Revenue Division is one of the nine divisions� Pursuant 
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to Brunei’s agreements, the competent authority for exchange of information 
purposes is the Minister of Finance or the Minister’s authorised representa-
tive� In practice, exchange of information (EOI) requests are handled by the 
Collector of Income Tax, who is the Minister’s authorised representative� The 
Collector of Income Tax is also responsible for negotiating EOI agreements� 
He constitutes a team of negotiators before the initiation of negotiations� 
Negotiation teams are always headed by the Ministry of Finance, who may 
be assisted by representatives of the Attorney General’s Chambers or the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade�

35� Tax policy in Brunei is targeted at stimulating economic growth� The 
current corporate tax rate is 18�5%, in addition tax thresholds were intro-
duced in 2008 to reduce tax burden of small and medium enterprises (SMEs)� 
In 2015, there were three main tax reforms implemented – (i) tax exemption 
for companies 5 with gross sales or turnover that do not exceed BND 1 million 
(EUR 645 161); (ii) enhanced capital allowance on industrial building; and 
(iii) additional capital allowance for plant and machinery�

36� In the recent years, the RD introduced an online platform which ena-
bles the provision of e-services such as registration, filing, payment through 
internet banking, viewing penalties imposed, and refund status�

37� All companies registered under the Companies Act in Brunei are 
subject to tax� For these companies, their tax identification number is the 
same as their business registration number� International Business Companies 
(IBCs) are not registered under the Companies Act, but are regulated under 
the International Companies Business Order 2000� IBCs are not subject to 
tax� Companies incorporated in Brunei but having their control and manage-
ment overseas will not be tax residents in Brunei�

Overview of the financial sector and relevant professions

Financial sector
38� The financial sector in Brunei Darussalam is dominated by the bank-
ing system which offers both Islamic and conventional banking services� 
Other financial service providers include insurance companies, finance com-
panies, securities, mutual funds, money changing and remittance businesses� 
As of 1 January 2011, all banks and other financial institutions are licensed 
and supervised by the Autoriti Monetari Brunei Darussalam (s� 42 Autoriti 
Monetari Brunei Darussalam Order 2010; AMBDO)� Prior to 2011, there was 
a system of multiple licensing and supervisory entities�

5� However, these companies are still required to file annual tax returns�
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39� Ordinary banks in Brunei take deposits from the private sector and 
the Government and lend exclusively to the private sector� The Government 
maintains deposits in the system but does not borrow from it� Islamic bank-
ing significantly accounts for financial sector assets and is regulated under 
the Islamic Banking Order 2008� Banks wishing to carry on “international 
banking business” – i�e� banking business that does not involve any person 
resident in Brunei – need to be licensed under the International Banking 
Order 2000 (IBO) (s� 3)� 6

40� Licensed finance companies are subsidiaries of banks and may only 
provide hire purchase and savings account products�

41� The Mutual Funds Order 2001 (MFO) provides for the regulation of 
mutual funds in Brunei, the supervision and licensing of such funds and of 
persons promoting and providing services in connection with mutual funds� 
The MFO applies to domestic and international funds and their promoters, 
managers and custodians�

42� Rules applying to financial exchanges, dealers and other persons pro-
viding advice in respect of managing or dealing in securities and for certain 
offences relating to securities are contained in the Securities Order 2001 (SO) 
which is now repealed and replaced by the Securities Markets Order 2013 
(SMO)� As a general rule, a person cannot carry on the business of a dealer 
or hold himself out as carrying on such a business unless he holds a dealer’s 
licence granted under Part VII of the SMO� Equally, a person cannot act as 
an investment adviser or hold himself out to be an investment adviser unless 
he is the holder of an investment adviser’s licence granted under Part VII of 
the SMO� Persons carrying on money-changing and remittance business also 
need to obtain a licence pursuant to the Money-Changing and Remittance 
Business Act (Chapter 174) (ss�5 and 7)�

43� The provision of insurance services to persons resident in Brunei 
is regulated under the Insurance Order 2006� In addition, the International 
Insurance and Takaful Order 2001 (IITO) prescribes the licensing require-
ments and regulation of persons carrying on an international insurance 
business and international insurance-related activities, the security and 
protection of long-term international insurance business and other incidental 
matters� The provision of insurance and takaful services to persons resident 
in Brunei are regulated under the Insurance Order, 2006 and the Takaful 
Order, 2008�

44� As of July 2016, in Brunei there were 7 banks (5 foreign branches 
and 2 local banks, one of which is an Islamic bank), 1 Islamic Trust Fund, 3 

6� The IBO provides for four classes of licences, all issued by Brunei’s Monetary 
Authority (s� 7)�
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finance companies (2 conventional and 1 Islamic), 12 insurance companies 
(9 non-life and 3 life), 20 money changers and 19 remittance companies� The 
licensed banks have an asset base of BND17�3 billion (11�3 billion EUR) at 
the end of Q2 2016�

Relevant professions
45� Professional service providers in Brunei include lawyers, accountants 
and trust and company service providers�

46� The legal profession in Brunei is regulated by the Legal Profession 
Act (Chapter 132)� Lawyers are supervised by the Law Society, established 
by virtue of the Legal Profession (Law Society of Brunei Darussalam) Order 
2003� Whilst access to the legal profession is regulated, lawyers are not sub-
ject to binding sectoral supervision� Under section 36 of the Legal Profession 
Order, the Law Society, with approval of the Chief Justice, may make non-
binding rules regulating the professional practice, etiquette, conduct and 
discipline of advocates and solicitors� As of July 2016 there are approximately 
34 law firms in Brunei with approximately 104 counsels as members of the 
Brunei Law Society�

47� Public accountancy services are the accountancy services that are 
being regulated in Brunei Darussalam under the Accountants Order, 2010� 
Section 2 of the Accountants Order, 2010 provides the definition of public 
accountancy services as the audit and reporting on financial statements and 
the doing of such other acts that are required by any written law to be done 
by a public accountant� Hence, in order to be authorised to perform public 
accountancy services in Brunei Darussalam, all public accountants must be 
registered with the Public Accountants Oversight Committee (PAOC) who 
acts on behalf of the Ministry of Finance�

48� Professionals providing trust and company services are required to be 
registered in accordance with the Registered Agents and Trustees Licensing 
Order 2000 (RATLO)� As of July 2016 there were 11 registered agents and 
licensed trust companies in Brunei, which offer trust and company ser-
vices� As of 1 January 2011, the Monetary Authority is responsible for the 
regulation and supervision of all entities licensed under the RATLO (the 
supervisory entity was previously the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry 
of Finance)�

The Brunei International Financial Centre (BIFC)
49� The Brunei International Financial Centre (BIFC) is a financial 
and business centre established by the government of Brunei in 2000 to 
stimulate and enhance the development of financial services sector in Brunei� 
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Legislation passed in 2000 introduced a number of corporate forms which are 
available to business operations in the BIFC, including international business 
companies, international limited partnerships, and international trusts� As of 
2011, the supervision of the entities formed under the BIFC legislation as well 
as the functions and prerogatives previously attributed to the BIFC have been 
transferred to Brunei’s Monetary Authority (AMBD)� Companies operating 
in the BIFC are exempt from tax�

50� Only registered agents licensed under RATLO can incorporate inter-
national business companies under the IBCO, 2000� All establishment and 
compliance documents of entities operating in the BIFC are filed by these 
registered agents� Equally, trustees of international trusts may only be regis-
tered agents licensed under RATLO�

51� The Registrar of International Business Companies and International 
Limited Partnerships is in charge of a Registry, which, for confidentiality and 
administrative reasons, is a part of the AMBD�

Entities subject to AML/CFT legislation
52� Brunei introduced the Money Laundering Order (AMLO) in 2000 
and the Anti-Terrorism (Financial and Other Measures) Act in 2002� The 
two acts, which have been recently amended, form the backbone of Brunei’s 
legislation on Anti Money Laundering and Combating Terrorism Financing 
(AML/CFT)� AML/CFT obligations apply to entities carrying on “relevant 
business”, defined as the business of engaging in one or more of the follow-
ing (s� 4(1) AMLO):

• the business of receiving money on deposit account transacted by a 
company licensed under the Banking Order, 2006 and the Finance 
Companies Act (Chapter 89) or of any other law relating to domestic 
banking;

• any activity carried on by a company in possession of a licence 
authorising it to do so under the International Banking Order 2000;

• long-term insurance business carried on by a person who has been 
authorised to carry on such insurance business by or in pursuance of 
any written-law; and

• any of the financial sector activities referred to in the AMLO’s 
Schedule� 7

7� Acceptance of deposits and other repayable funds from the public; lending; 
financial leasing; money transmission services; issuing and administering 
means of payment; guarantees and commitments; trading for own account or for 
account of customers in: (a) money market instruments; (b) foreign exchange; 
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53� In 2010, additional professionals were made subject to AML/CFT 
obligations under the AMLO, including:

• licensees under the RATLO;

• advocates and solicitors; and

• services provided by any person registered under any written law 
relating to accountants�

54� As of 2011, the implementation of AML/CFT legislation is entrusted 
to Brunei’s Monetary Authority� The AMBDO empowers Brunei’s Monetary 
Authority to issue such directions or make such regulations concerning any 
financial institutions 8 as the authority considers necessary for the prevention 
of money laundering or the financing of terrorism (s� 34)� These directions 
and regulations are legally binding� They are necessary to give full effective-
ness to the CDD obligations under the AMLO (see section on element A�1 
for details)�

(c) financial futures and options; (d) exchange and interest rate instruments; 
(e) transferable securities; participation in securities issues and provision of ser-
vices related to such issues; advice on capital structures, industrial strategy and 
advice and services relating to mergers and purchase of undertakings; money 
broking; portfolio management and advice; safekeeping and administration of 
securities; safe custody services; international offshore financial services; bureau 
de change business; provision of cheque cash services; transmission or receipt of 
funds by wire or other electronic means�

8� Pursuant to the AMBDO, financial institution means: (i) any insurer regis-
tered under the Insurance Order 2006 or the Takaful Order 2008 or any person 
licensed under the International Insurance and Takaful Order 2002; (ii) any 
finance company licensed under the Finance Companies Act; (iii) any person 
licensed under the RATLO 2000, the Mutual Funds Order 2001, the Securities 
Order International Insurance and Takaful Order 2002; (iv) any person licensed 
to carry on any money-changing business or remittance business under the 
Money-Changing and Remittance Businesses Act; (v) such other person licensed, 
approved or regulated by the authority under any written law� For the purposes 
of the directions or guidelines that can be issued under the AMBDO, the term 
“financial institutions” also includes any bank and “any person who is exempted 
from being licensed, approved or regulated under any of the laws referred to in 
the definition of “financial institution” and “bank”�
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Recent developments

55� There were no legislative changes made in Brunei since the Post-
Phase 1 Supplementary Review in September 2015� However, Brunei made 
several key legislative amendments below, which were covered in detail in the 
Post-Phase 1 Supplementary Review:

• The Companies Act and Income Tax Act were amended in 2015 and 
2012 respectively, to ensure that foreign companies with a sufficient 
nexus to Brunei are obligated to submit all ownership and identity 
information when filing their annual returns�

• The International Business Order was amended to require foreign 
international companies to keep and submit updated identity infor-
mation on its members and shareholders� This change came into 
effect on 23 November 2013�

• The Companies Act and Anti-Money Laundering Laws were 
amended in 2015 and 2012 respectively, to expressly require all com-
panies to obtain identity information of the ultimate shareholders 
whom the nominees represent and for all lawyers, accountants and 
registered agents to conduct customer due diligence measures and 
obtain information of the persons they represent�

• The Companies Act was amended to expressly prohibit companies 
from issuing share warrants, with effect from 1 January 2015� In 
addition, a transition period was provided for existing holders of share 
warrants to have up to 31 December 2015 to surrender the warrants 
for cancellation after which the warrants would have no legal status�

• The Criminal Asset Recovery Order was issued in 2012 and came into 
effect on 16 June 2012, requiring identity information on the trustees, 
settlor and beneficiary of the express trust to be obtained and verified�

• The Record Keeping (Business) Order was introduced in June 2015 
requiring all relevant entities and arrangements to keep reliable 
accounting information and underlying documentation for a mini-
mum period of five years�

• The Income Tax Act was amended to remove the requirement to 
“prescribe” arrangements thereby allowing the competent authority 
to exercise all access powers in respect of requests under all EOI 
agreements in force and regardless of domestic tax interest� This 
change came into effect on 20 December 2012�

56� Brunei is currently negotiating exchange of information instruments 
with Myanmar, Cambodia and India�
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Compliance with the Standards

A. Availability of information

Overview

57� Effective exchange of information requires the availability of reliable 
information� In particular, it requires information on the identity of owners 
and other stakeholders as well as accounting information on the transactions 
carried out by entities and other organisational structures� Such information 
may be kept for tax, regulatory, commercial or other reasons� If informa-
tion is not kept or the information is not maintained for a reasonable period 
of time, a jurisdiction’s competent authority may not be able to obtain and 
provide it when requested� This section of the report assesses the adequacy 
of Brunei’s legal and regulatory framework on availability of information�

58� The Companies Act requires filing of all information on the owner-
ship and identity of domestic companies with the Register of Companies and 
Business Names (ROCBN)� Such information needs to be updated via annual 
returns� Foreign companies operating in Brunei also need to register with the 
ROCBN� Legislative amendments were made and came into effect on 1 January 
2015 to ensure that foreign companies with a sufficient nexus to Brunei are obli-
gated to submit all ownership and identity information when filing the annual 
returns under the Companies Act and the Income Tax Act� Amendments were 
also introduced to the Companies Act and anti-money laundering (AML) laws 
to expressly require all companies to obtain identity information of the ultimate 
shareholders whom the nominees represent, and for all lawyers, accountants and 
registered agents to conduct customer due diligence (CDD) measures and obtain 
information of the persons they represent�
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59� Companies formed under the International Business Companies Order 
– international business companies (IBCs), foreign international companies 
(FICs) and dedicated cell companies (DCCs) – are required to register with 
the Registry of International Business Companies through a licensed agent 
having an established office in Brunei� IBCs and DCCs are required to keep 
registers of members or shareholders� The International Business Companies 
(Amendment) Order 2013, which came into effect on 23 November 2013, 
required foreign international companies to keep and submit updated identity 
information on its members and shareholders� These amendments ensure the 
availability of ownership information of these entities�

60� Whilst the issuance of bearer shares is expressly forbidden for IBCs, 
companies formed under the Companies Act were previously permitted to 
issue share warrants to bearer� The Companies Act was amended to expressly 
prohibit companies from issuing share warrants, with effect on 1 January 
2015� In addition, a transition period was provided for existing holders of 
share warrants to have up to 31 December 2015 to surrender the warrants for 
cancellation after which the warrants would have no legal status� The dead-
line for existing share warrants to be surrendered has since elapsed and the 
ROCBN reported that there was no record of any share warrant being surren-
dered� The ROCBN in March 2016 did sample reviews of 150 annual returns 
of companies and 100 articles of associations, and none of these documents 
mentioned the existence of share warrants to bearer� Therefore, the issue of 
share warrants to bearer does not seem to be a material one�

61� The various registration requirements which apply to domestic part-
nerships, limited liability partnerships (LLPs) and international limited 
partnerships (ILPs) operating in Brunei ensure that identity information is 
either submitted to government authorities on all partners (for domestic part-
nerships and LLPs) or kept at the partnership’s registered office (for ILPs)�

62� Identity and ownership information is generally available in respect of 
settlors or beneficiaries of trusts administered by Brunei’s trust corporations� 
Trustees of international trusts – including “special trusts” – are registered 
entities and are under an express obligation to keep documentary evidence of 
the trust’s terms and to inform each beneficiary who has a vested interest in 
the trust� In addition, Brunei introduced new provisions in 2012 to the respec-
tive laws governing trusts to ensure that there are clear obligations for the 
keeping of identity information of all parties of express trusts�

63� Enforcement provisions are in place to ensure all relevant entities 
maintain information and/or provide it to government authorities as required 
under the various laws�

64� Brunei did not receive any EOI requests over the review period, 
however, in practice various government agencies (such as the Ministry of 
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Defence, Anti-Corruption Bureau and Royal Brunei Police Force) within 
Brunei have accessed ownership, accounting and banking information during 
this time for domestic purposes, and information was generally found to be 
available� It is noted, however, that some of the regulatory authorities (such as 
the Registrar for International Business Companies) are still in the primary 
stages of implementing an effective system of monitoring and oversight of the 
entities which they regulate� It is recommended that Brunei ensure that all its 
monitoring and enforcement powers are appropriately exercised in practice to 
support the legal requirements which ensure the availability of ownership and 
identity information� Element A�1 is rated “Largely Compliant”�

65� The Record Keeping (Business) Order was introduced in 2015 
imposing an obligation for all relevant entities and arrangements to keep reli-
able accounting information and underlying documentation for a minimum 
period of five years bringing the legal framework regarding the availability 
of accounting information in line with the standard� Enforcement provisions 
are also provided under the Order in respect of these obligations� The Order 
only came into effect toward the end of the review period� The Bruneian 
authorities have been focusing their efforts on outreach activities to com-
municate the requirements under the Order to industry practitioners and the 
oversight of the Order has not been developed sufficiently� It is recommended 
that Brunei monitors the enforcement of the Order to ensure that accounting 
records and underlying documentation are available in respect of all entities� 
Element A�2 is rated “Largely Compliant”�

66� In respect of banks and other financial institutions, the combination 
of the anti-money laundering/counter-financing of terrorism regime and 
licensing requirements imposes obligations to ensure that all records per-
taining to customers’ accounts as well as related financial and transaction 
information are available� Anonymous accounts are expressly prohibited� The 
AMBD conducts regular audits on banks ensuring that banking information 
is available� Element A�3 is rated “Compliant”�

A.1. Ownership and identity information

Jurisdictions should ensure that ownership and identity information for all relevant 
entities and arrangements is available to their competent authorities.

67� The forms of business available in Brunei are the following:

• limited company (public and private);

• sole proprietorship;

• partnership; and

• branches of foreign companies�
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Companies (ToR 9 A.1.1)

Types of companies
68� The Companies Act (CA) is the central piece of legislation governing 
the establishment and management of corporations in Brunei� In addition, the 
2000 International Business Companies Order provides for the setting up of 
international business companies�

69� As of 1 March 2016, there are 5 810 local companies and 213 foreign 
companies operating in Brunei� Brunei’s authorities have reported that cur-
rently, out of the companies registered in Brunei, 90% are private companies 
limited by shares� The decline in the total number of local companies and 
foreign companies operating in Brunei is because the RIBC carried out an 
internal data update exercise in 2013/14 to remove inactive companies� The 
inactive companies were either wound up or struck off from the Companies 
Register� There are 5 520 companies registered under the IBC Order�

70� As a general rule, shareholders need not be Brunei citizens or resi-
dents and a subsidiary company may hold shares in its parent company� All 
domestic companies need to ensure one of the two directors or, where there 
are more than two directors, at least two of them are ordinarily resident in 
Brunei (s� 138 CA)� Foreign companies may be incorporated as a branch in 
Brunei but is required to appoint at least two resident authorised persons 
(s� 299 CA)� Companies need to have their registered office in Brunei� A com-
pany may be one of four types: limited by shares; limited by guarantee (with 
or without share capital); and, unlimited (s� 4(2))�

71� Private companies must have a minimum of two but no more than 50 
shareholders� They enjoy some exemptions from filing their annual audited 
returns with the registrar but must restrict the right of members to transfer 
shares and disallow any invitation to the public to subscribe for shares or 
debentures (s� 29(1) CA)� A private company that fails to comply with these 
requirements ceases to be entitled to the above mentioned privileges and 
exemptions (s� 30(3))� There is no minimum capital requirement for a private 
company, although a minimum of one share must be subscribed�

72� Companies other than private companies are public companies (s� 2(1) 
CA)� Public companies must have a minimum of seven shareholders� There is 
no minimum capital requirement� Public companies may issue freely trans-
ferable shares to the public� Subject to certain requirements being met, such 
companies may issue preference redeemable shares and shares at discount 
(ss�49 and 50)�

9� Terms of Reference to Monitor and Review Progress Towards Transparency and 
Exchange of Information.
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73� Foreign companies cannot carry on business or establish a place of 
business in Brunei unless they are first registered either as local companies 
or as branches of foreign companies (s� 299 CA)� There is no minimum capital 
requirement for branches, but they must have a registered office in Brunei 
and must appoint at least two resident authorised persons� Once registered, 
the branch has the same powers and authority as a local company (s� 300)�

International business companies
74� The types of companies incorporated under the International Business 
Companies Order (IBCO) are International Business Companies (IBCs), 
Foreign International Companies (FICs) and Dedicated Cell Companies 
(DCCs)� They can be formed only by an agent registered under section 3 of 
the RATLO� Only companies may apply for a license under the RATLO (s� 7 
RATLO)� Licensed agents registered under the RATLO do not need to be 
resident in Brunei, but are required to maintain an established office therein 
(s� 12(2)c)� In addition, licensees must ensure they have at all times not less 
than two individual directors ordinarily resident in Brunei responsible for the 
business conducted in Brunei (s� 12(2)d)�

75� An IBC may take one of the following forms: company limited by 
shares; by guarantee; limited by life; and with unlimited liability (s� 5(3) 
IBCO)� IBCs with a share capital may issue ordinary shares, preferred shares, 
limited shares or redeemable shares; they may also issue voting or non-voting 
shares, shares that have more or less than one vote per share, shares that may 
be voted only on certain matters or only upon the occurrence of certain events 
and shares that may be voted only when held by persons who meet specified 
requirements (s� 17(2))� Shares may also be issued in any one or more curren-
cies other than that of Brunei (s� 17(2)(i))� IBCs may purchase their own shares 
(s� 54) and transfer their assets in trust to one or more trustees or to any com-
pany, association, partnership, foundation or similar entity (s� 17(3))�

76� An IBC may be formed for any legal object or purpose and is incor-
porated by registration at the Registry of International Business Companies� 
IBCs cannot carry on business with persons resident in Brunei or own an 
interest in land situated therein� They cannot carry on business of providing 
the registered office for companies either (s� 6 IBCO)� IBCs wishing to carry 
on banking or insurance business or provide international business services 
need to be specifically licensed� An IBC is managed by a board of directors, 
who may be individuals or a body corporate� There are no restrictions as to 
the nationality of IBCs’ directors�

77� IBCs need to have a registered office in Brunei� When the IBC does not 
have a physical presence in Brunei, the registered agent maintains its registered 
office therein (s� 60 IBCO)� The names of the IBCs having their registered office 
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at a certain address in Brunei need to be visibly displayed� The IBCO expressly 
regulates the conversion of a foreign company into an IBC (s� 143 ff�)�

78� Foreign or overseas companies may register branch operations as 
Foreign International Companies (FIC) pursuant to Part xI of the IBCO� If 
foreign companies want to register their branch operations as FICs, they need 
to comply with relevant provisions in the IBCO and must appoint a registered 
agent (s� 134 IBCO)� An FIC cannot carry on in Brunei any business which 
an IBC is prohibited to carry on (s� 135(1))�

79� The International Business Companies (Amendment) Order 
2013, which came into effect on 23 November 2013, introduced specific 
requirements for FICs on the items to be submitted to the Registrar during 
registration, and when there are fundamental changes to their organisation 
such as changes of their shareholders or members� The amendments indicate 
that the additional items that FICs have to submit during registration include 
“a list of its members containing similar particulars as are required to be 
contained in the share register or register of members of an international busi-
ness company (IBC) under section 47” (s� 134(2)(h), IBCO) and “such other 
information and documents as the Registrar may require” (s� 134(2)(i), IBCO)� 
However, the referenced section 47 in the amendment only refers to IBCs 
that are limited by guarantee and it is not clear if the same obligation applies 
in respect of submitting identity information of shareholders� It is section 46 
which provides for the obligation in respect of IBCs with shares� Bruneian 
authorities have indicated that the amendment specifically mentions “share 
register” and is intended to also require FICs to submit identity information 
of the shareholders� It would regardless be also considered a required “infor-
mation” by the Registrar under s� 134(2)(i) of the IBCO� For absolute clarity, 
Brunei authorities have advised it is in the process of further amending the 
section to incorporate reference to section 46 in section 134� According to 
Bruneian Authorities, this legislative amendment is expected to be finalised 
by the end of 2016� It is recommended that Brunei ensures there is no ambi-
guity in the obligations of FICs to have available the identity information of 
its shareholders� Notwithstanding, the availability of ownership information 
of FICs is also supported under another amendment that specifically provides 
for FICs to lodge returns with the Registrar to report changes of its share-
holders or register of members (s� 137(1), IBCO), thereby indicating that FICs 
are also required to keep updated identity information on its members and 
shareholders, and submit this information during registration and when there 
are changes� Failure to observe these obligations would be liable to general 
penalties under the Order which include imprisonment up to two years and a 
fine up to BND 100 000 (EUR 64 516) 10 (s� 158(2), IBCO)�

10� 1 Euro (EUR) is equivalent to 1�55 Bruneian Dollar (BND)� Retrieved from xE�com, 
27 May 2016�
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80� Part xIIA of the IBO also provides for Dedicated Cell Companies 
(DCC)� Subject to specific approval by the Authority, an IBC may be incorpo-
rated as a DCC to create one or more “cells” for the purposes of segregating 
and protecting dedicated assets (s� 147C IBCO)� Irrespective of the number of 
cells it creates, a DCC always remains a single legal person (s� 147B)�

81� Invitations to the public to lend money to or deposit money with an 
IBC of a FIC, as well as invitations to subscribe for their shares or debentures 
must obtain prior approval from the Registry (ss�22-23 IBCO)� Shares need to 
be offered to the public through the company’s registered agent (s� 32)�

Information to be provided to government authorities
82� As a general rule, business operating in Brunei must be registered 
with the Registrar of Companies and Business Names (ROCBN)� The ROCBN 
was established in 1959 under the Attorney General’s Chamber Office� In 
April 2013, the Registry of Companies and Business Names was transferred 
to the Ministry of Finance� The main role and functions of the ROCBN are 
to (i) administer the Business Names Act (Chapter 92) and Companies Act 
(Chapter 39); (ii) facilitate the registration of business and the incorporation 
of companies; (iii) establish a register of documents and information and pro-
vide access to these documents; (iv) promote public awareness on any matter 
under the purview of the Registry; and (v) represent the Bruneian Government 
internationally in matters relating to the registration and regulations of busi-
ness entities�

83� Under the CA, registration is compulsory for all companies consist-
ing of more than 20 persons (members or shareholders) and formed for the 
purpose of carrying on any business that has for its object the acquisition of 
gain by the company� Corporations, regardless of the number of members/
shareholders, need to file with the ROCBN their business name and regis-
tered office in Brunei (s� 6(1)f Business Names Act)�

84� Pursuant to the CA, upon registration companies are required to file 
their memorandum of association with the Registrar (s� 15)� Memoranda need 
to be in accordance with the forms set out in the CA’s Schedules� The sub-
scribers of a memorandum are deemed to have agreed to become members of 
the company� When a company is limited by shares, its memorandum must 
state the amount of capital with which the company proposes to be registered, 
its division into shares of a fixed amount, the names of the subscribers and the 
number of shares each one takes (s� 5(4))� For companies limited by guarantee, 
the memorandum of association must contain the names of the subscribers 
(i�e� the initial members of the company) (s� 14 and Table C (first schedule) 
CA), and if the company limited by guarantee has share capital, it must also 
indicate the number of shares held by each member (s� 14 and Table D)�
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85� Companies also need to file with the Registrar: their articles of asso-
ciation (which include particulars of each subscriber); list of particulars of the 
directors, together with copies of their identification documents or passports; 
notice of registered office address; and consent to act as director form� These 
documents must be submitted together with the incorporation fees and a dec-
laration by one of the company’s directors or secretaries stating that all the 
requirements of the CA have been complied with (s� 19)� The Registrar may 
accept such statutory declaration as sufficient evidence of compliance�

86� Changes in members or shareholders are required to be updated via 
annual returns� The returns contain “a list of all persons who, on the day 
of the first or only ordinary general meeting in the year, are members of 
the company, and of all persons who have ceased to be members since the 
date of the last return or, in case of the first return, of the incorporation of 
the company” (s� 107 CA)� Brunei’s authorities, however, indicate that share 
ownership changes are normally recorded whenever ownership changes, and 
not just once a year� The lists submitted to the Registrar include details of the 
shareholders’ name, address and occupation, as well as the number of shares 
held by each of the existing member at the date of the return� Both companies 
with a share capital and companies without a share capital are required to file 
with the Registrar at least once a year the particulars of the directors of the 
company (ss�107(3)(m) and 108(1)(b))�

87� Prospectuses offering to the public for subscription or purchase any 
shares or debentures of a company must also be registered (s� 37(2) CA)� 
Within eight weeks from the allotment of shares, companies need to submit to 
the Registrar a return of allotment “stating the number and nominal amount 
of the shares comprised in the allotment, the names, addresses, and descrip-
tions of the allottees and the amount, if any, paid or due and payable on each 
share” (s� 45(1)(a))�

88� The ROCBN does not require the disclosure of beneficial owner-
ship information beyond the immediate shareholder� In the case where the 
shareholder is a legal person, there is no requirement to file the identity of the 
natural persons who ultimately control a legal person�

89� Foreign companies which establish a place of business in Brunei 
or carry on business in Brunei are required to register with the ROCBN 
under Part Ix of the CA� Upon registration in Brunei, foreign companies are 
required to file with the Registrar copies of their incorporation documents 
and details of directors’ identity (s� 299)� Registered foreign companies are 
required to file their balance sheets within two months of their annual general 
meeting (s� 302(3))� Bruneian authorities have clarified that foreign companies 
are subjected to the same obligations as domestic companies to file annual 
returns to the Registrar of Companies (s� 107)� It is interpreted that the tem-
plate annual return form under the Companies Act also requires companies 
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incorporated outside of Brunei to provide a list with identity information of 
their members and shareholders in the Annual Return form (Fifth Schedule)� 
For the avoidance of doubt, the annual return form has been amended 
through legislative changes in the Companies Act (Amendment) Order 
2014 which came into effect on 1 January 2015 to specifically include men-
tion that it is also applicable to foreign companies� In addition, the Income 
Tax Return form was introduced to be in effect from year of Assessment 
2012 and requires all companies to submit, as part of its tax return, identity 
information of all shareholders (Section B, Income Tax Return Form)� The 
form also applies to foreign companies� The clarified requirements under the 
Companies Act and the new tax return form ensures that identity informa-
tion on all shareholders of foreign companies are to be made available and 
would have to be kept by foreign companies to comply with their obligations 
to submit the information when filing the returns� These changes appear to 
be adequate in addressing the recommendation on foreign companies having 
sufficient nexus with Brunei�

90� Data entered in the commercial register kept by ROCBN are public: 
any person may, on payment of a prescribed fee, inspect the documents kept 
by the Registrar or require a certificate of the incorporation of any company, 
or a copy or extract of any other document or any part of any other document, 
to be certified by the Registrar (s� 290 CA)�

91� As a general rule, all companies registered under the CA are required 
to file tax returns, even if exempt from payment of tax (s� 52(1) ITA)� The 
Collector, however, may exempt a certain class of persons (s� 52(2))� Such 
exemptions may only be issued with respect to companies not liable to pay 
tax� As mentioned above, the annual return form has been amended through 
legislative changes in the Companies Act (Amendment) Order 2014 which 
came into effect on 1 January 2015 to specifically include mention that it is 
also applicable to foreign companies� In addition, the Income Tax Return 
form was introduced to be in effect from year of Assessment 2012 and 
requires all companies to submit, as part of its tax return, identity informa-
tion of all shareholders (Section B, Income Tax Return Form)�

92� In practice, all companies incorporated under the Companies Act 
(i�e� limited public companies, limited private companies and branches of 
foreign companies) have to file an annual return to the ROCBN� The annual 
return, which is provided for under the fifth schedule of the Companies Act, 
will include updated ownership information� Penalties will be imposed if 
companies fail to submit the annual returns� In year 2015, out of a total of 
24 limited public companies, 12 (50%) submitted their annual return on 
time� In the same year, out of a total of 5 786 limited private companies, 
3 089 (53%) submitted their annual return on time, 1 511 (26%) filed their 
annual returns late and incurred late submission penalty fees, and of those 
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that did not submit their annual returns 4 are being wound up, 340 (6%) are 
in the process of being struck off, the remaining 838 companies (15%) did 
not submit their annual returns either because (i) they are newly incorpo-
rated and their annual returns are not due for submission (547 companies) or 
(ii) they are not due to file their annual returns during the period of assess-
ment (291 companies)� In 2015, out of a total of 213 foreign companies, 97 
(45�5%) submitted their annual return on time and of those that did not submit 
their annual returns 46 are in the process of being struck off� The ROCBN 
also reported 1515 late annual returns submitted in 2015 which resulted in a 
total of BND 151 500 (EUR 97 700) in late submission penalties� For com-
panies that persistently fail to submit their annual returns, the ROCBN will 
initiate the process of striking off the company under section 276(1) of the 
Companies Act�

93� Besides collecting ownership information via the annual returns 
submitted by companies, the ROCBN also receives notices of (i) transfer 
of shares/change in shareholders; or (ii) allotment of new shares, through-
out the year whenever such a change is made� The Registrar would double 
check these interim notices with the information filed in the annual returns� 
Should there be any discrepancy in the information filed the Registrar would 
revert to the company to correct the error before accepting the annual return� 
ROCBN staff has an internal checklist to assist them in the items to be veri-
fied when cross-checking the interim notices with an annual return�

94� In January 2015, the ROCBN introduced and implemented a new 
online registration system� The new system simplifies new registration of 
companies, which comprise a two-step process (input basic information and 
upload required documents to the online system)� Registration can be com-
pleted within one working day� The system also automatically tracks (i) the 
annual general meeting 11 dates of companies and (ii) the submission of annual 
returns� ROCBN staff will receive automatic alerts when a company is late in 
its submission of its annual returns and follow-up actions will be activated� 
The enforcement team at ROCBN currently comprise of one staff member, 
and there are plans to step up enforcement actions in the second half of 2016� 
The online system is also a depositary of updated information of shareholders 
in all companies, and this information is available to the public� Prior to the 
launch of this online registration system, the ROCBN operated a paper-based 

11� Companies are required to have an annual general meeting (AGM) within 
18 months of incorporation and after which they should hold an AGM within 
15 months from the previous AGM� All companies incorporated using the new 
ROCBN online system will automatically receive reminders via e-mail with 
regards to when their AGM is due to be held� Email reminders will also be sent 
for submission of the annual returns (within 28 days after AGM was held)�
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system� Information of companies incorporated during the old paper-based 
system has been migrated to the new online system�

95� Over the review period, Brunei did not receive any EOI requests� 
However, the ROCBN did receive requests for company ownership informa-
tion from other Bruneian government agencies� Members of the public can 
also purchase company ownership information against the payment of a small 
administrative fee of BND 30 (20 EUR) from the ROCBN website 12� The 
table below provides statistics on the number of searches for company owner-
ship information which ROCBN received in year 2015 and 2016�

Type of request
Number of requests

Year 2015 Year 2016 (January to March)
Over the counter* 3 310 650
Government agencies:

(i) Ministry of Defence 1 4
(ii) Anti-Corruption Bureau 4
(iii) Royal Brunei Police Force 13

Foreign request ** 171 39

*  Requests to check physical files and documents of companies and purchase information
**  Requests to purchase information from persons outside of Brunei

International business companies
96� IBCs are registered in the Registry of International Business 
Companies (RIBC) through a registered agent (s� 11 IBCO)� As a general 
rule, documents filed with the RIBC always need to be lodged through a 
registered agent licensed under the RATLO (s� 4)� Upon applying for the reg-
istration of an IBC, the registered agent is required to file with the RIBC: the 
Memorandum and Articles of the proposed IBC, notice about its registered 
office and a certificate that the registration requirements prescribed by the 
RIBC have been complied with (s� 11)� The registered agent is also required 
to file a “certificate of due diligence” with respect to the proposed IBC (s� 10)� 
Brunei’s authorities have reported that this certificate includes beneficial 
ownership information on the proposed IBC; the IBCO, however, does not 
further specify the content of the certificate, nor does it include a defini-
tion of beneficial ownership� Brunei’s authorities have also reported that a 
notice by the Monetary Authority providing guidance on the identification 
procedures of customers including beneficial owners and natural persons 
appointed to act on the customer’s behalf will be issued soon� Whilst Brunei 

12� The ROCBN website is www�roc�gov�bn�

http://www.roc.gov.bn
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should issue this notice as soon as possible, it is noted that the Monetary 
Authority has already issued binding AML/CFT notices for financial 
institutions (including banks, insurers and investment advisers: see below, 
paragraphs 124-125)� This procedure has been in place since 2012 under sec-
tion 6(1)(d) CARO� Beneficial ownership information is therefore available 
for all IBCs that are customers of a financial institution�

97� An IBC that amends its registered Memorandum or Articles is required 
to submit to the Registrar within twenty-one days a copy of the resolution 
containing the amendments (s� 15 IBCO)� Such amendments have effect from 
the date they are registered� Changes to the registered office are notified to the 
Registrar within fourteen days (s� 60(2))� IBCs may be removed from the register 
for the purposes of becoming incorporated under the law of another jurisdiction 
(“migration”: see s� 156)� Notice of the migration is given in the Gazette, includ-
ing details about the jurisdiction the former IBC has migrated to�

98� Equally, FICs are required to register with the RIBC through their 
registered agent� Documents filed upon registration of a FIC are the follow-
ing: the charter, statutes, memorandum or articles of the foreign company; 
the company’s directors; the address of the foreign company in its place of 
incorporation or origin; the name of the foreign company; the powers of the 
FIC’s directors resident in Brunei; particulars of the FIC’s registered agent 
and of the FIC’s registered office in Brunei; a certificate of due diligence by 
the registered agent (s� 134 IBCO)� Changes to these particulars need to be 
lodged with the Registrar within one month (s� 137)� Notice of the cessation 
of business in Brunei by a FIC also needs to be served to the Registrar within 
one month after such cessation occurred (s� 139)�

99� FICs are required to lodge annual returns to the Registrar (s� 142 IBCO)� 
The Monetary Authority may, with the approval of the Sultan, make regulations 
prescribing the registers and returns to be kept and made by a foreign interna-
tional company and fixing the times within which the same must be kept and 
made (s� 142(2)(a))� The International Business Companies (Amendment) Order 
2013, which came into effect on 23 November 2013, introduced specific 
requirements for FICs on the items to be submitted to the Registrar during 
registration, and when there are fundamental changes to its organisation such 
as changes of its shareholders or members� The availability of ownership 
information of FICs is also supported under another amendment that specifi-
cally provides for FICs to lodge returns with the Registrar to report changes 
of its shareholders or register of members (s� 137(1), IBCO), thereby indicating 
that FICs are also required to keep updated identity information on its mem-
bers and shareholders, and submit this information during registration and 
when there are changes� Failure to observe these obligations would be liable 
to general penalties under the Order which include imprisonment up to two 
years and a fine up to BND 100 000 (EUR 64 516) (s� 158(2), IBCO)�
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100� The incorporation of a DCC requires filing with the Registrar of the 
same documents required for the registration of an IBC, accompanied by a 
copy of the Authority’s consent (s� 147I IBCO)�

101� IBCs, FICs and DCCs are exempt from any kind of taxes or duties 
levied in Brunei (s� 20 IBCO)� In addition, they are expressly exempted from 
filing return or financial information in relation to any taxation, duty or 
other levy in respect of which they are granted relief (s� 20(7))�

102� The RIBC is a section within the Autoriti Monetari Brunei Darussalam 
(AMBD)� The key functions of the RIBC are (i) to maintain the registry 
of IBCs, FICs, DDCs and International Limited Partnerships (ILP); and 
(ii) to licence registered agents under the Registered Agents and Trustees 
Licensing Order 2000 (RATLO)� The relevant legislation guiding the work 
of the RIBC is the IBCO 2000 (and amended in 2014), the International 
Limited Partnerships Order 2000, the International Trusts Order 2000, 
the RATLO and the Criminal Asset Recovery Order 2012� In practice, the 
RIBC explained that, with regard to the formation of an IBC, FIC or DDC, 
the registered agent acts as the representative of these entities in Brunei (as 
provided under Section 61(1) of the International Business Companies Order)� 
Ownership information for these entities are kept with the entity’s registered 
agent� Section 19(4) of the International Business Companies Order states 
that “an IBC shall make an annual return in the prescribed form, and shall 
lodge the return with the Registrar not later than 14 days following the anni-
versary of the date of its registration”� The prescribed form is provided in 
Form 17 of the IBC Regulations 2000, which requires the registered agent to 
certify that the records and accounts of the IBC are properly kept� All IBCs, 
FICs and DDCs must file an annual return and pay a BND 400 (EUR 258) 
administrative fee� As at 1 March 2016, there are 5 513 IBCs, 6 FICs, 1 DCC 
and 11 registered agents (licensed under the RATLO) in Brunei�

103� Since 2014 the RIBC embarked on an exercise to clean up the exist-
ing stock of IBCs� First, the RIBC sent letters to all IBCs which had yet 
to submit an annual return or pay the annual fee� The letter also sought to 
confirm whether the IBC was still carrying on business� If no response is 
received within 30 days, the RIBC will proceed to strike off the IBC� If a 
response is received, the IBC is requested to submit their annual return and 
pay its annual fees� In year 2014, the RIBC struck off 5 703 IBCs for non-
payment of annual fees and/or failure to comply with section 6 of IBCO 13� 
The RIBC explained that there was a spike of cases in 2014 because it was the 
year which RIBC introduced a new online registry and was able to quickly 
identify IBCs which are non-compliant�

13� Section 6 of the IBCO lists the type of business activities an IBC is permitted to 
carry out�
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104� During the first quarter of 2016, the RIBC started to conduct physical 
inspections of registered agents to check that required records of IBCs are 
being maintained� These on-site inspections were initially done randomly but 
going forward the RIBC has devised a systematic off-site and on-site audit 
plan – five staff have been deployed to the audit team with a target of auditing 
records of 100 IBCs a week (most cases are off-site inspections)� An internal 
manual describes procedures for both off-site and on-site inspections�

105� The RIBC is mindful that part of the supervision of IBCs, FICs and 
DDCs is to ensure that the registered agent is maintaining all the required 
information under the IBCO and the RATLO� Registered agents are required 
to submit an annual return (including audited financial statements) to the 
RIBC and pay an annual fee� The registered agents are subject to offsite 
inspections each year (more details available in the section below)�

106� Over the review period, although there was no EOI request sent to 
Brunei, the RIBC had in eight occasions requested ownership information 
from IBCs and was able obtain the information in all cases� All eight cases 
were either received from another Bruneian government agency or part of the 
off-site inspection audit work conducted by the RIBC�

Information to be held by companies
107� Pursuant to the CA, companies are required to keep a register of 
their members, detailing the name and address of each member, as well as 
the date at which each person was entered in the register as a member and the 
date at which any person ceased to be a member (s� 95)� The subscribers of a 
company’s memorandum are entered as members in the company’s register 
of members as soon as the company is registered with the Registrar (s� 28(1))� 
New members also need to have their names entered in the company’s regis-
ter of members (s� 28(2))�

108� For companies having a share capital, the register of members will 
contain a statement of the shares held by each member, distinguishing each 
share by its number, and of the amount paid or agreed to be considered as 
paid on the shares of each member (s� 95(1)(a) CA)� When any of its shares are 
converted into stock, the company is required to give notice of the conver-
sion to the Registrar so that the registrar is updated (s� 95(1)(c))� In addition, 
companies having more than 50 members are required to keep an index of the 
names of the members of a company� Companies also keep a register of the 
holders of debentures which is open to the inspection of the registered holder 
of any such debentures, and of any holder of shares in the company (s� 75(1))�

109� For companies limited by guarantee, the memorandum of associa-
tion must contain the names of the subscribers (i�e� the initial members of the 
company) (s� 14 and Table C CA), and if the company limited by guarantee 
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has share capital, it must also indicate the number of shares held by each 
member (s� 14 and Table D)�

110� When shares or interest in a company are transferred, the registers 
are updated on the application of the transferor (s� 68 CA)�

111� Companies formed under the CA are required to have a registered 
office in Brunei (s� 92(1))� Changes in a company’s registered office are noti-
fied to the Registrar within 28 days� The register of members and the index 
of the names of members need to be kept at the registered office of the com-
pany (s� 98), unless the company has obtained a license from the Registrar 
to keep them in a place where a substantial part of its business is carried on 
(s� 103(1))� The license is annual� Companies may also keep local or branch 
registers, but these registers are deemed to be part of the registers kept at the 
company’s registered office (s� 104(1))� Registers are open to the inspection 
of any member without charge and of any other person on payment of a small 
fee of BND 5 (EUR 3�23), or such less sum as the company may prescribe)� 
Members and other persons may also require a copy of such registers�

112� Regarding companies incorporated outside Brunei which have their 
place of effective management in Brunei, Bruneian authorities have clarified 
by means of an Order issued in 2014 that such foreign companies are sub-
jected to the same obligations as domestic companies to file annual returns 
to the Registrar of Companies (s� 107)� Previously, there were no specific 
provisions requiring foreign companies to keep a register of their members of 
shareholders� The Companies Act (Amendment) Order 2014, which came into 
effect on 1 January 2015, mandated that foreign companies have to submit an 
annual return form including a list with identity information of their mem-
bers and shareholders� In addition, with effect from year of assessment 2012, 
foreign companies had to submit as part of their tax return, identity informa-
tion of all shareholders (Section B, Income Tax Return Form)� The above 
ensures that identity information on all shareholders of foreign companies are 
to be made available and would have to be kept by foreign companies�

International business companies
113� IBCs are required to keep at their registered office share registers or 
registers of members (depending on whether they have a share capital), as 
well as a register of directors and secretaries (ss�46-47 and 67 IBCO)� The 
share register must contain the following particulars:

• the names and addresses of the persons who hold registered shares 
in the IBC;

• the number of each class and series of registered shares held by each 
such person;
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• the date on which any person became a holder of registered shares 
in the IBC;

• the date on which any person ceased to be a holder of registered shares;

• the identifying number of any certificate; and

• the date of issue of any certificate�

114� The register of members of an IBC limited by guarantee must contain 
the names and addresses of all persons who are, or have since the registration 
of the IBC been, members of the IBC; the amount which each such person 
has undertaken to contribute to the IBC’s assets; the date upon which each 
person was registered as a member and, where applicable, the date on which 
he ceased to be a member�

115� The registers must be available for inspection during business hours 
upon written permission by a director, liquidator or the Authority� Officers, 
members, debenture holders, directors or liquidators of an IBC may also access 
the company’s registers on payment of a fee and make copies thereof� The 
company is usually given advance notice of such inspections (s� 162(3) IBCO)�

116� The International Business Companies (Amendment) Order 2013, 
which came into effect on 23 November 2013, introduced specific requirements 
for FICs on the items to be submitted to the Registrar during registration, and 
when there are fundamental changes to its organisation such as changes of its 
shareholders or members� Prior to the issuance of that Order, there were no 
specific requirements in Brunei for FICs to maintain registers of members and 
shareholders� The availability of ownership information of FICs is also sup-
ported under another amendment that specifically provides for FICs to lodge 
returns with the Registrar to report changes of its shareholders or register 
of members (s� 137(1), IBCO), thereby indicating that FICs are also required 
to keep updated identity information on its members and shareholders, and 
submit this information during registration and when there are changes�

Information held by directors and officers
117� Every Bruneian company must ensure that at least one of the two 
directors or, where there are more than two directors, at least two of them are 
ordinarily resident in Brunei Darussalam (s� 138 CA)� While directors are not 
directly obliged to maintain information on the owners of their companies, 
they will necessarily have access to the company’s register of members� The 
same holds true with respect to directors of foreign companies carrying on 
business within Brunei�

118� Directors of an IBC need to be registered under the RATLO and sign 
a written consent to act as a director (s� 63 IBCO)� An IBC is required to keep 
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a register of directors and secretaries (s� 67)� Pursuant to the IBCO, every 
director, officer, agent or liquidator of an IBC is entitled to rely on the share 
register, register of members and the books of account and records and the 
minutes and copies of consents to resolutions kept under the order and any 
report made to the IBC by any other director, officer, agent or liquidator or 
by any person selected by the IBC to make the report (s� 78)� Therefore, they 
will necessarily have access to the company’s register of members and to the 
other company documents�

119� The IBC Order further requires a director or resident director or sec-
retary or resident secretary of an IBC not to disclose or use information he 
has obtained by reason of his office to any person or for any purpose except 
in accordance with his duty as a director or secretary of the company and so 
far as he may be compelled by law so to do (s� 65(5))� Information concern-
ing possible infringements of AML obligations needs to be disclosed to the 
supervisory authority�

Information held by service providers
120� Pursuant to the AMLO, financial institutions and persons carry-
ing on “relevant business” – including service providers licensed under 
the RATLO, advocates and solicitors under the Legal Profession Act and 
registered accountants – are required to take “reasonable measures” for the 
purpose of establishing the identity of any person on whose behalf their client 
acts (s� 9(2))� The determination of what constitutes “reasonable measures” for 
the purposes of determining the identity of a client is made on a case by case 
basis, having regard to all the circumstances of the case and, in particular, 
to best practice which, for the time being, is followed in the relevant field of 
business and which is applicable to those circumstances (s� 9(3))� The AMLO, 
which does not contain a reference to the concept of “beneficial ownership”, 
further entrusts the Monetary Authority with the power to issue supple-
mentary legislation to clarify the scope of the AML/CFT obligations on the 
different entities and service providers�

121� This means that the full effectiveness of the CDD obligations under 
the AMLO is conditional upon the issuance of sector-specific guidelines 
determining the “best practices” to be followed by each type of financial 
entity� Pursuant to the AMBDO (s� 34), notices 14 have been issued to financial 
service providers to banks, life insurer, international banks, international 
insurers and international Takaful insurers, Islamic banks, holders of money 
changer’s licence and remittance licence, investments advisers, dealers and 

14� See Notices No� AMBD/R/34/2011/1; AMBD/R/34/2011/3; AMBD/R/34/2011/6; 
AMBD/R/34/2011/7; AMBD/R/34/2011/2; AMBD/R/34/2011/5; AMBD/R/34/2011/8; 
AMBD/R/34/2011/4�
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investment adviser representatives, dealer’s representatives and exempted 
persons, family Takaful operators� These notices include requirements on 
identification of beneficial owners�

122� The notices require financial service providers indicated above to 
conduct customer due diligence (CDD) on all customers – including com-
panies – that seek to establish business relations� Upon the establishment of 
business relationships, these entities are required to obtain, verify and record 
information on the customer transacting on behalf of the company; on all 
directors of the company; and all beneficial owners of the company – that 
being, the natural person who ultimately owns or controls a customer or the 
person on whose behalf a transaction is being conducted, and includes the 
persons who exercise ultimate effective control over a body corporate� These 
entities are required to periodically review the adequacy of customer identi-
fication information obtained in respect of customers and beneficial owners 
and ensure the information is kept up to date�

123� All service providers (including lawyers, accountants and agents 
registered under the RATLO) are required to conduct identification and 
verification of their customers under sections 4 to 14 of the Criminal Asset 
Recovery Order 2012 (CARO)� In addition, the Ministry of Finance through 
the Public Accountants Oversight Committee is responsible for the oversight 
and regulation of Public Accountants in Brunei Darussalam� Practising 
lawyers in Brunei have to be registered under the Legal Profession Act 
(CAP 132)� Under the Legal Profession Act, the Law Society is formed as a 
body representative of the legal profession�

124� The AMBD explained that a new Registry and Licensing System 
(RALS) of the RIBC was fully operational in 2013� In the first two years since 
its full operation (i�e� 2013 and 2014), the focus was to strike off IBCs that were 
no longer active through RALS� In 2015, the RIBC started to conduct on-site 
examinations of the registered agents� There is an internal checklist and manual 
to guide RIBC staff on the supervision� The off-site supervision on five regis-
tered agents has been completed and no registered agents have been found to be 
non-compliant with regulations provided for under the RATLO, nor were there 
penalties imposed on the registered agents� The RIBC plans to complete on-site 
and off-site supervision on all eleven registered agents by next year�

Nominees
125� Prior to 1 January 2015, there were no express provisions under the 
Companies Act to require all nominees to disclose the identity of each person 
for whom the shares were held� Legislative amendments were made to the 
Companies Act under the Companies Act (Amendment) Order 2014 which came 
into effect on 1 January 2015, when an obligation was introduced for companies 
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to require all nominees to disclose the identity of each person for whom the 
shares are held (s� 65, Companies Act)� Fraudulently providing information 
would be liable to a fine up to BND 5 000 (EUR 3 225) and/or imprisonment up 
to two years� Companies are also required to maintain a register of disclosure of 
nominee shareholdings (s� 65(5), Companies Act) thus ensuring the availability 
of identity information of persons for whom the nominees represent�

126� Previously, nominees who are lawyers, accountants, trustees or financial 
institutions are under a generic obligation to conduct CDD on their customers 
and thus to maintain full information on the persons on whose behalf they 
hold the interest in the company (s� 9(2) AMLO)� The effectiveness of these 
obligations, however, was conditional upon the issuance of guidelines (by the 
AMBD) identifying the “best practices” to be followed by each category of 
service providers� A Criminal Asset Recovery Order (CARO) was issued in 
2012, which came into effect on 16 June 2012, introduced requirements for 
identity information on all relevant entities and customers to be obtained and 
verified (s� 5, 6, 7 and 13 of CARO)� This obligation also applies to financial 
institutions and designated non-financial business and professions, which 
cover “advocates and solicitors, notaries, other independent legal profes-
sions and accountants” (s� 2(1))� Failure to fulfil these obligations is liable 
to penalties which include a fine up to BND 1 000 000 (EUR 656 300) and 
imprisonment up to one year� Continuing offence would include a further 
fine of BND 100 000 (EUR 65 630) for every day during which the offence 
continues (s� 24 of CARO)� These provisions are sufficient to ensure the avail-
ability of all identity information of all relevant entities must be kept�

127� With CARO in force, the previous notices issued by AMBD (under 
AML legislation) which came into effect on 4 April 2012 to provide further 
guidance to the CDD obligations of designated non-financial businesses and 
professions, including lawyers and accountants, and another notice for regis-
tered agents and licensed trustees, 15 will be repealed�

128� Bruneian authorities also highlight that the above two areas of amend-
ments complement existing provisions under the Business Names Act (effective 
from 1 March 1958) which require the registration of all types of nominees 
having a place of business within Brunei (s� 5, Business Names Act)� This 
requirement is useful for identifying persons acting as nominees and for cross-
checking that companies have complied with their obligations, but does not in 
itself enable the Bruneian authorities to ensure the availability of identity infor-
mation of all owners of the companies whom the nominees represent�

15� Notice to Designated Non-financial Businesses and Professions (AMBD/R/21/2012/1) 
and Notice to Registered Agents and Licensed Trustees – Prevention of Money 
Laundering and Combating the Financing of Terrorism (AMBD/R/34/2012/1)�
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129� All companies must disclose nominee shareholding in their annual 
return to the ROCBN� Section 65 of the CA is the legislative provision on dis-
closure of nominee shareholding followed by the submission of annual returns 
containing list of persons holding shares in the company� Since the legislative 
amendments to the Companies Act came into effect on 1 January 2015 impos-
ing an obligation on companies to require all nominees to disclose the identity 
of each person for whom the shares are held, the ROCBN and RIBC have 
jointly held several outreach events to inform company service providers of 
the change� According to the ROCBN, the participation rate for such outreach 
events was very positive and the stakeholders understand the policy rationale 
for the change and the required information to be maintained� Generally, the 
RIBC found that the financial institutions are familiar with the new require-
ments, although some designated non-financial businesses and professions 
(DNFBPs) may require greater attention and the RIBC have plans for another 
round of awareness programmes to be launched in the later part of 2016�

Bearer shares (ToR A.1.2)
130� Prior to January 2015, companies limited by shares formed under the 
CA were allowed to issue share warrants to bearer if so authorised under their 
articles of association (s� 73(1) CA)� Such share warrants entitle the bearer 
thereof to the shares therein specified, and the shares may be transferred by 
delivery of the warrant (s� 73(3))� The bearer of a share warrant was entitled 
on surrendering the warrant for cancellation, unless the articles of the com-
pany otherwise provide, to have his name entered in the register of members�

131� Upon issuance of a share warrant, the company is required to note in 
the register of the members the fact of the issue of the warrant, a statement of 
the shares included in the warrant, distinguishing each share by its number 
and the date of the issue of the warrant (s� 97 CA)� The law, however, did not 
expressly require the company to note information concerning the identity of 
the warrant bearer� Brunei authorities advised that, to the best of their knowl-
edge, no share warrants to bearer had been issued in practice� No instances 
of such share warrants have been found in the course of the Phase 1 review�

132� Effective as of 1 January 2015, the Companies Act has been amended 
to expressly prohibit companies from issuing any share warrant which ena-
bles the shares to be transferred by delivery of the warrant (s� 73, Companies 
Act)� In addition, a transition period was provided for existing holders of 
share warrants to have up to 31 December 2015 to surrender the warrants 
for cancellation and have their names entered as a member in the register 
of members (s� 97(2))� Bruneian authorities have indicated that they are not 
aware of any company that has issued share warrants� As share warrants 
are no longer permitted as of 1 January 2015, any share warrant held by any 
person after the deadline of 31 December 2015 would not have legal effect 
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and cannot be surrendered thereafter� Brunei authorities indicate that the pos-
sibility of any share warrants that may be in circulation is very low although 
there are no available statistics on the number of companies limited by shares 
that may be allowed to issue share warrants� These legal amendments are 
sufficient in identifying owners of the share warrants surrendered and the 
prohibition of share warrants in the law ensures the risk concerning share 
warrants to bearer is mitigated�

133� The ROCBN explained that, as a result of the legal requirements for 
the surrender of share warrants, as explained in the paragraph above, the 
surrendered share warrants would be converted into (nominative) shares by 
31 December 2015and the names of (new) shareholders entered into the share 
register, the records of such a change would be kept by both ROCBN and 
companies� After 31 December 2015, the share warrant would not be hon-
oured by the companies� The 31 December 2015 deadline (for any existing 
share warrants to be surrendered) has since lapsed and the ROCBN reported 
that nobody came forward to surrender any share warrant�

134� The ROCBN reported having consulted the private sector regarding 
the legislation to phase out share warrants and the feedback from members 
of the private sector was that they did not encounter the circulation of such 
share warrants in their professional practice and did not raise any problem on 
the legislative amendment� The general impression was that share warrants 
do not exist in Brunei� To confirm this, the ROCBN did two sample reviews� 
In the first review, 150 annual returns of companies were randomly selected 
(50 from 2016, 50 from 2015, 20 from 2014, 15 from 2013 and 15 from 2012)� 
The ROCBN found that none of the annual returns mentioned the existence 
of share warrants to bearer� In the second review, 100 articles of association 
of companies were randomly selected (50 from 2015, 20 from 2014, 15 from 
2013 and 15 from 2012)� The ROCBN found that none of the articles of asso-
ciation mentioned the existence of share warrants to bearer either� Therefore, 
the issue of share warrants to bearer does not seem to be a material one�

135� It was also identified in the 2011 Phase 1 report that while all shares 
in an IBC need to be registered (with or without par value); accordingly, no 
shares in an IBC may be issued to bearer (s� 5(5) IBCO), IBCs are permitted 
to issue warrants (s� 17(2)(d)) which the holder of the warrant can trade such 
that the bearer of it can redeem the warrant for the issued shares� This may 
present the same risks as bearer shares 16� However, a closer inspection of 
the IBCO indicates that while IBCs are permitted to issue warrants (s� 17(2)
(d)), there is no indication in the provisions that such warrants include share 

16� This is also highlighted by APG (the Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering) 
at paragraph 980 of its latest Mutual Evaluation Report on Brunei Darussalam 
(14 July 2010): www�apgml�org/documents/default�aspx?s=title&c=7�

http://www.apgml.org/documents/default.aspx?s=title&c=7
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warrants “to bearer”� These interpretations of the provisions provide greater 
assurance that the risk presented by share warrants to bearer in Brunei would 
be minimised�

136� In any case, Brunei authorities have since clarified that share war-
rants to bearer are also prohibited, as in accordance to the same provision 
pertaining to the prohibition of shares issued to bearer (s� 5(5), IBCO)� This 
is on the basis that “shares” is defined under the IBCO to include warrants 
(s� 2(1), IBCO) and therefore the prohibition of shares to bearer would extend 
to share warrants to bearer�

137� In practice, the RIBC and AMBD clarified that, as stated under 
Section 5 (5) of the International Business Companies Order 2000, all shares 
in an IBC shall be registered shares and accordingly no shares in an IBC may 
be issued to bearer� Therefore, shares in an IBC may be either shares with 
par value or shares with no par value� The registered agents who provide the 
international companies management business for the IBCs must ensure that 
upon incorporation no share warrants are to be issued to bearer and must be in 
accordance to Section 5 (5) of the IBCO 2000� Share details are also required 
to be submitted to the RIBC during application for incorporation of the IBC�

Partnerships (ToR A.1.3)

Types of partnerships
138� Brunei’s law provides for three types of partnerships:

• domestic partnership;

• limited liability partnership (LLP); and

• international limited partnership (ILP)�

139� A domestic partnership or “firm” is defined by the Business Names 
Act (BNA) as an “unincorporated body of two or more individuals, or one or 
more individuals and one or more corporations, or two or more corporations, 
who or which have entered into partnership with one another” (s� 2)� Domestic 
partnerships are not separate entities in Brunei� The maximum number of 
members permitted is 20, and they can be both individuals and companies� 
If there are more than 20 partners, the partnership is converted in a limited 
company� As a general rule, at least one partner must be a Brunei citizen or a 
Brunei permanent resident� Individual businesses may also take the form of 
sole proprietorships�

140� Pursuant to the Limited Liability Partnership Order, 2000 (LLPO), 
any two or more persons associated for carrying on a lawful business with a 
view to profit may, by complying with the registration requirements, register 
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a limited liability partnership (s� 15)� Unlike partnerships under the Business 
Names Act, LLP are separate legal entities with limited liability (s� 5)� 
General partnership law does not apply to LLPs� Every partner of a LLP is 
the agent of the limited liability partnership (s� 10)� Domestic partnerships 
(firms) and private companies may convert into an LLP� The LLPO envisages 
the possibility of registering foreign limited liability partnerships (s� 57(2)
(a))� To date, however, regulations for the registration and regulation of such 
foreign LLPs have not been made�

141� International limited partnerships (ILPs) are governed by the IBCO� 
Under the IBCO, an ILP consists of one or more general partners (of which 
one partner must be an IBC, a trust corporation, or a wholly owned sub-
sidiary thereof, or a partnership which is an ILP) and any number of limited 
partners� An ILP may be formed for any lawful purpose� It may not carry on 
business with any persons resident in Brunei� A partnership interest cannot 
be held by a person resident in Brunei�

Information to be provided to government authorities
142� Firms, individuals and corporations carrying on business under busi-
ness names need to register under the Business Names Act, provided that 
they have not more than 20 members (in which case, they are required to 
register as companies)�

143� Upon registration, firms are required to furnish to the Registrar a 
statement in writing containing, inter alia, particulars on the general nature 
of the business, the principal place of business and the full names, the usual 
residence and the other business occupation (if any) of every individual who 
is a partner (s� 6(1) BNA)� Copies of identity cards, passports or other docu-
ments such as certificate of qualification or letters of consent may also be 
required (s� 15 BNA and s� 3 Business Names Regulation)� Changes in any of 
the registered particulars need to be filed within 14 days (s� 10 BNA)� When 
a foreign firm is registered through a Bruneian agent, the agent must register 
and furnish particulars regarding the foreign firm’s partners (s� 5 BNA and 
s� 3 of the Business Names Regulation)�

144� Any person may, on payment of a fee, search the Register of Business 
Names or may inspect or make extracts from or copies of the statements fur-
nished in pursuance of the Business Names Act (s� 16)�

145� Domestic partnerships are not legal entities and are not subject to 
profit tax� Therefore, they are not subject to tax reporting requirements�

146� LLPs are required to submit upon registration a statement by 
every partner containing the name of the proposed partnership, the general 
nature of its proposed business, the proposed registered office, the name, 
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identification (if any), nationality and usual place of residence of every person 
who is to be partner or manager of the partnership� When any of such persons 
is a body corporate, the corporate name, place of incorporation or registra-
tion, registration number and registered office need to be provided (s� 16 
LLPO)� Changes in any of the registered particulars need to be filed with the 
Registrar within 14 days of the change (s� 29)�

147� The Registrar of International Limited Partnerships holds the iden-
tity of the general partner or, if there is more than one, of each of the general 
partners (s� 13(1)(e) ILPO)� Records kept by the registrar can be inspected or 
made copies of on payment of the prescribed fee� (s� 13(6))� Brunei’s authori-
ties have reported that to date, no international limited partnerships have 
been registered� ILPs are not required to file tax returns (s� 20)�

148� As of 1 March 2016, there are 106 333 domestic partnerships and no 
LLP registered in Brunei� The ROCBN confirmed that, although domestic 
partnerships do not have to submit annual returns (unlike companies), domestic 
partnerships are obligated to notify the ROCBN whenever there is a change in 
the identity of their partners� In addition, similar to companies, with payment of 
a small administrative fee, members of the public are able login to the ROCBN 
website to search for ownership information of domestic partnerships�

Information held by the partnership or partners
149� Every ILP must maintain a registered office in Brunei at the regis-
tered office of a trust corporation� ILPs must keep a register of the limited 
partners at their registered office and update it within twenty-one days of any 
change in the particulars required to be entered in it (s� 11 ILPO)� The regis-
ter of limited partners may be inspected, upon payment of a fee, by: (i) any 
partner, director or other officer or liquidator of an ILP or the supervisory 
Authority; and (ii) by any other person with the written permission of the 
Authority or the ILP Registrar, in either case with a cogent reason for inspec-
tion having been supplied by such person (s� 11(3))�

Information held by service providers
150� The CARO which was issued in 2012 and came into effect on 16 June 
2012, introduced requirements for identity information on all relevant enti-
ties and customers to be obtained and verified (s� 5, 6, 7 and 13 of CARO 17)� 
This obligation applies to trust and company service providers, financial 

17� Section 5 of CARO lists the situations when service providers are required to 
obtain customer information, section 6 of CARO lists the type of information on 
the customer to be obtained, section 7 of CARO list the verification procedures 
which the service providers should undertake to satisfy itself of the true identity 
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institutions and designated non-financial business and professions, which 
cover “advocates and solicitors, notaries, other independent legal profes-
sions and accountants” (s� 2(1))� Failure to fulfil these obligations is liable 
to penalties which include a fine up to BND 1 000 000 (EUR 656 300) and 
imprisonment up to one year� Continuing offence would include a further 
fine of BND 100 000 (EUR 65 630) for every day during which the offence 
continues (s� 24 of CARO)� These provisions are sufficient to ensure the avail-
ability of all identity information of all relevant entities must be kept�

151� International partnerships must be registered by a licensed trust 
corporation, which is required to provide a certificate of due diligence prior 
to registration (s� 13 ILPO)� Where a new partner is admitted, appropriate 
reaffirmation of the certificate specifying the nature of the change must be 
submitted to Registrar (s� 14)� Such reaffirmation of the due diligence certifi-
cate must be submitted within sixty days of the change made to or occurred 
in any of the matters specified in the original statement� When a person 
ceases to be a general partner or the partnership is dissolved, the statement 
needs to be filed with the ILP Registrar within twenty-one days� The trust 
corporations are also subject to CDD obligations pursuant to the AMBDO�

152� The RIBC confirmed that as at 1 March 2016, there is no interna-
tional partnership registered in Brunei�

Conclusion
153� Overall, comprehensive, up-to-date ownership and identity infor-
mation is available in respect of all partnerships operating in Brunei� Such 
information is either filed with the ROCBN (for domestic partnerships and 
LLPs) or kept at the licensed agent’s registered office (for ILPs)� This is com-
plemented by AML obligations on a wide range of financial institutions�

Trusts (ToR A.1.4)

Types of trusts
154� Trusts are recognised, and can be created under Bruneian law� In 
addition to the common law principles, there are specific statutes and statu-
tory provisions regulating international trusts, namely the Registered Agents 
and Trustees Licensing Order, 2000 (RATLO) and International Trusts 
Order, 2000 (ITO)�

of its customer, and section 13 of CARO lists additional procedures for on-going 
customer due diligence�
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155� Common law express trusts may be formed in Brunei with the assis-
tance of a lawyer�

156� An international trust is created in writing whether by deed, unilat-
eral declaration will or other testamentary document or otherwise� At least 
one of the trustees needs to be a trust corporation or wholly-owned subsidi-
ary of a trust corporation authorised and licensed under section 3(3) of the 
RATLO (s� 3(2) ITO)� The law expressly requires that no capital or income 
subject to an international trust be paid or applied in any way which might 
confer any direct or indirect benefit on any person who is residing in Brunei 
at the time of the payment or application (s� 3(4))�

157� International trusts may be: authorised purpose trusts; special trusts; 
or, ordinary trusts�

158� An ordinary trust is an international trust if at least one of the 
trustees is licensed under the RATLO and the trust instrument provides or 
implies the trust be an international trust for the purposes of the ITO (s� 3(2)
(b) ITO)� An authorised purpose trust is an international trust which: (i) is 
for some abstract or impersonal purpose or purposes (whether general or 
specific) other than an exclusive charitable purpose or exclusively charita-
ble purposes; (ii) is not for the direct or indirect benefit of any particular 
ascertainable persons or class of persons (whether or not immediately ascer-
tainable); and (iii) can be enforced only pursuant to the provisions contained 
in Part VIII of the ITO (s� 68)� A special trust is an international trust created 
by a written instrument in exercise of a special power (s� 76(3))� In all cases, 
the settlor of an international trust cannot reside in Brunei at the creation of 
the trust or when it first becomes subject to the law of Brunei�

159� Pursuant to the RATLO, only companies (including domestic com-
panies registered under the Companies Act, IBCs and foreign international 
companies) are eligible for licences, granted by the Monetary Authority, to 
carry out international business services, including international trust ser-
vices (s� 7)� International banks and international insurers cannot be granted 
a trust licence (s� 8)�

160� Persons holding a mutual fund licence or a banking licence are exempted 
from obtaining a RATLO licence but only as regards the activities permitted 
by the licence they already hold (ss�2-3 of the RATLO, Third Schedule)� Private 
trust companies are also exempted from obtaining an international trust busi-
ness licence� Pursuant to the Third Schedule of the RATLO, a private trust 
company is an IBC or a FIC which is intended to be a trustee of no more than 
three qualifying trusts of which one or more members of a family, corporate 
group or one or more charitable institutions or trusts are the principal benefi-
ciaries for the time being, or which is intended to be a trustee of no more than 
three purpose trusts having common purposes, settlers and enforcers (s� 4(2))� 
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Such exemption only applies where at least one of the directors of the private 
trust company is supplied by a licensee conducting international trust business, 
and a licensee is a co-trustee, or is the sole shareholder (whether beneficially or 
upon a trust) of the private trust company (s� 4(3))�

Information provided to government authorities
161� Brunei’s law does not provide for a central registry for express trusts 
or for international trusts� However, all persons wishing to carry on interna-
tional trust business need to be licensed by the Monetary Authority, which 
is also their supervisory entity� Registered trustees do not file tax returns or 
other information with the tax authorities as they are expressly exempted 
from tax and tax reporting obligations (s� 55 RATLO)�

Information held by trustees and service providers
162� Trustees of all trusts in Brunei are under a fiduciary duty that arises 
under the common law to keep proper records and accounts of their trusteeship�

163� In addition to the fiduciary duties arising under common law, the 
trustees of special and ordinary international trusts are required to maintain 
specific documents within Brunei� In particular, the RATLO requires each 
licensed trustee to maintain within Brunei adequate systems of control of its 
own client’s business and records (s� 12(2)g)� Licensed trustees are subject to 
the Authority’s general power to require information and documents (s� 28)�

164� In relation to special trusts, the ITO requires trustees to keep at their 
registered office in Brunei documentary record of: the terms of the special 
trust; the identity of the trustee and the enforcers; all settlements of the 
property upon the special trust and the identity of the settlors; the property 
subject to the special trust at the end of each of its accounting years; and all 
distributions or applications of the trust property (s� 85)� In addition, trus-
tees of a special trust who accept a settlement of property must take steps 
to ensure that the settlor, or the person making the settlement on his behalf, 
understands who will have standing to enforce trust (s� 87)�

165� There is also a legal obligation, subject to the terms of the trust 
instrument, on trustees of ordinary and special international trusts to take 
reasonable steps to inform each beneficiary who has, but may not be aware 
of having, a vested interest under the trust of the existence of the trusts and 
of the general nature of that interest, and when there are no beneficiaries the 
trustees must take reasonable steps to ensure that at least one person who is 
capable of enforcing the trusts is aware of the existence of the trusts and of 
the general nature of the interest entitling him to enforce them (s� 90)�
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166� The CARO was issued in 2012, which came into effect on 16 June 
2012, introduced requirements for identity information on the trustees, sett-
lor and beneficiary of the express trust to be obtained and verified (s� 6(1)
(c), CARO)� This obligation applies to financial institutions and designated 
non-financial business and professions, which cover “advocates and solici-
tors, notaries, other independent legal professions and accountants” (s� 2(1))� 
Failure to fulfil these obligations is liable to penalties which include a 
fine up to BND 1 000 000 (EUR 656 300) and imprisonment up to one 
year� Continuing offence would include a further fine of BND 100 000 
(EUR 65 630) for every day during which the offence continues (s� 24)� 
These provisions are sufficient to ensure the availability of all identity 
information of trustees, settlors and beneficiaries must be kept� Previously, 
licensed trustees (for international trusts) are required to take “reasonable 
measures” to identify their clients also under the AMLO (s� 9(2))� A Notice to 
Registered Agents and Licensed Trustee (Prevention of Money Laundering 
and Combating the Financing of Terrorism) was issued and came into effect 
on 4 April 2012� With the introduction of CARO, the Notice will be repealed�

167� Common law express trusts can be formed in Brunei, and this usu-
ally occurs with the assistance of a lawyer� The Criminal Asset Recovery 
Order (CARO) which was issued in 2012 and came into effect on 16 June 2012 
introduced requirements for identity information on the trustees, settlor and ben-
eficiary of the express trust to be obtained and verified (s� 6(1)(c), CARO)� This 
obligation applies to financial institutions, designated non-financial business, 
and professions including “advocates and solicitors, notaries, other independent 
legal professions and accountants” (s� 2(1))� Failure to fulfil these obligations is 
liable to penalties which include a fine up to BND 1 000 000 (EUR 645 161) and 
imprisonment up to one year� Continuing offence would include a further fine of 
BND 100 000 (EUR 64 516) for every day during which the offence continues 
(s� 24)� These provisions are sufficient to ensure the availability of all identity 
information of trustees, settlors and beneficiaries must be kept�

168� As at 1 March 2016, there are 15 trusts formed under the International 
Trust Order in Brunei and these arrangements are regulated by the FIU and 
RIBC within the AMBD� In practice, registered agents are required under 
the RATLO to submit annual returns to the RIBC� The annual returns will 
include information on the trusts the registered agents are administrators of, 
and confirmation that the registered agents have complied with the relevant 
CDD obligations� The RIBC has yet to embark on audits of the trusts formed 
under the International Trust Order because its priority is to concentrate on 
IBC compliance (see sections above for details)� It is recommended that Brunei 
ensures that the obligation imposed on (i) trusts formed under the International 
Trust Order, and (ii) express trusts formed under common law, to maintain 
updated ownership information is sufficiently monitored in practice�
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Conclusion
169� A combination of requirements under the ITO and the RATLO result 
in full identity and ownership information being available in respect of all 
international trusts formed under the ITO� For express trusts formed under 
common law, the introduction of CARO in 2012, mandated that identity 
information on the trustees, settlor and beneficiary of the express trust be 
obtained and verified�

Foundations (ToR A.1.5) and Other Relevant Entities and 
Arrangements (ToR A.1.6)
170� There is no statute which permits the establishment of foundations 
under Bruneian law� Although there are two entities called “foundations” 
established under specific laws 18, both these entities have charitable purposes 
and are set up and founded by Brunei’s royal family�

171� Brunei law also provides for a number of non-profit organisations 
(NPOs)� NPOs generally take the form of co-operative societies, overseen by 
the Brunei Industrial Development Authority, or societies, are overseen by the 
Registry of Societies (ROS)� The latter is part of the Royal Brunei Police Force� 
The Brunei not-for-profit-organisation sector consists entirely of domestic 
entities� It is relatively small with 443 registered societies and four registered 
not-for-profit companies limited by guarantee� All the four companies limited 
by guarantees (an international school, two community organisations and an 
aid/care organisation) qualify as companies operating for “charitable purposes” 
and may therefore be considered outside the scope of the TOR�

Enforcement provisions to ensure availability of information 
(ToR A.1.6)

Compliance with company, partnership and trust laws
172� Brunei’s laws provide for a system of penalties for non-compliance 
with key obligations to maintain ownership and identity information�

173� Companies face penalties for failure to lodge the prescribed docu-
ments or returns with the ROCBN or to keep any of the prescribed registers� 
In case of failure to lodge the return of allotment, offenders (i�e� every direc-
tor, manager, secretary, or other officer of the company who is knowingly 
a party to the default) are liable to a fine of BND 250 (EUR 161) for every 
day during which the default continues (s� 45(3) CA)� For failure to lodge the 

18� The yayasan Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah Act and the Dana Pengiran Muda 
Mahkota Al-Muhtadee Billah For Orphans Act�
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annual return of members or shareholders, the company and every officer 
of the company who is in default is liable to a fine of BND 50 (EUR 32) for 
every day during which the default continues (s� 109(4))� The same default 
fine applies where a company not having a share capital has increased the 
number of its members beyond the registered number fails to give to the 
Registrar notice of the increase (s� 55)� Failure to pay fines or penalties 
imposed by a Court or magistrate under the Companies Act may result in the 
company being struck off the ROCBN and dissolved (s� 316)�

174� Foreign companies that operate in Brunei without registering or that 
fail to comply with any of the obligations under the Companies Act face a 
fine of BND 1 000 (EUR 645) and, in case of a continuing offence, BND 25 
(EUR 16) for every day during which the default continues (s� 306 CA)�

175� In year 2015, out of a total of 24 limited public companies, 12 (50%) 
submitted their annual return on time� In the same year, out of a total of 
5 786 limited private companies, 3 089 (53%) submitted their annual return 
on time, 1511 (26%) filed their annual returns late and incurred late submis-
sion penalty fees, and of those that did not submit their annual returns 4 are 
being wound up, 340 are in the process of being struck off, the remaining 
838 companies (15%) did not submit their annual returns either because 
(i) they are newly incorporated and their annual returns are not due for sub-
mission (547 companies) or (ii) they are not due to file their annual returns 
during the period of assessment (291 companies)� In 2015, out of a total of 
213 foreign companies, 97 (45�5%) submitted their annual return on time and 
of those that did not submit their annual returns 46 are in the process of being 
struck off� The ROCBN also reported 1515 late annual returns submitted in 
2015 which resulted in a total of BND 151 500 (EUR 97 700) in late submis-
sion penalties� For companies that persistently fail to submit their annual 
returns, the ROCBN will initiate the process of striking off the company 
under section 276(1) of the Companies Act�

176� International Business Companies failing to keep a register of 
members or of shareholders are liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding 
BND 200 (EUR 129) and to a further fine not exceeding BND 50 (EUR 32) 
for every day on which the contravention continues after conviction (ss�46(5) 
and 47(6) IBCO)� In addition, since 2011 a new enforcement provision was 
introduced for FICs, of which failure by FICs to observe obligations to keep 
identity information of its shareholders and lodge returns with the Registrar 
reporting changes of its shareholders or register of members, would be liable 
to general penalties under the Order which include imprisonment up to two 
years and a fine up to BND 100 000 (EUR 64 516) (s� 158(2), IBCO)�

177� Every partner in a firm or partnership failing to furnish a statement 
of particulars, or of any change in particulars within the prescribed time is 
guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of BND 25 (EUR 16) for every day 
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during which the default continues� Partners furnishing false statements 
or particulars face a fine of BND 2 000 (EUR 1 290) or imprisonment for 
12 months (s� 14 BNA)� Persons refusing to furnish to the Registrar such par-
ticulars as appear necessary to him for the purposes of ascertaining whether 
or not such person or the firm of which he is partner should be registered 
under the BNA or an alteration made in the registered particulars are subject 
to imprisonment for 3 months and to a fine of BND 800 (EUR 516)� Limited 
partnerships and the responsible persons within them also face specific sanc-
tions for failure to submit changes in the registered particular or to ensure 
that at least one of its managers is ordinarily resident in Brunei (s� 29(5) and 
s� 24(5) LLPO)�

178� In the case of international limited partnerships, a wilful failure by a 
general partner to sign and file a statement concerning changes in the regis-
tered particulars triggers a fine not exceeding BND 1 000 (EUR 645) and a 
further fine not exceeding BND 1 000 (EUR 645) for each day after convic-
tion on which the failure continues�

179� Trustees of a special trust failing to keep at their office in Brunei 
documentary evidence of the terms of such special trust or of the identity of 
the trustees and the enforcers are liable: in the first case, to imprisonment 
(for a term not exceeding two years) or a fine not exceeding BND 100 000 
(EUR 64 516), or to both; in the second case, to a fine not exceeding 
BND 20 000 (EUR 12 903) (s� 85(3) and (4) ITO)� In addition, failure by 
financial institutions, designated non-financial business and professions and 
registered agents and licensed trustees to fulfil obligations to keep identity 
information on their customers is liable to penalties which include a fine up to 
BND 1 000 000 (EUR 645 161) and imprisonment up to one year� Continuing 
offence would include a further fine of BND 100 000 (EUR 64 516) for every 
day during which the offence continues (s� 24, Criminal Asset Recovery 
Order and s� 34(2), AMBD Order)�

Compliance with AML/CFT legislation
180� Compliance with CDD obligations is enforced through a system of 
fines� Section 24 of CARO states that any person who intentionally or negli-
gently fails to conduct due diligence with respect to customers, accounts and 
transactions as required by sections 5, 6, 7 and 13 is guilty of an offence and 
liable to conviction to a fine not exceeding BND 1 000 000 (EUR 659 643), 
imprisonment for a term not exceeding 1 year or both, and, in the case of 
continuing offence, to a further fine of BND 100 000 (EUR 65 964) for every 
day during which the offense continues after conviction�

181� Over the review period, the AMBD reported that penalties have been 
imposed for the following: (i) on 427 cases for failure of IBCs to pay renewal 
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fees on time; (ii) on 232 cases for failure of IBCs to submit annual return on 
time; and (iii) on 18 cases for failure of IBCs to submit return of allotment 
on time�

Specific penalties for professional service providers
182� Registered trust service providers commit an offence punishable 
with imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years, a fine not exceeding 
BND 150 000 (EUR 96 774) or both when knowingly or recklessly provide 
the Monetary Authority or any other person entitled to information under 
the RATLO with information which is false or misleading in a material par-
ticular (s� 37)� Non-compliance with licensing requirements for trust service 
providers is sanctioned with imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years 
a fine not exceeding BND 200 000 (EUR 129 032) or both (s� 13)� Fines also 
apply for failure to notify the Authority of changes in the particulars set out 
in an application for a license (s� 16)�

Compliance with tax law
183� Failure to comply with tax reporting obligations under the Income Tax 
Act triggers a fine of BND 10 000 (EUR 6 452) and in default of payment to 
imprisonment for 12 months (s� 78)� Penalties for making incorrect returns or 
for giving incorrect information in relation to any matter affecting the taxpay-
er’s own liability to tax or the liability of any other person or of a partnership, 
are equal to double the amount of tax which has been undercharged in con-
sequence of such incorrect return or information, or which would have been 
so undercharged if the return or information had been accepted as correct� 
Offenders are also liable to a fine not exceeding BND 5 000 (EUR 3 225), 
imprisonment for a term not exceeding 12 months or both (s� 79)�

184� All companies 19 registered under the Companies Act are automati-
cally registered with Revenue Division� The tax identification number is the 
same as the ROCBN number� Currently, registration for tax is done manu-
ally 20 based on information gathered in the new online system implemented 
by the ROCBN� The system of automatic registration will be reactivated as 
soon as the process is consolidated at the ROCBN front� The Corporate Unit 

19� Other entities such as partnerships and IBCs are exempted from income tax and 
are not required to be registered with the Revenue Division�

20� In the meantime, Corporate Unit of Revenue Division collects the list of newly 
registered companies from Registry of Companies and enrols them on the 
records of Revenue Division� Practically this time lag carries no adverse implica-
tion as the newly registered companies become mature for compliance like filing 
of Income Tax Return only after the close of its fiscal year�
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of Revenue Division monitors the compliance of tax registration and filing of 
tax returns� Section B of the annual Income Tax Return Form requires com-
panies to include shareholder information and this is one of the mandatory 
fields in the return� The table below provides details on the compliance rate 
for filing of annual tax returns�

Year of assessment Number of returns filed Compliance Rate
2013 3 153 46%
2014 2 854 51%
2015 2 143 63%

185� In practice, the Corporate Unit of Revenue Division would generate 
the list of non-filers from the Revenue Division’s internal IT system (called 
STARS), and carry out default tax assessments� The list of non-filers is 
then forwarded to the Enforcement Unit of Revenue Division for follow-up 
enforcement actions� The Enforcement Unit has a parallel track of work by 
conducting risk assessment to identify non-filers and to send out reminder 
letters 21 to these taxpayers� The table below provides information on the 
number of reminders issued over the review period� Brunei advised that due 
to resource constraints in the Revenue Division, only a small number of non-
filers received a reminder� It is recommended that the Revenue Division be 
adequately resourced to enforce tax filing obligations�

Year of assessment Number of reminders issued Number of returns submitted
2013 151 88
2014 163 82
2015 207 23

186� If the taxpayer fails to respond to the reminder notices, the Enforcement 
Unit would proceed to forward these errant cases to the Attorney General’s 
Chambers (AGC) for legal action� The table below provides information on the 
number of tax cases prosecuted in court over the review period�

Year Number of cases prosecuted in court
1 July 2012-30 June 2013 18
1 July 2013-30 June 2014 18
1 July 2014-30 June 2015 42

21� Each reminder letter may relate to multiple past years of assessment�
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Conclusion
187� Brunei had in the recent years implemented legislative amendments 
to ensure that ownership and identity information is available for all enti-
ties� Even though Brunei did not receive any EOI request during the review 
period, it is positive that Brunei is able to provide ownership information 
for companies and partnerships when requested by other government agen-
cies within Brunei� However, some of the Bruneian authorities (such as the 
RIBC) are still in the primary stages of implementing an effective system 
of monitoring and oversight of the entities (such as IBCs and trusts formed 
under the International Trust Order) which they regulate, therefore oversight 
programmes are new and not fully implemented� Brunei should ensure that 
all its monitoring and enforcement powers are appropriately exercised in 
practice to support the legal requirements which ensure the availability of 
ownership and identity information in all cases�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.

Phase 2 rating
Largely Compliant

Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

Brunei had in the recent years 
implemented several key legislative 
amendments to ensure that 
ownership and identity information 
is available for all entities. Some of 
the Bruneian authorities (such as the 
Registry of International Business 
Companies) are still in the primary 
stages of implementing an effective 
system of monitoring and oversight 
of the entities which they regulate, 
therefore oversight programs are new 
and not fully implemented.

Brunei should ensure that all 
its monitoring and enforcement 
powers are appropriately exercised 
in practice to support the legal 
requirements which ensure the 
availability of ownership and identity 
information in all cases.
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A.2. Accounting records

Jurisdictions should ensure that reliable accounting records are kept for all 
relevant entities and arrangements.

188� A condition for exchange of information for tax purposes to be effec-
tive, is that reliable information, foreseeably relevant to the tax requirements 
of a requesting jurisdiction is available, or can be made available, in a timely 
manner� This requires clear rules regarding the maintenance of accounting 
records� The obligations to maintain reliable accounting records are found 
in most of the laws governing the various types of entities covered by this 
report, and in the tax legislation�

General requirements (ToR A.2.1)

Companies
189� Companies formed under the Companies Act (CA) are obliged to 
keep proper books of account with respect to (i) all sums of money received 
and expended by the company (and the matters in respect of which the receipt 
and expenditure takes place); (ii) all sales and purchases of goods by the 
company; and (iii) the assets and liabilities of the company (s� 121(1))� For this 
purpose, every company is required to keep:

• a cash book or other similar book and a book containing a daily sum-
mary of all the receipts and payments which are recorded in the cash 
book or books;

• a journal or other book or books in which are recorded all financial 
transactions of the company other than cash transactions and all 
transactions which in any way affect the accretions and diminutions 
on capital and revenue accounts of the company with full explana-
tions of such transactions; and

• a ledger or other book(s) in which are entered each to its proper 
account the transactions recorded in the cash book and journal so as 
to show the financial relations of the company with every party with 
whom it has dealings and the financial position of the company itself�

190� These books need to be kept at the registered office of the company 
or at such other place as the directors think fit (s� 121(2) CA)�

191� In addition, directors are required to prepare once a year a profit or 
loss account (or, in the case of a company not trading for profit, an income 
and expenditure account) and a balance sheet, containing a report by the 
directors and particulars as to subsidiary companies (s� 122-125 CA)� Both 
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the profit and loss account and the balance sheet need to be laid before the 
company in general meeting� The balance sheet of a company is submitted to 
the ROCBN as an attachment to the annual return of members or sharehold-
ers made pursuant to sections 107 and 108 of the CA (s� 109(3))�

192� Foreign companies registered under the CA are required to prepare 
every year a balance sheet in such form, and containing such particulars 
and including such documents, as under the provisions of this Act it would, 
if it had been a company within the meaning of this Act, have been required 
to make out and lay before the company in general meeting, and deliver a 
copy of that balance sheet to the Registrar (i�e� ROCBN) for registration 
(s� 302 CA)� In addition, within two months of its annual general meeting, the 
foreign company has to lodge with the ROCBN a copy of its balance sheet 
prepared in accordance with the law of its place of incorporation or origin, 
together with a statutory declaration verifying that the copies are true copies 
of the documents so required (s� 302(3))� Finally, foreign companies are 
required to also lodge with the ROCBN a duly audited statement showing its 
assets used in and liabilities arising out of its operations in Brunei (s� 302(7))�

193� In practice, compliance with the obligation on (both domestic and for-
eign) companies to maintain accounting records is monitored by the ROCBN� 
These companies have to submit their audited balance sheet together with 
their annual returns to the ROCBN� In year 2015, out of a total of 24 limited 
public companies, 12 (50%) submitted their annual return on time� In the same 
year, out of a total of 5 786 limited private companies, 3 089 (53%) submit-
ted their annual return on time, 1 511 (26%) filed their annual returns late 
and incurred late submission penalty fees, and of those that did not submit 
their annual returns 4 are being wound up, 340 are in the process of being 
struck off, and the remaining 838 companies (15%) did not submit their 
annual returns either because (i) they are newly incorporated and their annual 
returns are not due for submission (547 companies) or (ii) they are not due 
to file their annual returns during the period of assessment (291 companies)� 
In 2015, out of a total of 213 foreign companies, 97 (45�5%) submitted their 
annual return on time and of those that did not submit their annual returns 
46 are in the process of being struck off� The ROCBN also reported 1515 late 
annual returns submitted in 2015 which resulted in a total of BND 151 500 
(EUR 97 700) in late submission penalties� For companies that persistently 
fail to submit their annual returns, the ROCBN will initiate the process of 
striking off the company under section 276(1) of the Companies Act�

194� Pursuant to the Income Tax Act, companies are required to keep and 
retain in safe custody sufficient records to enable their income and allowable 
deductions to be readily ascertained by the Collector (s� 56A) ITA)� Such 
records include books of account recording receipts, payments, income and 
expenditure (s� 56A(6))�
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195� In practice, for entities subject to income tax, the Revenue Division 
conducts tax audits, which consist amongst others in checking the availabil-
ity and accuracy of accounting records� The Revenue Division stated that 
accounting records are generally available� The Revenue Division conducted 
38 tax audits in 2012, 29 tax audits in 2013, 102 tax audits in 2014 and 164 
tax audits in 2015� The amount of penalties 22 applied by the Revenue Division 
amounted to BND 29 000 (EUR 19 132) in 2012, BND 36 875 (EUR 24 327) 
in 2013and BND 33 375 (EUR 22 018) in 2014� The penalties were related 
to the failure of taxpayers to file tax returns by the tax filing due date� 
Furthermore, the Corporate Unit of Revenue Division monitors taxpay-
ers’ compliance in filing tax returns� The annual Income Tax Return Form 
requires companies to include accounting information and this is one of the 
mandatory fields in the return� The required accounting information to be 
filed along with the annual tax return, include Audited Financial Statement 
and Tax Computation� The Financial Statement needs to be audited by one 
of the authorised public accountants registered under the Accountants Order 
2010� The table below provides details on the compliance rate for filing of 
annual tax returns�

Year of assessment Number of returns filed Compliance Rate
2013 3 153 46%
2014 2 854 51%
2015 2 143 63%

196� Pursuant to the International Business Companies Order, IBCs 
are required to prepare and keep at their registered office in Brunei such 
accounts and records as the directors consider necessary or desirable to 
reflect the financial position of the company (s� 93(1) IBCO)� Directors of 
an IBC are also required to prepare every year and lay before the company 
in meeting financial statements (s� 93(3))� DCCs are required to maintain 
separate records for dedicated assets (s� 147D)� The International Business 
Companies Order was amended in November 2013 to introduce specific 
obligations for all IBCs, FICs and DDCs to keep proper accounting records, 
please refer to the relevant section below for details�

22� Brunei did not provide the amount of penalties for 2015 because the review 
period ends on 30 June 2015, which is the deadline for filing of tax returns for 
the year�
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Partnerships
197� Pursuant to the Partnership Act, 1890 of the United Kingdom (appli-
cable in Brunei under s� 2 of the Application of Laws Act), partners of a 
general partnership are bound to render true accounts and full information 
of all things affecting the partnership to any partner or his legal representa-
tives (s� 28)� Partners are also required to account to the firm for any benefit 
derived by him without the consent of the other partners from any transac-
tion concerning the partnership, or from any use by him of the partnership 
property, name or business connection (s� 29(1))�

198� Pursuant to the LPO, every limited liability partnership is required 
to keep such accounting and other records as will sufficiently explain the 
transactions and financial position of partnership and enable profit and loss 
accounts and balance sheets to be prepared from time to time which give a 
true and fair view of the state of affairs of the partnerships (s� 26)�

199� Partners of Brunei’s ILPs are subject to the general accounting 
requirement provided for by the Partnership Act, 1890 of the United Kingdom 
(see above), which is applicable to ILPs under s� 3 of the ILPO� In addition, 
an ILP is required to keep at its registered office in Brunei Darussalam such 
accounts and records as are sufficient to show and explain the ILP’s trans-
actions and to disclose with reasonable accuracy, at any time, the financial 
position of the ILP at that time (s� 5(4))�

Trust service providers
200� Trustees of all trusts in the jurisdiction are under a fiduciary duty 
that arises under the common law to keep records and accounts of their 
trusteeship� Such records and accounts must be “proper” in relation to the 
exercise of trusteeship� Licensed trustees may in their absolute discretion 
from time to time cause the accounts of the trust to be examined or audited by 
an independent accountant and must produce such vouchers and give such 
information to such accountant as he may require (s� 27 ITO)� In addition, 
trustees of special trusts are required to maintain specific documents within 
the jurisdiction, including documentary record of all the settlements of the 
property upon the special trust and the identity of the settlors; the property 
subject to the special trust at the end of each of its accounting years; and all 
distributions or application of the trust property (s� 85(1))�

201� A licensed trust service provider is required to maintain a separate 
account in its records for each person for whom he is trustee or financial 
fiduciary and keep the property held for each such account separate from that 
held for other such accounts and from property that is not trust property or 
client property (s� 23(1)(a) RATLO)�
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Foundations and other relevant entities
202� All the accounting record keeping requirements provided in the 
CA, as detailed above in paragraphs 192-195, apply to non-profit companies 
limited by guarantee� Societies are required to keep accounts of the income 
and expenditure and make such accounts public to their members annually 
(Second Schedule of the Societies Order); they are also required to file with 
the Registrar the accounts of the last financial year and a balance sheet show-
ing the financial position at the close of that year within 60 days of their 
annual meeting (s� 22(1)(d) Societies Act (Chapter 203))�

Requirements under the Record Keeping (Business) Order 2015
203� Prior to 23 June 2015, Brunei legislation did not ensure that reli-
able accounting records were kept for (i) companies formed pursuant to the 
International Business Companies Order, (ii) domestic partnerships, and 
(iii) trusts� In addition, obligations to keep underlying documentation only 
applied to entities subject to income tax and there were no express obligations 
for all other entities�

204� The Record Keeping (Business) Order 2015 which came into effect 
on 23 June 2015 requires every business to keep and maintain records of 
every transaction carried out in respect of the business, and issue a printed 
receipt serially numbered for every sum received in respect of goods sold or 
services performed in the course of the business (s� 5(1))� “Records” include 
all accounting records and underlying documentation required under the 
standard, such as “books of account recording receipts, payments, incomes 
and expenditure; invoices, vouchers, receipts and such other documents as in 
the opinion of the Competent Authority are necessary to verify the entries in 
any books of account; and any records relating to any business” (s� 5(5))� It 
may be read that such detailed requirements of the records to be maintained 
would correctly explain all transactions, enable the financial position of 
the entity to be determined with reasonable accuracy at any time and allow 
financial statements to be prepared� The retention period of such records is 
also consistent with the standard with all records to be retained for at least 
five years from the date the transaction takes place on or after the commence-
ment of this Order (s� 5(2))�

205� Provisions in the Record Keeping (Business) Order are in line with 
the requirements under the standard� It is noted that the Record Keeping 
(Business) Order covers a broad scope and applies to all persons carrying on 
or exercising any “business” which is defined as including “every form of 
trade, commerce, craftsmanship, calling, profession, vocation and any activ-
ity carried on for the purposes of gain”� This broad definition, especially the 
reference to “any activity carried on for the purposes of gain”, ensures that 
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the requirements of the Record Keeping (Business) Order apply to all enti-
ties in Brunei, including all domestic and foreign companies incorporated 
or registered under the Companies Act, partnerships, trusts, and all entities 
formed under Brunei’s International Financial Centre (BIFC) legislation such 
as international business companies, international limited partnerships and 
international trusts� This covers all relevant entities in Brunei for purposes 
of this review� Brunei has advised that the intention of a fresh, separate and 
independent legislation on the subject is to ensure its universal application to 
all entities� As is the practice whenever new legislation is introduced, Brunei 
authorities are in the process of launching awareness campaigns to ensure 
that all stakeholders are well aware of their statutory obligations under the 
new legislation� In addition, there are enforcement provisions that any person 
found to have failed to comply with the record keeping obligation would be 
guilty of an offence (s� 5(4)), and is liable on conviction to a fine not exceed-
ing BND 10 000 (EUR 6 452) (s� 13)�

206� The Bruneian authorities have clarified that the Record Keeping 
(Business) Order 2015 imposes the obligation on all relevant entities to 
maintain the required accounting records prospectively from 23 June 2015 
onwards� Brunei’s ability to effectively exchange accounting information in 
all circumstances under the new legislation has not been tested�

207� In practice, the implementation of the Record Keeping (Business) 
Order 2015 is under the purview of the Accounting Unit (AU) of the Revenue 
Division� The AU is acting as the secretariat to the Brunei Darussalam 
Accounting Standards Committee (BDASC) which has the responsibil-
ity to make or formulate accounting standards applicable to companies for 
the purpose of the Companies Act (Chapter 39)� The Bruneian authorities 
acknowledge that monitoring of accounting records by this unit has not 
yet matured as the Order is only in force from 23 June 2015� However, 
the AU is gearing up to start the monitoring process in the future� Since 
September 2015 the AU has embarked on monthly awareness campaigns to 
educate industry practitioners on the requirements under the Record Keeping 
(Business) Order 2015� On average, around 150 participants attended each of 
the outreach events� The AU has also engaged the Brunei Institute of Public 
Accountants on the change�

208� The AU did however highlight that the Record Keeping (Business) 
Order is a record keeping obligation not a filing obligation� The AU did 
recently have a test case on a company to check whether records on a related 
party transaction was properly maintained and reported that the requested 
information was submitted to the AU in a timely manner�
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Amendments to the International Business Companies Order
209� Effective as of 23 November 2013, amendments were made to the 
International Business Companies Order to introduce specific obligations 
for all IBCs, FICs and DCCs to keep proper accounting and other records 
that will “sufficiently explain the transaction and financial position of the 
company” (s� 93(1), International Business Companies Order)� Financial 
statements must also be prepared annually for the company’s general meet-
ing (s� 93(3)) which supports the fact that proper accounting records must be 
kept in order to report on the profit and loss and balance sheet accounts� It 
is also provided that “accounts” must be kept and be available at all times to 
be inspected by any director of the company (s� 93(2))� Since these accounts 
are to explain the transaction and financial position of the company and 
must be readily available at any time to be inspected, it may be inferred 
that this would include underlying documentation which details records of 
money received and expended, sales and purchases and records of the assets 
and liabilities of the entities� Nonetheless, all IBCs, FICs and DCCs would 
also be subjected to the requirements under the Record Keeping (Business) 
Order that applies to all entities to keep all underlying documentation as 
required under the standard, including “books of account recording receipts, 
payments, incomes and expenditure; invoices, vouchers, receipts and such 
other documents as in the opinion of the Competent Authority are neces-
sary to verify the entries in any books of account; and any records relating 
to any business” (s� 5(5))� The International Business Companies Order also 
indicates that such records would have to be kept in Brunei for at least seven 
years from the date of completion of the transactions to which they relate 
(s� 93(4))� These requirements are in line with the standard�

210� In practice, monitoring of compliance with the requirements on IBCs, 
FICs and DDCs to maintain accounting records is under the supervision of the 
RIBC� During the first quarter of 2016, the RIBC started to conduct on-site 
inspections of the registered agents to verify that the legally required records 
of IBCs (including accounting information) are being maintained� These on-
site inspections were initially done randomly but going forward the RIBC has 
devised a systematic off-site and on-site supervision plan – five staff have 
been deployed to the supervision team with a target of on-site inspection of 
records of 100 IBCs a week (most cases are off-site inspections)� An internal 
manual describes procedures for both off-site and on-site inspections�

Underlying documentation (ToR A.2.2)
211� Companies formed under the Companies Act are required to keep 
a book where the daily totals receipts and payments are recorded in such a 
manner as to show clearly their respective sources and the accounts in respect 
of which they are made� They also need to give full particulars in respect of 
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all receipts and payments on account of capital and of all payments made to 
directors of the company (s� 121 CA)�

212� Pursuant to the Income Tax Act, records that companies are required 
to keep include invoices, vouchers, receipts and such other documents as in 
the opinion of the Collector are necessary to verify the entries in any book 
of account as well as any records relating to any trade, business, profession 
or vocation (s� 56A(6) ITA)� Companies are also required to issue a printed 
receipt serially numbered for every sum received in respect of goods sold 
or services performed in the course of or in connection with their business 
and retain a duplicate of every such receipt� These rules also apply to foreign 
companies registered under the CA�

213� As mentioned above, the Record Keeping (Business) Order 2015, 
which came into effect on 23 June 2015, requires every business to keep and 
maintain records of every transaction carried out in respect of the business, 
and issue a printed receipt serially numbered for every sum received in respect 
of goods sold or services performed in the course of the business (s� 5(1))� The 
effectiveness of the new law remained untested during the review period�

The 5-year retention standard (ToR A.2.3)
214� For all records required to be kept under the Income Tax Act the 
minimum retention period is seven years (s� 56A(1)a)�

215� The retention period is of five years for all the documents and 
records required to be retained under AML/CFT legislation� In particular, 
all information kept by the respective registered agents and licensed trustees 
in relation to IBCs, FICs, DCCs and to all types of international trusts is 
subject to a 5-year minimum retention period (s� 12(3) AMLO)� The amend-
ments under the International Business Companies Order which came into 
effect on 23 November 2013 introduced specific obligations for all IBCs, 
FICs and DCCs to keep proper accounting and other records that will “suf-
ficiently explain the transaction and financial position of the company” (S� 
93(1), International Business Companies Order)� The International Business 
Companies Order further provides for such records to be kept in Brunei for 
at least seven years from the date of completion of the transactions to which 
they relate (s� 93(4)), International Business Companies Order)� Pursuant to 
LLPO, LLPs are expressly required to retain their records for a period of not 
less than 5 years from the end of the financial year in which the transactions 
to which those records relate are completed (s� 26(2))�

216� As mentioned above, the Record Keeping (Business) Order 2015, 
which came into effect on 23 June 2015, provides for records to be retained 
for at least five years from the date the transaction takes place on or after the 
commencement of the Order (s� 5(2))�
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Conclusion
217� Over the review period, there was no EOI request received on 
accounting information� However, for entities (i�e� domestic and foreign 
companies) subject to income tax, the Revenue Division conducts tax audits, 
which consist amongst others in checking the availability and accuracy of 
accounting records� The Revenue Division stated that accounting records are 
generally available�

218� The Record Keeping (Business) Order 2015, which is the main leg-
islation providing for the retention of accounting records and is applicable to 
all entities in Brunei only came into effect on 23 June 2015, which is toward 
the end of the review period� The oversight of this new law has not been 
developed sufficiently, and the Bruneian authorities have been focusing their 
efforts on outreach activities to educate industry practitioners on the require-
ments under the new law� Brunei should monitor the enforcement of the new 
law to ensure that accounting records and underlying documentation are 
available in respect of all entities�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.

Phase 2 rating
Largely Compliant

Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

The new legislation, the Record 
Keeping (Business) Order 2015, 
which obliges all relevant entities 
to maintain accounting records and 
the underlying documentation for at 
least 5 years only came into effect 
on 23 June 2015 (seven days before 
the end of the review period). The 
Bruneian authorities have since been 
focusing their efforts on educational 
and outreach activities throughout the 
country to publicise the new record 
keeping obligations for all relevant 
entities.

Brunei should monitor the 
enforcement of the new law to 
ensure that accounting records 
and underlying documentation are 
available in respect of all entities.
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A.3. Banking information

Banking information should be available for all account-holders. 

Record-keeping requirements (ToR A.3.1)
219� Banks, finance companies, international banks and Islamic banks are 
all “financial institutions” and therefore subject to Brunei’s anti-money laun-
dering regime� As of 1 January 2011, the supervisory authority for banks in 
respect of the AML obligations is Brunei’s Monetary Authority (s� 2 AMBDO, 
s� 4(1)(c) AMLO and s� 9 Amendment of Schedule AMLO)� In 2012, the CARO 
was introduced to improve customer due diligence guidelines used by financial 
institutions and service providers and to grant enforcement agencies extensive 
powers to seize businesses, freeze accounts and compel individuals to list 
their assets through “unexplained wealth declarations”� The new rules under 
CARO aim to increase transparency as well as remove procedural complexi-
ties contained in previous laws� With the enactment of CARO, the Anti-Money 
Laundering Act, the Drug Trafficking (Recovery of Proceeds) Act and the 
Criminal Conduct (Recovery of Proceeds Act) Order have been repealed�

220� Pursuant to the CARO, financial institutions are required to maintain 
records relating to all transactions carried out by it (s� 14(1)(a))� Section 14(3) 
of CARO states that “records required to be maintained must contain par-
ticulars sufficient to identify (a) the name, address and occupation (or where 
appropriate business or principal activity of each person – (i) conducting the 
transaction or series of transactions; or (ii) if known, on whose behalf the 
transaction or series of transactions are being conducted; (b) the method used 
by the financial institution to verify the identity of each person identified; 
(c) the nature and date of the transaction; (d) the type and amount of cur-
rency involved; (e) the type and identifying number of any account with the 
financial institution involved in the transaction; (f) if the transaction involves 
a negotiable instrument other than cash, the name of the drawer of the instru-
ment, the name of the institution on which it was drawn, the name of the 
payee (if any), the amount and date of the instrument, the number (if any) 
of the instrument and details of any endorsements appearing on the instru-
ment; (g) the name and address of the financial institution and of the officer, 
employee or agent who prepared the record”� Section 23 of CARO states 
that “any person who intentionally or negligently fails to maintain books or 
records as required by section 14 is guilty of an offence and liable on convic-
tion to a fine not exceeding BND 1 000,000 (EUR 655 802), imprisonment for 
a term not exceeding one year or both, or in the case of a continuing offense to 
a further fine of BND 100 000 (EUR 65 580) for every day during which the 
offense continues after conviction”� In addition, section 26 of CARO allows 
the supervisory authority or competent authority to impose one or more of 
the following measures and sanctions – (a) written warnings; (b) order to 
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comply with specific instructions; (c) order reports on a regular basis from 
the financial institution or designated non-financial business and profession 
or other regulated business on the measures it is taking; (d) barring individu-
als from employment within the sector; (e) replacing or restricting the powers 
of managers, directors, principals, partners or controlling owners, including 
the appointing of ad hoc administrator; (f) a temporary administration of the 
financial institution or designated non-financial business and profession; or 
(g) suspending, restricting or withdrawing the licence of the financial institu-
tion or designated non-financial business and profession.

221� Section 14 (2) of CARO further specifies that the financial institution 
has to maintain the required records for a period of at least 7 years from the date 
the relevant transaction was completed or upon which action was last taken�

222� Section 14 (2) of CARO states that “customer accounts of a financial 
institution shall be kept in the true name of the account holder”�

223� In practice, the Banking Supervision Unit of AMBD monitors 
compliance by banks and finance companies with prudential reporting and 
disclosure requirements, while customer account information requirements 
are monitored by the Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU)� AMBD through the 
FIU and the Banking Supervision Unit conducted AML/CFT onsite inspec-
tions of several banks in Brunei with the objective of assessing the banks’ 
compliance towards Brunei’s AML/CFT legal requirements under CARO, 
Anti-Terrorism Order, 2011 (ATO) and Anti-Terrorism (Terrorist Financing) 
Regulations, 2013 (TF Regulations) which covered the areas such as AML/
CFT policies and procedures, implementation of “know your client”/customer 
due diligence procedures, identification of high risk customers and politically 
exposed persons, special monitoring of transactions, record keeping and 
ongoing due diligence, suspicious transaction reporting, AML/CFT compli-
ance function, and AML/CFT training for staff� The thematic inspections 
began in 2012 with one of the international banks and the latest inspection 
was completed in 2015 on one of the local banks� No sanctions were imposed 
on the inspected banks� However, AMBD is actively following up with the 
banks on the implementation of necessary corrective action�

224� Brunei is a member of the Egmont group 23 since June 2014, and the 
Bruneian authorities shared that since being a member, there are more oppor-
tunities for exchange of information among FIUs in the group and Brunei 

23� The Egmont Group is an informal group of Financial Intelligence Units (FIUs), 
which meet regularly to find ways to promote the development of FIUs and to 
co-operate, especially in the areas of information exchange, training and the 
sharing of expertise� The Egmont Group has evolved over the years and in 2015 
comprised of 151 member FIUs� The goal of the Egmont Group is to provide a 
forum for FIUs around the world to improve co-operation in the fight against 
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benefitted from technical assistance from more advanced members� The 
Brunei FIU’s online reporting system, the Integrated Financial Intelligence 
System (IFIS), was launched in June 2014�

225� The FIU reports directly to Managing Director of AMBD� It currently 
has 10 staff – three analysts, two IT specialists, and the remaining five analysts 
assisting in AML/CFT supervision (including the supervision of DNFBPs)� 
The FIU is not an investigative unit� Hence, if a criminal act was found to have 
existed, the FIU would make a police report� Internal manuals used by FIU 
when conducting inspections are based on the World Bank guidelines�

226� As mentioned above, the FIU started inspections of banks in 2012, 
and out of a total of seven banks in Brunei, inspections were completed for 
five of the banks� On-site inspections may range from one week for small 
banks to two months for large banks� The FIU would examine a sample of 
the banks’ CDD files during the inspections� The FIU has focused its audit 
efforts on banks first before DNFBPs because majority of transactions are 
channelled through the banks� The FIU shared that, generally, its audits found 
that the international banks and regional banks have good record keeping 
processes; while local banks need to improve their processes on monitoring 
and detecting suspicious transactions�

227� The FIU is in contact with the compliance officers of all seven banks 
almost on a daily basis� The FIU also meet with compliance officers once 
every three months� These quarterly meetings are an opportunity for the FIU 
and the banks to have open dialogue on AML/CFT trends, share upcoming 
regulations/notices to be issued by AMBD�

228� Over the review period, although there was no EOI request on bank-
ing information, the FIU has asked information on more than 7 000 account 
details (spread among the eight banks), and the FIU reported that it never had 
any issue with the quality of the information provided� The requested infor-
mation was for the use of both FIU and other Bruneian government agencies� 
It was noted that the requesting agency needs to go through proper channels 
for banking information� The table below provides details on the number of 
requests for banking information over the review period�

Bruneian Government Agency Year 2013 Year 2014
Year 2015

(January to November)
AMBD 961 1 353 1 961
Other Law Enforcement Agencies 718 976 1 926
Total 1 679 2 329 3 887

money laundering and the financing of terrorism and to foster the implementa-
tion of domestic programmes in this field�
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Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.

Phase 2 rating
Compliant
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B. Access to information

Overview

229� A variety of information may be needed in a tax inquiry and jurisdic-
tions should have the authority to obtain all such information� This includes 
information held by banks and other financial institutions as well as infor-
mation concerning the ownership of companies or the identity of interest 
holders in other persons or entities, such as partnerships and trusts, as well 
as accounting information in respect of all such entities� This section of the 
report examines whether Brunei’s legal and regulatory framework gives to 
the authorities access powers that cover relevant persons and information, and 
whether the rights and safeguards that are in place would be compatible with 
effective exchange of information�

230� Since 2011 Brunei has taken measures to improve Bruneian authori-
ties’ access powers� The removal of the requirement to “prescribe” arrangements 
in 2012 ensures that the competent authority can exercise all access powers in 
respect of requests under all EOI agreements in force� Brunei has also clarified 
in its legislation that the name and address of the person believed to have posses-
sion or control of the information will be required only “to the extent known”�

231� As regards accessing information in respect of entities formed under 
the BIFC, including international trusts, the new legislation introduced in 
2015 – the Record Keeping (Business) Order – provides access powers to 
obtain information from all entities, including those formed under the BIFC 
legislation� An exception exists as regards entities protected under statutory 
secrecy obligations, such as international trusts (also BIFC entities) since 
the Order did not override the existing secrecy provisions under the ITO and 
RATLO which therefore restrict the use of the new Order (section 9(2) of 
the Order)� Section 9 of Record Keeping (Business) Order provides for the 
Bruneian Competent Authority to access information, however, the said sec-
tion includes a subsection (i�e� section 9(2)), which states that “no person shall 
by virtue of this section be obliged to disclose any particulars as to which he 
is under any statutory obligation to observe secrecy”�
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232� The Phase 1 supplementary report stated that the AMBD’s published 
letter of 16 September 2011 clarifies that it can obtain all information nec-
essary for EOI purposes from the licensed trustees of international trusts 
and share the information with the Competent Authority� However, upon 
examination of relevant laws, AMBD further clarifies that such disclosure 
of information is subject to customer’s consent� In addition, as in most other 
jurisdictions, the AMBD is bound by confidentiality provisions of the laws 
under its jurisdiction and will honour the letter of 16 September 2011 subject 
to the parameters of the law� As concluded in the Phase 1 supplementary 
report, ambiguities remain as regards the full extent to which the AMBD can 
exert its discretion and authority to exercise its access powers to obtain from 
its supervised entities information protected by statutory secrecy obligation 
and share it with the competent authority for EOI purposes� It is, therefore, 
recommended that Brunei ensure that its domestic law provisions regarding 
confidentiality or secrecy duties, in particular regarding access to informa-
tion on international trusts, do not prevent effective exchange of information 
for tax purposes�

233� In practice, Brunei did not receive any EOI requests during the 
review period� The Revenue Division has used its access powers for domes-
tic tax inquiries� However, the specific amendments made under the ITA to 
allow access to information for EOI purposes in accordance with the stand-
ard as well as the powers under Record Keeping (Business) Order to access 
information on entities that are not subject to tax remain untested� Brunei is 
recommended to monitor the application of its access powers provided under 
the 2012 amendments to the ITA and the 2015 Record Keeping (Business) 
Order and ensure they are effective to gather information for EOI purposes 
in accordance with the international standard� Element B�1 was rated as 
“Largely Compliant”�

234� The application of rights and safeguards (e�g� notification, appeal 
rights) in Brunei do not restrict the scope of information that the tax author-
ity can obtain� A prior notification right exists in the case of exchange of 
information protected by bank and trust secrecy; however, appropriate 
exceptions exist� Therefore, element B�2 was found to be in place and rated 
as “Compliant”�
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B.1. Competent Authority’s ability to obtain and provide information

Competent authorities should have the power to obtain and provide information that is the 
subject of a request under an exchange of information arrangement from any person within 
their territorial jurisdiction who is in possession or control of such information (irrespective 
of any legal obligation on such person to maintain the secrecy of the information).

Bank, ownership and identity information (ToR B.1.1) accounting 
records (ToR B.1.2) and use of information gathering measures 
absent domestic tax interest (ToR B.1.3)

Brunei’s competent authority
235� Brunei’s legal and regulatory framework relevant to exchange of 
information for tax purposes is presided over by Brunei’s Minister of Finance 
and effectively managed by the Collector of Income Taxes� The Minister of 
Finance is the competent authority of Brunei under Brunei’s DTCs and TIEAs� 
The authorised representatives are Permanent Secretary (Performance) as the 
Collector of Income Tax, Director of Revenue Division, Assistant Director of 
Revenue Division and Senior Finance Officer of Revenue Division�

236� The management and administration of all EOI requests, received or 
sent, is centralised at the EOI Unit in the Revenue Division� The EOI Unit 
comprise of Director of Revenue Division, Senior Legal Counsel, Head of 
Unit/Senior Finance Officer, and EOI officer� Given that Brunei has yet to 
receive any EOI requests nor has it sent any EOI request to its treaty partners, 
it is not necessary to have personnel in the EOI unit working on EOI full 
time� Each of these persons have full time roles working on revenue matters, 
however where an EOI request were to be received, they would prioritise the 
EOI request� In addition, the Bruneian authorities shared that the EOI team 
have access to sufficient financial resource as part of budget allocation of 
Revenue Division�

Information gathering powers
237� Under the Income Tax Act, the Collector of Income Tax has broad 
powers to obtain all relevant information�

238� First, it can obtain full information in respect of any person’s income 
and require any person to provide a statement containing particulars of all his 
bank accounts, loans, assets and all facts bearing upon his liability to income 
tax to which he is, or has been, liable (s� 55A)�
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239� In addition, the Collector of Income Tax or any officer authorised by 
him has, at all times, full and free access to all buildings, places, documents, 
computers or information for any of the purposes of the ITA� The Collector 
of Income Tax may also require any person to give orally or in writing, as 
may be required, all such information concerning his or any other person’s 
income or assets or liabilities for any of the purposes of the ITA (s� 55B ITA)�

240� Although Section 55B of the ITA does not in itself enable the 
Collector of Income Tax to override any existing secrecy provisions such as 
information held by any type of bank, insurer, mutual fund or trust, pursu-
ant to the legislative amendment in 2010, the Collector of Income Tax can 
exercise all its access powers under sections 55 to 55C to obtain information 
regarding any person’s “tax position” for purposes of a request for informa-
tion made under a prescribed double taxation convention (DTC)� For the 
purposes of an EOI request, the Collector of Income Tax may also obtain 
information protected by bank secrecy, after obtaining an order by the High 
Court (s� 86J ITA)�

Issue of including “name and address of person believed to have 
possession or control of the information requested” in the EOI 
request
241� The Fourth Schedule of the ITA describes the list of information (as 
reproduced below) to be included in a request for information filed under a 
“prescribed arrangement”� However, s� 86D (2) of the ITA provides that the 
Collector of Income Tax can waive any of these requirements� Information 
listed in the Fourth Schedule (as amended in 2012) is the following:

• the purpose of the request;

• the identity of the (requesting) competent authority;

• the identity of the person in relation to whom the information is 
requested 24;

• a statement of the information requested including its nature, the rel-
evance of the information to the purpose of the request, and the form 
in which the competent authority wishes to receive the information 
from the Collector;

• the grounds for believing that the information requested for is held 
by the Collector, the Collector appointed for the purposes of the 
Stamp Act, or is in the possession or control of a person in Brunei 
Darussalam;

24� See Art� 5(5)(a) the OECD Model TIEA�
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• to the extent known, the name and address of any person believed to 
have possession or control of the information requested for;

• a statement that the request is in conformity with the law and admin-
istrative practices of the country or territory of the (requesting) 
competent authority, and that the competent authority is authorised 
to obtain the information under the laws of that country or territory 
in the normal course of its administrative practice;

• a statement that the country or territory has pursued all means 
available in its own country or territory to obtain the information, 
including getting the information directly from the person to whom 
the information is requested;

• the details of the period within which that country wishes the request 
to be met;

• any other information required to be included with the request under 
the prescribed arrangement; and

• any other information that may assist in giving effect to the request�

242� Brunei has amended the Fourth Schedule of the Income Tax Act, in 
2012, to add the phrase “to the extent known” to the specific requirement 
to have the “name and address of any person believed to have possession or 
control of the information requested” to bring it in line with the standard�

Issue of “prescribed arrangements”
243� The 2011 Phase 1 Report concluded that the Collector would not be 
able to collect any information (including bank information) where it is not 
required for its own tax purposes� Such information could only be obtained if 
it was related to an EOI request under one of the “prescribed arrangements” 
of the Income Tax Act where the Collector would have access powers to 
obtain information regarding any person’s “tax position” (s� 86F, s� 55-55C) 
and where information was protected by bank secrecy, it could be obtained 
through a court order (s. 86J). However, as none of Brunei’s agreements 
were declared as “prescribed arrangements” through a Sultan’s Order, the 
Collector would not have been able to obtain banking information or other 
information not required for its own tax purposes� In addition, as the Income 
Tax Act only provided for DTCs to be considered as “prescribed arrange-
ments”, the overriding provisions would not apply to any TIEA that Brunei 
would have entered into�

244� Brunei has since addressed this restriction through the Income Tax 
Act (Amendment) (No� 2) Order 2012 which came into effect on 20 December 
2012� The Order removed the requirement for arrangements to be “prescribed” 
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through a Sultan’s Order, and to have “arrangements” apply to TIEAs in 
addition to DTCs (s� 86A(1), Income Tax Act)� The amendment also provides 
for the definition of a TIEA also to refer to “an arrangement to exchange 
information on tax matters” and therefore not limited to just TIEAs but any 
arrangement that includes an exchange of information mechanism for tax 
matters (s� 41)� This may include other multilateral exchange of information 
mechanisms that Brunei may wish to enter into in the future� The effect of 
these amendments is that the Collector can now access all information in 
response to an EOI request made under any of Brunei’s DTCs or TIEAs� The 
Collector can also proceed to obtain a court order for information protected by 
bank secrecy� Although it is clear with the relevant amendments in the Income 
Tax Act that banking secrecy in Brunei will be lifted for EOI purposes, it 
is not clear whether the Income Tax Act expressly override other statutory 
secrecy obligations which are discussed in the later paragraphs�

Access to bank information
245� Bank secrecy is protected under s58 of the Banking Order, s58 of the 
Islamic Banking Order and s18 of the International Banking Order� However, 
these secrecy requirements are expressly overridden by s41 and s86 of the 
ITA where information is required to be produced in relation to an EOI 
request made pursuant to an arrangement� This allows the Collector to access 
and then to exchange information notwithstanding the secrecy provisions�

246� When access is sought in respect of bank information under s58 
of the Banking Order, s58 of the Islamic Banking Order and s18 of the 
International Banking Order, the Revenue Division has to make an appli-
cation to the High Court for an Order to access the requested information 
for complying with an EOI request made under an arrangement� The Court 
issues the Order as long as it is satisfied that: (a) the making of the Order 
is justified in the circumstances of the case; and (b) it is not contrary to the 
public interest for a copy of the document to be produced or that access to the 
information be given (s� 86J(3) ITA)� The Bruneian authorities confirmed that 
the term “justified” in this context is to be interpreted in line with the Fourth 
Schedule� Public interest is not otherwise defined in the ITA but the Bruneian 
authorities indicate that it has the same meaning as the concept of public 
policy (ordre public) endorsed by Article 26(3) of the Model Tax Convention� 
Furthermore, no peer has indicated that Brunei interprets the concept of 
public interest differently from the concept of public policy in practice�

247� To ensure confidentiality, the High Court may, on the application of 
the Collector, make further orders as it may consider necessary to ensure the 
confidentiality of all materials relating to the EOI request� When granted, the 
Order will be served on the holder of the information, who is then required 
to produce the information within 21 calendar days from the date of order or 
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such other period as the Court considers appropriate (s� 86J(2) ITA)� Failure 
to comply with the production of information by the stipulated date is an 
offence under section 86M of the ITA� All proceedings are heard in camera� 
No person may inspect or take a copy of any document relating to the court 
proceedings without the leave of the High Court� In addition, no information 
relating to these proceedings may be published without the leave of the High 
Court�

248� As Brunei did not receive any EOI request over the review period, 
the court procedure to obtain bank information for EOI purpose remains 
untested over the review period� The Bruneian authorities should monitor this 
procedure and ensure that the bank information can be accessed in a timely 
manner�

Information relating to entities formed under the BIFC legislation 
such as IBCs, international partnerships and international trusts
249� The 2011 Phase 1 Report concluded that the Collector would not be 
able to exercise its access powers under the Income Tax Act to obtain owner-
ship, accounting and banking information related to entities formed under the 
BIFC legislation such as IBCs, international partnerships, international trusts 
because all these entities are expressly excluded from any kind of tax and tax 
reporting obligations�

250� To address the above gap, Brunei introduced the Record Keeping 
(Business) Order which came into effect on 23 June 2015 that imposes obli-
gations on all persons carrying on or exercising any business in Brunei� The 
provision in this law is “in addition to and not in derogation of any provisions 
of any other written law” (s� 2)� This Order introduced the obligation for all 
businesses to keep accounting records (as analysed in A�2) and provides the 
“competent authority” access powers to obtain information on all “busi-
nesses” in Brunei including “every trade, commerce, craftsmanship, calling, 
profession, vocation and any activity carried on for the purposes of gain” 
(s� 3)� Bruneian authorities have advised that the purpose of this Order is to 
provide clear access powers to the competent authority, who is designated 
to be the Collector of Income Tax, to obtain information from any persons, 
including from the entities formed under the BIFC legislation�

251� While the Order imposes the obligation on all businesses to maintain 
“records” pertaining to accounting information as analysed in A�2, the access 
powers are broader and applicable to any type of information� Apart from 
requiring any person through issuance of a notice, to submit to the competent 
authority any “record in such form as may be approved by the competent 
authority” (s� 7), the competent authority can also “in addition or alterna-
tively” require any person carrying on or exercising a business to produce 
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for examination “any books, documents, accounts and records which the 
competent authority may deem necessary” (s� 8)� This would include access 
by the competent authority to any type of information – ownership, account-
ing and banking information� In addition, the competent authority can have 
full and free access to any premise, information that may be kept encrypted 
and can seize any information kept on any device “for any of the purposes 
of this Order” (s� 9(1))� Since one of the purposes to which the competent 
authority can disclose the information obtained is for EOI under any arrange-
ments made by Brunei with another country (s� 12(2)), these provisions taken 
together, allow the competent authority broader access powers to obtain any 
information� This separate set of powers complement the access powers pro-
vided under the ITA� The enforcement provisions also ensure that all persons 
comply to produce any information required or would be found guilty of an 
offence and liable to a fine not exceeding BND 1000 (EUR 645) and BND 50 
(EUR 32) for every day during which the offence continues after conviction 
(s� 10(1))�

Secrecy provisions applied to registered agents and licensed trustees 
under the RATLO
252� Brunei’s access powers under the Record Keeping (Business) Order 
apply to obtaining any information from all businesses, including entities 
formed under BIFC legislation� However, the access powers continue to be 
limited as regards persons who may be “under any statutory obligation to 
observe secrecy” (s� 9(2))� This means that information cannot be obtained 
from international trusts or through their licensed trustees registered under 
the RATLO given the statutory secrecy obligations under the International 
Trusts Order (s� 90(3)(c)) and the RATLO (s� 35)� The 2011 Phase 1 Report 
also noted that provisions protecting the confidentiality of customer infor-
mation are also found in section 77 of the Insurance Order, section 77 of 
the Takaful Order, sections 4 and 40-42 of the International Insurance and 
Takaful Order, sections 33-34 of the Mutual Funds Order (now replaced by 
sections 47-48 of the Securities Markets Order, 2013) 25 and section 29 of the 
AMBDO�

253� To address the above gap where information protected by statutory 
secrecy obligation remains inaccessible, Brunei authorities advise that the 

25� The Securities Markets Order, 2013, came into force in June 2013 and replaces 
the Mutual Funds Order, 2011 and the Securities Order, 2001� The AMBD con-
tinues to be the supervisory authority referenced to in the Securities Markets 
Order which indicates that “any reference in any written law to the repealed 
Order or any provision thereof shall, as from the commencement of this Order, be 
a reference to this Order or the corresponding provision of this Order�” (s� 271(5))�
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information can be obtained through the AMBD� The AMBD is Brunei’s 
central bank and the regulatory authority for all entities formed under the 
BIFC legislation, its registered agents and licensed trustees as well as the 
other entities listed above are also subjected to statutory secrecy obligations�

254� The use of the AMBD’s access powers for tax information exchange 
purposes are expressly confirmed through a letter issued to Brunei’s compe-
tent authority on 16 September 2011 which states that the AMBD will provide 
any information to the competent authority when so required “in respect of 
international trusts and other entities formed under the BIFC legislation”� 
This letter is published on the AMBD’s public website and which Brunei has 
confirmed takes effect in respect of all entities under the AMBD’s supervi-
sion� In respect of international trusts and other entities formed under the 
BIFC legislation, the AMBD can therefore obtain all information neces-
sary for EOI purposes from the registered agents and licensed trustees and 
share the information with the competent authority� This is also supported 
by the following analysis of the application of AMBD’s letter in the legal 
framework�

255� Firstly, AMBD’s letter rendering assistance to the competent author-
ity is consistent with provisions in the AMBD Order pertaining to AMBD’s 
“Co-operation with Government” that states the AMBD “shall, on request 
of the Government, provide the Government with information regarding 
the functions of the Authority (AMBD), specific information relating to the 
supervised banks and financial institutions may be provided only subject to 
such restrictions to preserve confidentiality as the Authority (AMBD) may 
consider appropriate” (s� 51(3))� This provision appears to enable the AMBD 
to have the discretion to share information with the competent authority 
notwithstanding confidentiality obligations� Further, since the AMBD Order 
prevails over any other written law relating to the “exercise of the powers and 
the performance of the functions” of the AMBD (s� 73), it may be read that the 
AMBD has the discretion and authority to proceed in sharing the information 
notwithstanding the secrecy provisions in the various legislation of the insti-
tutions it supervises, including registered agents and licensed trustees under 
the RATLO� Bruneian authorities advise that there is no limit to the type of 
information that may be requested from its supervised entities and is deemed 
to include information of the entity’s account holders�

256� Secondly, the AMBD Order also gives the AMBD express authority 
over its supervised entities, indicating that it is “charged with the general 
administration of the functions and duties” and the “exercise of the functions 
and duties” imposed on the AMBD under the various laws (s� 56(5))� Such 
laws cover all entities under the BIFC legislation as well as other laws which 
were highlighted as containing secrecy provisions – i�e� the Insurance Order, 
Takaful Order, International Insurance and Takaful Order, International 
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Business Companies Order, International Limited Partnerships Order, 
International Trusts Order, Registered Agents and Trustees Licensing Order 
and the Securities Markets Order 2013 26�

257� This large extent of AMBD’s authority over its supervised entities 
appears to enable it to access from its supervised entities the full range of 
information for EOI purposes� The AMBD Order provides that the AMBD is 
“exclusively responsible for the regulation, licensing, registration and super-
vision” (s� 42(1)) of “banks and financial institutions” which are required to 
“furnish the Authority (AMBD) information concerning their operations 
and financial condition as the Authority (AMBD) may require” (s� 42(3))� 
The AMBD also has authority to request any information from any bank or 
financial institution if it thinks it “necessary in the public interest” (s� 54(1))� 
The broad term “public interest” can relate to governmental purposes which 
are taken by Brunei authorities to cover EOI purposes� Brunei authorities also 
advise that under these sections, it can obtain any financial information on 
the entities and its account holders� “Financial institutions” cover registered 
agents and licensed trustees under the RATLO and the other entities that 
were identified in the 2011 Phase 1 Report to have statutory secrecy obliga-
tions such as insurers registered under the Insurance Order, Takaful Order, 
International Insurance and Takaful Order, finance company under the 
Finance Companies Act and the Securities Markets Order (s� 2)�

258� Adequate enforcement provisions also ensure that the supervised 
entities provide the requested information to the AMBD� This is done 
through issuance of “directions for the purpose of securing that effect is given 
to any such request” (s� 54(1))� The supervised entity can make representa-
tions in response to such a direction (s� 54(2)) to which the AMBD would 
consider but has authority to make the final decision and compel the produc-
tion of information (s� 54(3))� Any supervised entity that fails or refuses to 
comply would be guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to a fine not 
exceeding BND 20 000 (EUR 12 903) (s� 54(4))�

259� In view of the above, the two gaps highlighted are addressed through 
the introduction of the Record Keeping (Business) Order to obtain informa-
tion from entities under BIFC legislation or through the AMBD’s authority 
to obtain information from the licensed trustees and financial institutions it 
supervises� However, a few ambiguities remain�

260� First, while it appears that the AMBD has authority to access 
information from its supervised entities, including information protected 
under statutory secrecy obligation, it is not ensured in the legal framework 
that the AMBD is obligated to share such information with the competent 
authority for EOI purposes in all cases� It is not clear when the AMBD is at 

26� Replaces the Mutual Funds Order, 2001 and the Securities Order, 2001�
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discretion to provide the competent authority with information when it “may 
consider appropriate” and “subject to restrictions to preserve confidential-
ity”� Bruneian authorities advise that when disclosing information to the 
competent authority, the AMBD would require a written undertaking that 
such information shall only be used (including disclosure to a third party) in 
order to meet the government’s international obligation in responding to an 
EOI request�

261� Second, there is also insufficient certainty whether the access route 
through the AMBD can be relied on for all information as the legal frame-
work again provides the AMBD discretion to determine if the information it 
has to seek from the supervised entity is “necessary in the public interest”� 
This may pose a possible restriction and presents a risk that the AMBD’s 
powers could be challenged by the parties which are protected from disclos-
ing information� A possible contention is that the information to be obtained 
by the AMBD in response to an EOI request could be considered not within 
the scope of the AMBD’s supervisory functions and that AMBD’s discretion-
ary authority to share information notwithstanding confidentiality obligations 
could be called into question�

262� Some uncertainties therefore remain, especially affecting interna-
tional trusts which are key entities relevant for purposes of this review� It 
is recommended that Brunei should ensure that its domestic law provisions 
regarding confidentiality or secrecy duties, in particular regarding access 
to information on international trusts, do not prevent effective exchange of 
information for tax purposes�

Section 41 of Income Tax Act
263� The Income Tax Act was amended in 2010 and 2012 to provide for 
effective exchange of information� The position of the Bruneian Authorities is 
that with the amendments, the Income Tax Act provides sufficient legal basis 
for the competent authority to access information from entities (other than 
BIFC entities 27) for EOI purposes as follows:

• First, s41 of the Income Tax Act is the domestic legislation which 
provides legislative effect to EOI agreements and it contains the 
phrase – “the arrangements shall have effect in relation to tax and 
other related matters under this Act notwithstanding anything in any 
written law” – this in the Bruneian Authorities opinion will override 
statutory secrecy obligations in other domestic legislation in Brunei�

27� Companies and other entities formed under the BIFC legislation were expressly 
excluded from any kind of tax and tax reporting obligations, i�e� they did not have 
a domestic tax liability�
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• Second, s55, 55A and 55B of the Income Tax Act provides the legal 
basis for the Collector to call for returns and documents, banking 
information, access and obtain information� S55C of the Income 
Tax Act states that it would be an offense not to comply with notices 
issued under s55, 55A and 55B�

• Third, Parts xIVA and xIVB of the Income Tax Act (i�e� s� 86A to 
86M) were introduced in 2010 and further amended in 2012 to clarify 
the whole EOI process from the collection of information within the 
Revenue Division to the Collector obtaining the requested informa-
tion from taxpayers and third parties� These sections also provide for 
the court procedure to obtain banking information�

264� It is thus in the Bruneian Authorities’ opinion that the Bruneian com-
petent authority has access powers to obtain information from international 
trusts or through their licensed trustees registered under the RATLO, regard-
less of the statutory secrecy obligations under the International Trusts Order 
(s� 90(3)(c)) and the RATLO (s� 35)�

265� However, further analysis of section 55B(2), Parts xIVA and xIVB 
of the Income Tax Act appears to show that statutory secrecy obligations 
in Bruneian laws are only overridden for banking information� S86J of the 
Income Tax Act provides for the High Court to issue an order for banking 
information (termed “s86J order”), thus lifting secrecy obligations on infor-
mation protected under three specific legislations – s58 of the Banking Order, 
s58 of the Islamic Banking Order and s18 of the International Banking Order� 
There are further supplementary provisions on s86J orders to reinforce the 
legal basis for relevant persons to provide the requested banking information:

• s86K(3) which states “A person is not excused from producing any 
document or giving access to any information by an order under sec-
tion 86J(2) on the ground that doing so (a) might incriminate him or 
make him liable to a penalty; or (b) would be in breach of an obliga-
tion (imposed by law or otherwise) not to disclose the information�”

• s86K(4)(b) which states “An order under section 86J(2) shall have 
effect notwithstanding any obligations as to confidentiality or other 
restrictions upon the disclosure of information imposed by law or 
otherwise�”

• s86L(2) which states “Any person who complies with an order made 
under section 86J(2) or (7) shall not be treated as being in breach of 
any restriction upon the disclosure of information imposed by any 
other written law, contract or rules of professional conduct�”

266� Based on the above analysis, it is still not clear that the Bruneian com-
petent authority has access powers to obtain information from international 
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trusts or through their licensed trustees registered under the RATLO given the 
statutory secrecy obligations under the International Trusts Order (s� 90(3)(c)) 
and the RATLO (s� 35)�

Enforcement provisions to compel production and access to 
information (ToR B.1.4)
267� The Collector’s powers include the ability to obtain relevant tax 
information from all persons with possession or control of relevant infor-
mation, the authority to enter premises and photograph or make copies of 
information� As noted previously, the Collector can require any person to 
attend personally before the Collector and to produce for examination any 
document which the Collector may consider necessary (s� 55 ITA)�

268� These powers to compel production and access to information may 
be used for EOI matters, and to override statutory secrecy provisions for 
EOI requests� Pursuant to s� 86G, the Collector of Income Tax may also, for 
the purpose of complying with an exchange of information request, ask the 
Collector appointed for the purposes of the Stamp Act to transmit informa-
tion in his possession to the Collector� The Collector of Stamp Tax may 
transmit to the Collector of Income Tax information requested by him under a 
EOI agreement notwithstanding any obligation as to confidentiality imposed 
under any written law or rule of law�

269� Any person who fails or neglects without reasonable excuse to 
comply with any of the notices issued by the Collector under sections 54, 
55, 55A or 55B commits an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine 
BND 10 000 (EUR 6 452) and in default of payment to imprisonment for 
12 months (s� 55C and s� 78 ITA)� Where any person has been convicted of 
such an offence and the conviction is a second or subsequent conviction in 
respect of the same information required for the same period, he is liable to a 
further penalty of BND 50 (EUR 32) for every day during which the offence 
continues after such conviction� The same penalties apply regardless of 
whether the information is sought for domestic or foreign purposes�

270� Banks or other financial institutions that refuse to comply with a 
request for information pursuant to a Court Order made under Part xIVA of 
the ITA are guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to a fine not exceed-
ing BND 10 000 (EUR 6 452) or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 
two years or both (s� 86M ITA)�

271� Under the recently introduced Record Keeping (Business) Order, 
there are enforcement provisions to ensure that all persons comply to produce 
any information required or would be found guilty of an offence and liable to 
a fine not exceeding BND 1000 (EUR 645) and BND 50 (EUR 32) for every 
day during which the offence continues after conviction (s� 10(1))�
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Secrecy provisions (ToR B.1.5)
272� The confidentiality of customer information for banks is protected 
under section 58 of the Banking Order 2006, section 58 of the Islamic 
Banking Order 2008 and section 18 of the International Banking Order�

273� The relevant section of each order requires that customer information 
shall not, in any way, be disclosed by a bank in Brunei or any of its officers 
to any person except as expressly provided in the Order� The purposes for 
which customer information may be disclosed, the persons or class of per-
sons to whom it may be disclosed and the conditions under which disclosure 
may be subject in each circumstance are specified in the Third Schedule of 
the Banking Act� Disclosure is subject to court scrutiny� The Third Schedule 
does not mention international exchange of tax information as one of the pur-
poses that may allow bank information to be disclosed� Brunei’s authorities 
confirmed that exceptions under the Third Schedule do not include informa-
tion sought by tax authorities�

274� Pursuant to Part xIVA of the ITA, however, the Controller may 
access protected bank information for the purposes of EOI under “an inter-
national arrangement”� When access is sought in respect of protected bank 
information, the Collector has to make an application to the High Court for a 
Production Order to access the requested information, regardless of whether 
such information is for domestic tax administration purposes or for comply-
ing with an EOI request made under “an international arrangement”� The 
Court issues the Order as long as it is satisfied that: (a) the making of the 
Order is justified in the circumstances of the case; and (b) it is not contrary 
to the public interest for a copy of the document to be produced or that access 
to the information be given (s� 86J(3) ITA)� The information requested is to 
be provided “within 21 days from the date of the Order or such other period 
as the Court considers appropriate” (s� 86J(2))� All proceedings are heard in 
camera�

275� Brunei’s authorities reported that the judicial system in Brunei is 
fairly efficient and the court procedure is expected to conclude promptly, 
though exact time frame may depend upon facts of each case, according to 
the level of complexity or otherwise� Over the review period, Brunei did not 
receive any EOI request and the court procedure is not tested in practice�

276� Public interest is not otherwise defined in the ITA but Brunei’s 
authorities indicate that it has the same meaning as the concept of public 
policy (ordre public) endorsed by Article 26(3) of the Model Tax Convention� 
As mentioned above, Brunei did not receive any EOI request over the review 
period and the Bruneian authorities’ interpretation of the concept of public 
policy is not tested in practice�
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277� In terms of legal professional privilege, a production Order issued 
under section 86J of the ITA expressly overrides “any obligations as to 
secrecy or other restrictions upon the disclosure of information imposed by 
law or otherwise”, but does “not confer any right to the production of, or 
access to, information subject to legal privilege” (s� 86K(4)a and b ITA)�

278� For the purposes of international exchange of information in tax mat-
ters, information subject to legal professional privilege is defined as (s� 86I 
ITA):

communications between a professional legal adviser and his 
client or any person representing his client made in connection 
with the giving of legal advice to the client” and “communica-
tions between: (i) a professional legal adviser and his client or 
any person representing his client; or (ii) a professional legal 
adviser or his client or any such representative and any other 
person, made in connection with, or in contemplation of, judicial 
proceedings and for the purposes of such proceedings, when they 
are in the possession of a person who is entitled to possession of 
them, but excluding, in any case, any communications or item 
held with the intention of furthering a criminal purpose�

279� This definition is in line with the standard in that it is strictly limited 
to communication made in connection with the giving of legal advice to the 
client or with judicial proceedings� However, the litigation privilege appears 
to include not only confidential information enclosed within communications 
between an attorney and client but also within communications between a 
client and another person who is not an attorney-at-law, which is beyond the 
exemption for attorney-client privilege under the international standards� 
In practice, the Bruneian Judiciary Department and representatives from 
the Law Society of Brunei Darussalam shared that attorney-client privilege 
(protection in the context of acting in a legal advice capacity) is provided for 
under s� 129 Evidence Act, with two distinct exceptions to the privilege which 
are (i) if it is for the furtherance for any criminal activity; or (ii) any crime or 
fraud has been committed� This is in line with the exception to attorney-client 
privilege provided in s� 86I Income Tax Act� In addition, when lawyers are 
acting as trustees or similar type of business (i�e� for commercial interest) the 
privilege should not be granted for communication� Lastly, it was confirmed 
that in a scenario of a client handing a document to a lawyer to prevent it 
from falling into the hands of the tax authorities, would certainly not attract 
a privilege�

280� It was concluded above that the restriction to obtaining information 
on international trusts was due to specific secrecy provisions in the ITO and 
the RATLO� As analysed above in B�1�1, B�1�2 and B�1�3, while a new Record 
Keeping (Business) Order was introduced to enable wide access to information 
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from all entities in Brunei, including BIFC entities, it continued to provide for 
an exception to persons that have statutory obligation to observe secrecy� In this 
regard, the secrecy provisions under the ITO and RATLO would thus continue 
to apply as regards international trusts but, as described under B�1�1, B�1�2 
and B�1�3 above, information concerning such entities can be obtained by the 
AMBD� However, it is not clear the full extent of AMBD’s authority to exercise 
its access powers to obtain information on its supervised entities and provide 
it to the competent authority notwithstanding any confidentiality obligations� 
The previous recommendation is thus retained that Brunei should ensure that 
its domestic law provisions regarding confidentiality or secrecy duties, in par-
ticular regarding access to information on international trusts, do not prevent 
effective exchange of information for tax purposes�

281� The specific amendments made under the ITA to allow access to 
information for EOI purposes in accordance with the standard as well as the 
powers under Record Keeping (Business) Order to access information on 
entities that are not subject to tax remain untested� Brunei is recommended to 
monitor the application of its access powers provided under the 2012 amend-
ments to the ITA and the Record Keeping (Business) Order 2015 and ensure 
they are effective when gathering information for EOI purposes in accord-
ance with the international standard�

Conclusion
282� Since 2011 Brunei has taken measures to improve Bruneian authorities’ 
access powers� The removal of the requirement to “prescribe” arrangements 
ensures that the competent authority can exercise all access powers in respect 
of requests under all EOI agreements in force� Brunei has also clarified that 
the name and address of the person believed to have possession or control of 
the information will be required only “to the extent known”�

283� However, the Registered Agents and Trustees Licensing Order does 
not provide for exceptions to their secrecy provisions for EOI purposes, and 
while Brunei authorities advise that information may be obtained through the 
AMBD, it is not clear the full extent to which the AMBD can exert its discre-
tion and authority to exercise its access powers to obtain information from 
its supervised entities protected by statutory secrecy obligations, such as in 
the case of international trusts, and share it with the competent authority for 
EOI purposes� Brunei is recommended to should ensure that its domestic law 
provisions regarding confidentiality or secrecy duties, in particular regard-
ing access to information on international trusts, do not prevent effective 
exchange of information for tax purposes�

284� Lastly, a monitoring recommendation is included for Brunei to moni-
tor the application of its access powers provided under the 2012 amendments 
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to the ITA and the Record Keeping (Business) Order 2015 and ensure they are 
effective when gathering information for EOI purposes in accordance with the 
international standard� This is because the specific amendments made under 
the ITA to allow access to information for EOI purposes in accordance with 
the standard as well as the powers under Record Keeping (Business) Order 
to access information on entities that are not subject to tax remain untested�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place, but certain aspects of the legal implementation 
of the element need improvement.

Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

The Registered Agents and Trustees 
Licensing Order does not provide for 
exceptions to their secrecy provisions 
for EOI purposes, and while Brunei 
authorities advise that information 
may be obtained through the AMBD, 
it is not clear the full extent to which 
the AMBD can exert its discretion 
and authority to exercise its access 
powers to obtain information from 
its supervised entities protected by 
statutory secrecy obligations, such as 
in the case of international trusts, and 
share it with the competent authority 
for EOI purposes.

Brunei should ensure that its 
domestic law provisions regarding 
confidentiality or secrecy duties, 
in particular regarding access to 
information on international trusts, 
do not prevent effective exchange of 
information for tax purposes.

Phase 2 rating
Largely Compliant

Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

The specific amendments made 
under the Income Tax Act to allow 
access to information for EOI 
purposes in accordance with the 
standard as well as the powers under 
the Record Keeping (Business) Order 
to access information on entities 
that are not subject to tax remain 
untested.

Brunei is recommended to monitor 
the application of its access 
powers provided under the 2012 
amendments to the Income Tax Act 
and the Record Keeping (Business) 
Order 2015 and ensure they are 
effective when gathering information 
for EOI purposes in accordance with 
the international standard.
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B.2. Notification requirements and rights and safeguards

The rights and safeguards (e.g. notification, appeal rights) that apply to persons in the 
requested jurisdiction should be compatible with effective exchange of information.

285� The Terms of Reference provides that rights and safeguards should 
not unduly prevent or delay effective exchange of information� For instance, 
notification rules should permit exceptions from prior notification (e�g� in 
cases in which the information request is of a very urgent nature or the 
notification is likely to undermine the chance of success of the investigation 
conducted by the requesting jurisdiction)�

286� Brunei’s ITA provides for notifying the subject of the request in lim-
ited circumstances, i�e� when the information requested is protected under 
bank or trust confidentiality provisions� In such cases, the Collector must 
notify the taxpayer and the bank or trust company of a valid request for infor-
mation (s� 86E ITA)�

287� Notice need not be served on any person, however, in a few instances, 
including when the Collector (s� 86E(4) ITA):

• does not have any information on the person concerned;

• is of the opinion that serving the notice is likely to prevent or unduly 
delay the effective exchange of information under the prescribed 
arrangement; or

• is of the opinion that this is likely to prejudice any investigations into 
any alleged breach of any law relating to tax of the jurisdiction with 
whose government the prescribed arrangement in question was made�

288� The existence of such exceptions ensures that the notification proce-
dure is consistent with the principle of respect for taxpayers’ rights under the 
internationally agreed standard for exchange of information for tax purposes�

289� When a Court Order has been sought for the purposes of exchanging 
protected information, both or either the persons against whom the Order is 
made and the person in relation to whom information is sought may, within 
7 days from the date the Order is served on the person against whom it 
is made, apply to the High Court to have the Order discharged or varied 
(s� 86J(4) ITA)� An application for the discharge or variation of an Order under 
section 86J of the ITA must be filed and served to the Collector and any other 
person entitled to make such an application at least seven clear days before 
the date fixed for the hearing of the application� All proceedings are heard 
in camera�

290� In practice, when the information requested is protected under bank 
confidentiality, the Revenue Division will send a notification to the person 
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identified in the EOI request as the person in relation to whom the informa-
tion is sought� Brunei’s EOI Manual contains a template for the notification 
letter� The notification letter will include references to (i) the relevant EOI 
instrument; (ii) the requesting jurisdiction; (iii) the information holder 
(e�g� bank or third party)� Brunei’s EOI Manual states that on no account 
should the letter of request from the foreign competent authority be provided� 
The notification letter will be sent prior to the exchange of the information 
with the requesting jurisdiction, unless the exceptions provided under sec-
tion 86E(4) of the ITA, described above apply�

291� With regard to the notice for production of information sent to the 
information holder, Bruneian authorities confirmed that it does not reveal 
that the requested information is for EOI purposes� The letter simply states 
that it is for the use of the tax authorities, and makes reference to the relevant 
section (i�e� s41) of the ITA which provides the Revenue Division with the 
legislative powers to request for the information� A sample template of this 
letter is also included in Brunei’s EOI Manual�

292� If the requesting competent authority had stated that the taxpayer was 
not to be notified, and the taxpayer was the only available source of infor-
mation, Revenue Division would advise the requesting competent authority 
before contacting the taxpayer�

293� Bruneian taxpayers do not have the right to access their taxpayer file� 
In any case, all EOI files are kept separately from individual taxpayer files�

294� Taxpayer’s appeal rights are limited to an appeal of a determination 
of tax liability or enforcement action by the Collector of Income Tax� An 
exchange of information is not interpreted by Revenue Division to fall within 
the meaning of determination of tax liability and thus it is not expected that 
a taxpayer would have any legal standing to appeal against an EOI request� 
Under the Bruneian Constitution, judicial review is not applicable in Brunei�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.

Phase 2 rating
Compliant
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C. Exchanging information

Overview

295� This section of the report examines whether Brunei has a network of 
agreements that would allow it to achieve effective exchange of information 
in practice�

296� Jurisdictions generally cannot exchange information for tax pur-
poses unless they have a legal basis or mechanism for doing so� The legal 
authority to exchange information may be derived from bilateral or multi-
lateral mechanisms (e�g� double tax conventions, tax information exchange 
agreements, the Joint Council of Europe/OECD Convention on Mutual 
Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters) or arise from domestic law� Within 
particular regional groupings information exchange may take place pursuant 
to exchange instruments applicable to that grouping (e�g� within the EU, the 
directives and regulations on mutual assistance)�

297� Regarding element C�1, the 2015 Phase 1 supplementary report has 
recommended Brunei to ensure the swift ratification of all agreements signed 
due to the long average period between the date when the agreement is signed 
and the date the agreement enters into force� In addition, 9 out of Brunei’s 
total 28 EOI signed agreements had not entered into force, and had been 
pending for up to three years� As at 15 September 2016, Brunei has updated 
that it has completed its ratification processes and is awaiting confirmation 
of ratification by its partners on four of the nine agreements� The remaining 
five of the nine agreements have been ratified and are in force� Brunei shared 
that the Revenue Division has taken steps to identify contact persons in the 
Attorney-General’s Chambers and Ministry of Foreign Affairs and are confi-
dent that going forward, the process to complete internal procedures to ratify 
tax agreements would be smoother, and time taken to complete the process 
will be shortened� Given Brunei’s marked improvement in expediting the 
ratification of its tax treaties, the recommendation in the box to ratify agree-
ments expeditiously is removed and element C�1 is “Compliant”�
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298� Brunei’s network of exchange agreements covers all its main trading 
partners� Comments were sought from Global Forum members in the course 
of the preparation of this report and one jurisdiction indicated that it has 
conveyed its intent to negotiate an Agreement for Exchange of Information 
and Assistance in Collection with respect to Taxes with Brunei in 2012, but 
Brunei had yet to respond to its request� Brunei has recently commenced 
TIEA negotiations with this jurisdiction and has forwarded Brunei’s draft 
TIEA model to the jurisdiction for comments� Brunei is recommended to 
respond to all requests for entering into EOI agreements in a timely manner� 
In practice, there was no case where Brunei refused to enter into an EOI 
agreement and element C�2 is rated “Largely Compliant”�

299� The EOI agreements entered into by Brunei contain confidential-
ity provisions that meet the international standard� The EOI agreements 
also ensure that the parties are not obliged to provide information that 
would disclose any trade, business, industrial, commercial or professional 
secret of information the disclosure of which would be contrary to public 
policy� Hence, elements C�3 and C�4 are determined to be “in place” and 
“Compliant”�

300� There are no specific legal or regulatory requirements in place which 
would prevent Brunei from responding to a request for information by pro-
viding the information requested or providing a status update within 90 days 
of receipt of the request�

301� Brunei did not receive any EOI requests during the review period� 
However, it has put in place the necessary processes and organisational 
structure to respond to EOI requests when received� Brunei is recommended 
to continue to monitor the organisational processes of the competent author-
ity in responding to EOI requests and element C�5 is rated as “Largely 
Compliant”�

C.1. Exchange of information mechanisms

Exchange of information mechanisms should allow for effective exchange of information.

Foreseeably relevant standard (ToR C.1.1)
302� The international standard for exchange of information envisages 
information exchange upon request to the widest possible extent� Nevertheless 
it does not allow “fishing expeditions”, i�e� speculative requests for information 
that have no apparent nexus to an open inquiry or investigation� The balance 
between these two competing considerations is captured in the standard of 
“foreseeable relevance” which is included in Article 26(1) of the OECD Model 
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Tax Convention and Article 1 of the OECD Model TIEA� Article 26(1) of the 
OECD Model Tax Convention reads as follows:

The competent authorities of the contracting states shall exchange 
such information as is foreseeably relevant to the carrying out 
of the provisions this Convention or to the administration or 
enforcement of the domestic laws concerning taxes of every kind 
and description imposed on behalf of the contracting states or 
their political subdivisions or local authorities in so far as the tax-
ation thereunder is not contrary to the Convention� The exchange 
of information is not restricted by Articles 1 and 2�

303� Brunei has 28 bilateral tax treaties providing for international 
exchange of information (EOI), of which 9 were not yet in force� The 2011 
Phase 1 Report concluded that the text in all of Brunei’s EOI mechanisms were 
not in line with the standard because the EOI mechanisms were not given full 
effect by domestic law as there was no provision granting tax authorities the 
power to obtain information for its exchange of information partners on enti-
ties and arrangements established under the Brunei International Financial 
Centre legislation� Further, bank information could not be exchanged as 
Brunei’s agreements were not “prescribed” as was required under the Income 
Tax Act� Brunei has addressed most of these deficiencies as described in its 
post-Phase 1 supplementary report� As at the publication of the 2011 Phase 1 
Report, Brunei had 15 EOI agreements� Since then, 13 new agreements have 
been concluded, and all of the agreements contain text akin to either Article 26 
of the OECD Model Tax Convention or the OECD Model TIEA�

304� Most of Brunei’s DTCs that are in force provide for the exchange 
of information that is “necessary” for carrying out the provisions of the 
Convention or of the domestic tax laws of the Contracting States� The 
remaining treaties – the DTCs with Hong Kong, Japan, Malaysia and 
Singapore – use the term “foreseeably relevant” in place of “necessary”� 
The term “foreseeably relevant” is used also in one of the DTCs that are 
not yet in force (namely, in the DTC with Tajikistan) and in the TIEA with 
France� Brunei’s authorities indicate they interpret these terms pursuant to the 
Commentary to Article 26 of the OECD Model Tax Convention, where the 
term “as is necessary” is recognised to allow for the same scope of exchange 
as does the term “foreseeably relevant”� 28 Brunei has sent letters to its treaty 
partners to clarify their interpretation of the term “necessary” in their DTCs 
and to seek confirmation of the possibility of full exchange of information 

28� The word “necessary” in Article 26(1) of the 2003 OECD Model Tax Convention 
was replaced by the phrase “foreseeably relevant” in the 2005 version� The com-
mentary to Article 26 recognises that the term “necessary” allows for the same 
scope of exchange as does the term “foreseeably relevant”�
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along these lines� As a result, negotiations are currently undergoing with a 
number of Brunei’s treaty partners to update the EOI provisions in the exist-
ing DTCs as per the latest standards�

305� Brunei’s 1950 DTC with the United Kingdom, notwithstanding 
that it was interpreted to be in line with standard, included language that 
was unclear as to whether the agreement provided for EOI where it was 
foreseeably relevant to the administration and enforcement of domestic tax 
laws� Brunei and the United Kingdom have since signed an agreement on 
23 November 2013 to update the wording in line with that of Article 26 of the 
OECD Model Tax Convention, therefore eliminating any ambiguity�

306� Paragraph 4 of the Protocol attached to the DTC with Korea signed 
in December 2014 includes further details on the EOI mechanism agreed 
in Article 25 of the DTC� When compared to Art� 5(5) of the OECD Model 
TIEA, it provides for additional items to be included in the EOI request to 
demonstrate the foreseeable relevance of the information� These additional 
items include “the relevance of the information to the purpose of the request” 
and “the details of the period within which that requesting Contracting State 
wishes the request to be met”� It does not appear that any of these additional 
items may be inconsistent with the international standard� In practice, there 
are no reported issues that the details in the said Protocol prevents effective 
information exchange between Brunei and Korea� It is noted also that Brunei 
has received no EOI requests during the review period�

307� The EOI provision in the agreements with Bahrain, China, Indonesia, 
Laos, Oman, Pakistan and Vietnam is different to that of Article 26 
(Exchange of Information) of the OECD Model Tax Convention in that there 
is also specific reference to exchange of information for the prevention of 
evasion of taxes� This wording does not go beyond the international standard�

In respect of all persons (ToR C.1.2)
308� For exchange of information to be effective it is necessary that a 
jurisdiction’s obligations to provide information is not restricted by the resi-
dence or nationality of the person to whom the information relates or by the 
residence or nationality of the person in possession or control of the infor-
mation requested� For this reason the international standard for exchange of 
information envisages that exchange of information mechanisms will provide 
for exchange of information in respect of all persons�

309� Most of Brunei’s treaties contain the sentence indicating that the 
exchange of information is not restricted by Article 1 (Persons Covered 
article)� The DTCs with Indonesia, Kuwait and Vietnam do not contain 
this language� The EOI provision of these treaties nonetheless applies to 
carrying out the provisions of the agreement or of the domestic laws of the 
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contracting States concerning taxes covered by the agreement insofar as the 
taxation thereunder is “not contrary to” or “in accordance with” the agree-
ment� In principle, these treaties would not be limited to residents because all 
taxpayers, resident or not, are liable to the domestic taxes listed in Article 2 
(e�g� domestic laws also apply taxes to the source of income of non-residents)�

Exchange information held by financial institutions, nominees, 
agents and ownership and identity information (ToR C.1.3)
310� Jurisdictions cannot engage in effective exchange of information if 
they cannot exchange information held by financial institutions, nominees or 
persons acting in an agency or a fiduciary capacity� Both the OECD Model 
Tax Convention and the OECD Model TIEA, which are primary authoritative 
sources of the standards, stipulate that bank secrecy cannot form the basis for 
declining a request to provide information and that a request for information 
cannot be declined solely because the information is held by nominees or 
persons acting in an agency or fiduciary capacity or because the information 
relates to an ownership interest�
311� The agreements with Hong Kong, Japan and Singapore include the pro-
vision contained in Article 26(5) of the OECD Model Tax Convention, which 
states that a contracting State may not decline to supply information solely 
because the information is held by a bank, other financial institution, nominee 
or person acting in an agency or a fiduciary capacity or because it relates to 
ownership interests in a person� The same provision is also included in the new 
DTC with Tajikistan and in the TIEA with France, which are not yet in force� 
Brunei’s other bilateral agreements do not contain such a provision�
312� The absence of wording akin to Article 26(5) of the OECD Model 
Tax Convention does not automatically create restrictions on exchange of 
bank information� The Commentary on Article 26(5) indicates that whilst 
paragraph 5 (added to the Model Tax Convention in 2005) represents a 
change in the structure of the Article, it should not be interpreted as suggest-
ing that the previous version of the Article did not authorise the exchange 
of such information� Brunei’s authorities confirmed they interpret the EOI 
provisions of their agreements in accordance with the Commentary�

Absence of domestic tax interest (ToR C.1.4)
313� The concept of “domestic tax interest” describes a situation where a 
contracting party can only provide information to another contracting party 
if it has an interest in the requested information for its own tax purposes� A 
refusal to provide information based on a domestic tax interest requirement 
is not consistent with the international standard� EOI partners must be able 
to use their information gathering measures even though invoked solely to 
obtain and provide information to the requesting jurisdiction�
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314� The agreements with Hong Kong, Japan, Malaysia and Singapore 
contain Article 26(4) of the OECD Model Tax Convention, obliging the 
contracting parties to use information-gathering measures to exchange 
requested information without regard to a domestic tax interest� The remain-
ing DTCs do not contain such a provision� The Commentary to Article 26(4) 
indicates that paragraph 4 was introduced in the 2005 Model Tax Convention 
to express an implicit obligation contained in this Article to exchange infor-
mation in situations where the requested information is not needed by the 
requested State for domestic tax purposes�

Absence of dual criminality principles (ToR C.1.5)
315� The principle of dual criminality provides that assistance can only 
be given if the conduct being investigated (and giving rise to the information 
request) would constitute a crime under the laws of the requested country if it had 
occurred in the requested country� In order to be effective, exchange of informa-
tion should not be constrained by the application of the dual criminality principle�
316� None of the EOI agreements concluded by Brunei applies the dual 
criminality principle to restrict the exchange of information�

Exchange of information in both civil and criminal tax matters 
(ToR C.1.6)
317� All of the EOI agreements concluded by Brunei provide for the 
exchange of information in both civil and criminal tax matters�
318� The first paragraph of the exchange of information article in the DTC 
with Bahrain, China, Indonesia, Laos, Oman, Pakistan and Vietnam mentions 
that the information exchange will occur in particular for the prevention of 
fiscal evasion� The use of the term in particular ensures that EOI can take 
place also in the cases where no tax evasion is involved, i�e� in civil tax matters�

Provide information in specific form requested (ToR C.1.7)
319� There are no restrictions in the exchange of information provisions in 
Brunei’s exchange of information agreements that would prevent Brunei from 
providing information in a specific form, as long as this is consistent with its 
own administrative practices�

In force (ToR C.1.8)
320� For effective exchange of information a jurisdiction must have exchange 
of information arrangements in force� Where exchanges of information agree-
ments have been signed the international standard requires that jurisdictions 
must take all steps necessary to bring them into force expeditiously�
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321� The ratification process in Brunei involves a publication in the 
Gazette of an order made by the Sultan in Council and the publication of the 
same in the Gazette�

322� Since the 2011 Phase 1 Report, Brunei signed a further 13 bilateral 
agreements� Of the total 28 bilateral tax agreements which Brunei has signed, 
9 were not yet in force� As at 15 September 2016, Brunei has updated that it 
has completed its ratification processes and is awaiting confirmation of rati-
fication by its partners on four 29 of the nine agreements� The remaining five 
of the nine agreements are all in force� The TIEA with Finland was ratified 
and entered into force on 1 May 2015, the TIEA with Sweden was ratified and 
entered into force on 20 December 2015, the TIEA with Australia was ratified 
and entered into force on 25 February 2016, the TIEA with Faroe Islands rati-
fied and entered into force on 26 March 2016, the TIEA with Qatar ratified and 
entered into force on 26 August 2016� Brunei shared that the Revenue Division 
has taken steps to identify contact persons in the Attorney-General’s Chambers 
and Ministry of Foreign Affairs and are confident that going forward, the 
process to complete internal procedures to ratify tax agreements would be 
smoother, and time taken to complete the process will be shortened� While it is 
recognised that Brunei has taken sufficient measures in recent times to reduce 
the time duration between signature and ratification of its EOI agreements, it 
is recommended that Brunei monitor the ratification process to ensure that its 
EOI agreements continue to be ratified and brought into force expeditiously�

Be given effect through domestic law (ToR C.1.9)
323� For information exchange to be effective the parties to an exchange 
of information arrangement need to enact any legislation necessary to comply 
with the terms of the arrangement�

324� Prior to December 2012, Brunei’s competent authority could not 
access information on entities formed under the BIFC legislation� In addition, 
it could only access bank information to respond to requests for information 
made under prescribed arrangements, and none of the agreements signed by 
Brunei was declared a “prescribed arrangement”� As discussed in Part B of 
this report, Brunei has addressed the deficiencies regarding its access powers 
and the requirement to prescribe agreements has been removed�

Conclusion
325� Brunei has substantially addressed the deficiencies regarding its 
access powers which thus consequently removed the recommendation in 
the 2011 Phase 1 Report under element C�1� Since the 2011 Report, Brunei 

29� The four agreements are with France, Korea, Luxembourg and Tajikistan�
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has entered into 13 further EOI agreements bringing the total of EOI agree-
ments to 28 of which 9 are not yet in force� As at 15 September 2016, Brunei 
updated that it has completed its ratification processes and is awaiting con-
firmation of ratification by its partners on four of the nine agreements� The 
remaining five of the nine agreements have all been ratified and are in force� 
Given Brunei’s marked improvement in expediting the ratification of its 
tax treaties, the monitoring recommendation in the box is removed and ele-
ment C�1 is compliant� While it is recognised that Brunei has taken sufficient 
measures in recent times to reduce the time duration between signature and 
ratification of its EOI agreements, it is recommended that Brunei monitor the 
ratification process to ensure that its EOI agreements continue to be ratified 
and brought into force expeditiously�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.

Phase 2 rating
Compliant

C.2. Exchange-of-information mechanisms with all relevant partners

The jurisdictions’ network of information exchange mechanisms should cover 
all relevant partners.

326� Ultimately, the international standard requires that jurisdictions 
exchange information with all relevant partners, meaning those partners who are 
interested in entering into an information exchange arrangement� Agreements 
cannot be concluded only with counterparties without economic significance� 
If it appears that a jurisdiction is refusing to enter into agreements or negotia-
tions, in particular with those jurisdictions that have a reasonable expectation of 
requiring information in order to properly administer and enforce its tax laws, it 
may indicate a lack of commitment to implement the standards�

327� Brunei’s network of EOI relationships comprises 18 bilateral DTCs 
and 10 TIEAs, of which 24 agreements are in force� These bilateral agree-
ments create EOI relationships with 28 jurisdictions which include:

• all of its major trading partners (Malaysia, Singapore, Japan, China, 
Indonesia and Korea);

• 22 Global Forum member jurisdictions; and

• 11 OECD Member economies�
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328� Brunei’s treaty network mainly covers jurisdictions situated in Asia, 
which are, in respect of Brunei’s economic relationships, clearly relevant� 
Brunei notably shares agreements with most of its main trading partners 
and neighbouring countries, namely with Japan, Indonesia, Malaysia and 
Singapore� At the on-site visit, Bruneian authorities confirmed that Brunei’s 
tax treaty priorities are with ASEAN countries and those that have trade activ-
ities with Brunei� Brunei continues to engage in treaty negotiations with new 
partners, and had recently started negotiations with Myanmar and Cambodia� 
Given Brunei’s aim of establishing an international finance centre, effective 
exchange of information should be available for all jurisdictions from which 
investment flows originate and to which capital is destined to be invested�

329� When peer input was sought for the 2015 supplementary report, one 
jurisdiction indicated that there were negotiations with Brunei on a TIEA but 
it was not concluded because of the “outcomes of Brunei’s 2011 Report and 
other priorities of both countries”� Brunei authorities have confirmed that 
Brunei is ready to conclude this agreement at the earliest opportunity and is 
in communications with the peer in this regard� As such, this occurrence does 
not imply any lack of willingness on the part of Brunei to conclude a TIEA 
with this jurisdiction�

330� When peer input was sought in the course of the preparation of this 
report, one jurisdiction indicated that it has conveyed its intent to negotiate 
an Agreement for Exchange of Information and Assistance in Collection 
with respect to Taxes with Brunei in 2012, but Brunei had yet to respond to 
its request� Brunei explained that due to the absence of enabling provisions 
under its domestic laws relating to conservancy measures such as freezing 
of assets, Brunei would unfortunately not be able to assist its treaty partners 
in the collection of taxes� It is noted that assisting peers in tax collection is 
not a requirement under the standard� Brunei did not offer to commence 
TIEA negotiations without assistance in tax collection with the peer� Instead, 
Brunei re-submitted their proposal for DTA negotiations to the peer, includ-
ing a fresh draft agreement on avoidance of double taxation based on the 
latest standard on exchange of information as per the 2012 OECD model� 
This was despite the peer’s communication that it was not interested in the 
DTC negotiations but would rather prefer a TIEA� Brunei, however, has in 
April 2016 commenced TIEA negotiations with this jurisdiction and has for-
warded Brunei’s draft TIEA model to the jurisdiction for comments, which 
is being examined by the jurisdiction� Brunei is recommended to respond to 
all requests to negotiate EOI agreements in a timely manner� It is noted that 
Brunei had signed TIEAs with 10 30 out of the 28 jurisdictions it has an EOI 

30� Australia, Canada, Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland, France, Greenland, Iceland, 
Norway and Sweden�
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relationship, of which 9 of the 10 TIEAs are in force, demonstrating that it 
has no general policy against the conclusion of TIEAs�

331� Brunei has conducted DTC negotiations with five other countries – 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Belgium, Monaco, Philippines and Thailand� Some 
of these are pending final processes before signing takes place� Brunei has 
also initiated negotiations with some other jurisdictions by sending them the 
draft agreements for negotiation�

332� The 2011 Phase 1 Report noted that Brunei has a network of EOI 
arrangements with relevant partners but none of them were given full effect 
through domestic law due to deficiencies in the access powers of the Brunei 
competent authority to obtain the information� As discussed in B�1 of this report, 
as recognised in its 2015 supplementary report, Brunei has addressed the defi-
ciency regarding its access powers, resulting in an upgrade of the determination 
of element B�1 to “in place, but certain aspects of the legal implementation of 
the elements need improvement”� It is considered that the deficiencies identified 
in the 2011 Phase 1 Report under element B�1 are no longer sufficiently serious 
to have an impact on element C�2, which is primarily focused on the scope of 
Brunei’s network of EOI mechanisms� Element C�2 is rated Largely Compliant�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.

Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

Brunei should continue to develop its 
EOI network with all relevant partners.

Phase 2 rating
Largely Compliant

Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

Brunei did not respond to one request 
for negotiations to conclude EOI 
agreement in a timely manner.

Brunei should respond to all requests 
to negotiate EOI agreements (regard-
less of their form) in a timely manner.
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C.3. Confidentiality

The jurisdictions’ mechanisms for exchange of information should have adequate 
provisions to ensure the confidentiality of information received.

Information received: disclosure, use and safeguards (ToR C.3.1)
333� Governments would not engage in information exchange without the 
assurance that the information provided would only be used for the purposes 
permitted under the exchange mechanism and that its confidentiality would 
be preserved� Information exchange instruments must therefore contain 
confidentiality provisions that spell out specifically to whom the information 
can be disclosed and the purposes for which the information can be used� In 
addition to the protections afforded by the confidentiality provisions of infor-
mation exchange instruments, countries with tax systems generally impose 
strict confidentiality requirements on information collected for tax purposes� 
Confidentiality rules should apply to all types of information exchanged, 
including information provided in a request, information transmitted in 
response to a request and any background documents to such requests�

334� All but one 31 of the exchange of information articles in Brunei’s double 
tax agreements have confidentiality provisions modelled on Article 26(2) of 
the OECD Model Tax Convention� Pursuant to these provisions, information 
provided by foreign tax authorities can only be used for the purpose for which 
they are required and can be disclosed only in judicial proceedings�

335� The confidentiality requirement for information relating to a request 
is also given effect in domestic legislation by section 4 and 86J of the ITA� 
Section 4 provides for a general obligation for every person having any offi-
cial duty or being employed in the administration of the act to regard and 
deal with all documents, information, returns, assessment lists and copies 
of such lists relating to the income or items of the income of any person, as 
secret and confidential� Employees breaking the duty of confidentiality under 
the ITA are guilty of an offence�

336� It is concluded that there are adequate provisions in Brunei to ensure 
confidentiality of the information received� Furthermore, all of Brunei’s 
EOI arrangements require that any information received be treated as 
secret, and that disclosure of information received by the Brunei authori-
ties under an EOI arrangement is restricted to the circumstances covered by 

31� Brunei’s DTC with UK is an old treaty from 1950� Under the exchange of infor-
mation article of that treaty, it is stated that “any information so exchanged shall 
be treated as secret and shall not be disclosed to any persons other than those 
concerned with the assessment and collection of the taxes which are the subject 
of this Arrangement”�
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the arrangement� For requests where the information is sought through the 
AMBD (as discussed under B�1�1), AMBD staff is also bound confidentiality 
rules that are in line with the standard� AMBD officials cannot disclose to 
any other person any information relating to the affairs of the Authority or 
of any person which he has acquired in the performance of his duties under 
the AMBD Order or any other written law (s� 29(1))� Contravention of these 
confidentiality requirements would lead to a fine up to BND 20 000 (EUR 12 
903) and/or imprisonment up to six years� The further 13 agreements which 
Brunei signed are consistent with the wording in the OECD Model Tax 
Convention and the Model TIEA, and therefore meet the standard�

337� In practice, Brunei’s EOI Manual includes a specific section on 
confidentiality with the following procedures to guide officers handling EOI 
matters:

• All information received in the EOI Section is confidential and 
should be stored securely� EOI Unit files containing taxpayer infor-
mation must be stored in secure storage units and only retrieved by 
the Head of EOI Section (HEOI) or the EOI Officer assigned to them 
(or a nominated replacement officer) when they are being worked on�

• Access to passwords, combinations and keys is restricted to officers 
working in the EOI Unit�

• Only EOI Unit staff should have access, by individual login and pass-
word, to the EOI Database�

• Hard copies of incoming information should only be made by the 
EOI Section, if strictly necessary, for example, when documents 
must be forwarded to other areas of the tax administration� The same 
security level should apply to the hard copies as to the original docu-
ments� Any hard copies should be disposed of in a secure manner 
(e�g� by using a shredder) when no longer needed�

• Under no circumstances, should members of the public be allowed 
entry to the EOI Unit’s office area� Other tax office staff should 
not enter the EOI Unit’s office area without Head of EOI Unit’s 
permission�

338� Brunei’s EOI manual also includes sample templates to guide EOI 
officers when sending (i) letters to internal tax units within Revenue Division 
for gathering information, (ii) letters to taxpayer/third party for gathering the 
requested information, and (iii) notification letters to taxpayer where infor-
mation protected by bank secrecy is requested� The templates for items (i) 
and (iii) will include references to the relevant EOI instrument and the 
requesting jurisdiction� The template for item (ii) only indicates the domestic 
legal basis on which the notice is served and due date for reply�
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339� In relation to the access of banking information, since 2010, a spe-
cific court procedure has been established� The Bruneian competent authority 
must apply to the High Court for an order to obtain the requested banking 
information (s86J ITA)�

340� Brunei’s EOI manual contains some guidance concerning the procedures 
for outgoing EOI requests and that includes steps to ensure confidentiality 
of received information by the Bruneian authorities� First, all outgoing EOI 
requests must be made by the Bruneian competent authority and channelled 
through the EOI unit at the Revenue Division� Second, all information regard-
ing the case will be stored in a secure filing cabinet at the office of the EOI 
unit� Third, the outgoing EOI request and any attachments will be sent by 
secure traceable mail, e�g� registered letter for tracking and tracing purposes� 
Fourth, once the information is received by Brunei (from its treaty partner), 
the documents will bear confidentiality stamp to make all offers handling the 
case aware of the confidential nature of the information� Finally, once the case 
is closed, it will be archived and stored in the secure filing cabinet at the office 
of the EOI unit� Further analysis of how EOI requests are made by Brunei will 
be analysed in the next round of EOIR review�

All other information exchanged (ToR C.3.2)
341� The confidentiality provisions in the agreements and in Brunei’s 
domestic law do not draw a distinction between information received in 
response to requests and information forming part of the requests themselves� 
As such, these provisions apply equally to all requests for such information, 
background documents to such requests, and any other document reflecting 
such information, including communications between the requesting and 
requested jurisdictions and communications within the tax authorities of 
either jurisdiction�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.

Phase 2 rating
Compliant
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C.4. Rights and safeguards of taxpayers and third parties

The exchange of information mechanisms should respect the rights and 
safeguards of taxpayers and third parties.

342� The international standard allows requested parties not to supply 
information in response to a request in certain identified situations� Among 
other reasons, an information request can be declined where the requested 
information would disclose confidential communications protected by the 
attorney-client privilege� Attorney-client privilege is a feature of the legal 
systems of many countries�

343� However, communications between a client and an attorney or other 
admitted legal representative are, generally, only privileged to the extent 
that the attorney or other legal representative acts in his or her capacity as 
an attorney or other legal representative� Where attorney-client privilege is 
more broadly defined it does not provide valid grounds on which to decline 
a request for exchange of information� To the extent, therefore, that an attor-
ney acts as a nominee shareholder, a trustee, a settlor, a company director 
or under a power of attorney to represent a company in its business affairs, 
exchange of information resulting from and relating to any such activity 
cannot be declined because of the attorney-client privilege rule�

344� The limits on information exchanged under all but one of Brunei’s 
arrangements mirror those provided for in the international standard� That 
is, information which is subject to legal privilege; would disclose any trade, 
business, industrial, commercial or professional secret or trade process; or 
would be contrary to public policy, is not required to be exchanged�

345� All agreements signed by Brunei contain wording consistent with 
Article 26 and Article 7 of the OECD Model Tax Convention, Model TIEA 
and their commentaries�

346� In practice, as referenced in part B�1 of this report, attorney-client 
privilege is provided for under section 129 of the Evidence Act in Brunei� 
The act provides exceptions to the protection in the context of acting in a 
legal advice capacity in two situations: (i) if it is for the furtherance for any 
criminal activity; (ii) any crime or fraud has been committed by the client� 
Furthermore, members of the Brunei Law Society (BLS) and Judiciary 
Department shared that when lawyers are acting as trustee, nominee, reg-
istered agent or similar type of business (i�e� for commercial interest), the 
privilege would not be granted for such communication between the lawyer 
and his client� In addition, it was affirmed that should a client put a document 
in the hands of the lawyer just to prevent it from falling into the hands of the 
tax authorities it would not be protected under attorney-client privilege� There 
is no case law in Brunei on this issue to date�
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Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.

Phase 2 rating
Compliant

C.5. Timeliness of responses to requests for information

The jurisdiction should provide information under its network of agreements 
in a timely manner.

Responses within 90 days (ToR C.5.1)
347� In order for exchange of information to be effective, the information 
needs to be provided in a timeframe which allows tax authorities to apply it to 
the relevant cases� If a response is provided but only after a significant lapse of 
time the information may no longer be of use to the requesting authorities� This 
is particularly important in the context of international co-operation as cases in 
this area must be of sufficient importance to warrant making a request�

348� There are no specific legal or regulatory requirements in place which 
would prevent Brunei responding to a request for information by providing 
the information requested or providing a status update within 90 days of 
receipt of the request�

349� In practice, Brunei has neither received nor sent requests during the 
review period� Nonetheless, an internal EOI manual has been developed to 
ensure requests are replied in a timely manner� The EOI manual was finalised 
in January 2016 and has been available for use since January 2016� The EOI 
manual governing the practices of the EOI unit in the Revenue Division states 
that where the information requested is already held by the Revenue Division (or 
another government agency), the information should be sent to the requesting 
State’s competent authority within 90 days of the receipt of a request� In addi-
tion, no significant time should pass since an action was last taken on any case, 
if replies (to treaty partners/requesting jurisdiction) are outstanding, a status 
update should be provided within 90 days of receipt of the information request�

350� In respect of information that must be obtained from a third party, the 
EOI manual provides that information should be provided within six months 
of receipt of a request� The Head of the EOI unit advises that the target is to 
provide the answer within 90 days, and the six month timeframe is intended 
to allow for situations where the request was unclear, the information pro-
vided by the third party was incomplete and required additional follow up, or 
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where it was necessary to use compulsory powers to obtain the information� 
Brunei is recommended to ensure that requests are replied in a timely manner 
and that the manual be amended for this purposes to avoid ambiguity�

Organisational process and resources (ToR C.5.2)
351� Brunei’s legal and regulatory framework relevant to exchange of 
information for tax purposes is presided over by Brunei’s Minister of Finance 
and effectively managed by the Collector of Income Taxes� The Minister of 
Finance is the competent authority of Brunei under Brunei’s DTCs and TIEAs� 
The authorised representatives are Permanent Secretary (Performance) as the 
Collector of Income Tax, Director of Revenue Division, Assistant Director of 
Revenue Division and Senior Finance Officer of Revenue Division�

352� The Collector of Income Tax is also responsible for negotiating EOI 
agreements� He constitutes a team of negotiators before the initiation of nego-
tiations� These negotiation teams are always headed by the Ministry of Finance, 
who may be assisted by representatives of the Attorney General’s Chambers or 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade� The signing authority is designated 
by the government based also on the counterpart’s signing authority�

353� In practice, during the review period there were four people working 
in the EOI unit, all of whom work in the Revenue Division and are trained 
in EOI matters� The EOI unit comprise of Director of Revenue Division, 
Senior Legal Counsel, Head of Unit/Senior Finance Officer, and EOI officer� 
Given that Brunei has yet to receive any EOI requests nor has it send any 
EOI request to its treaty partners, it is not necessary to have personnel in 
the EOI unit working on EOI full time� Each of these persons have full time 
roles working on revenue matters, however where an EOI request were to 
be received, they would prioritise the EOI request� In addition, the Bruneian 
authorities shared that the EOI team have access to sufficient financial 
resource as part of budget allocation of Revenue Division�

354� Procedures for handling EOI requests are set out in a step-by-step 
guide developed by the Revenue Division, based on the Global Forum EOI 
Manual� The EOI Manual divides the procedure that applies for responding to 
a request for exchange of information into four steps: (1) logging the request; 
(2) validating the request; (3) working the request; (4) responding to the request�

355� An EOI database had been created and is available for use by officers in 
the EOI unit� The database is developed on a Microsoft excel platform� The EOI 
database is a case-tracking system for managing requests and assists the EOI 
Unit to keep track of progress on information requested� The system captures 
data in relation to both outgoing and incoming requests� Information is input to 
the database when (i) a new request is issued or received; or (ii) when actions 
are taken; and (iii) when the case has been closed� The database provides a 
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template for entering the details of the case� The database allows the EOI Officer 
to input an alert for follow-up tasks to be carried out, e�g� to issue a reminder to 
a bank when a reply has not been received to a request for information within 
the deadlines given� Whenever an action is taken, the EOI Officer should enter 
details and also indicate a follow-up action in the “Action Due” field and a date 
for “Next Action Due”� The database reminds the EOI Officer and the Head 
of EOI Unit (HEOI) when a task is due so as to avoid missing any deadlines� 
Furthermore, the system is able to generate a range of management reports, such 
as (i) volume of cases opened or closed within a specified period by category 
(e�g� individual, company, etc�); (ii) response time, i�e� length of time before a 
reply (acknowledgement, interim or final) was issued or received in each case 
and on average ; (iii) volume of open cases and age of cases, e�g� cases that are 
under 90 days, between 90 days and 180 days, between 180 days and 360 days, 
and cases that are over 360 days old; (iv) how long since an action was last 
performed on a case which has not been closed, i�e� cases where no action has 
been taken for > 30 days, > 60 days, > 90 days, > 180 days; and (v) history of the 
actions taken within a specified period including type of update, who made it 
and when it was updated� The database contains the following:

• Reference numbers of both countries for the exchange;
• Status of the case (open/closed/reopened);
• Due date for response;
• Identity details for each person or entity including name, address, 

date of birth, and taxpayer identity number;
• Dates request was sent and received;
• Name of requesting jurisdiction;
• Details of contact in other jurisdiction (name, phone number and e-mail 

address);
• EOI officer assigned to the exchange;
• Summary of the information requested;
• Actions taken;
• Last action date;
• Actions due;
• Reminder for next action due;
• Summary of information provided;
• Date in which final response issued/received�

356� Contact details of Brunei’s competent authority are communicated 
during treaty negotiations, international meetings held by the Global Forum 
and are available on the Global Forum’s Competent Authority database�
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357� Mail received from a foreign competent authority would be addressed to 
the competent authority and forwarded to the EOI Unit� Upon receipt, all requests 
and other documents related to an EOI case would be stamped with a clearly vis-
ible confidentiality notice� The HEOI would create a new record of the request in 
the EOI database and insert the details of the case (i�e� date the case was received, 
foreign reference number, requesting State and include details of the information 
requested, etc�)� After opening a new file, the request is assigned a number which 
can be tracked� Once the new case record has been created, an acknowledge-
ment letter would be issued by the competent authority� According to Brunei, 
the service standard is for an acknowledgement letter to be sent to the requesting 
jurisdiction within 7 working days of receipt of the request� In the acknowledge-
ment letter, Brunei would inform the requesting State whether it would contact 
the taxpayer concerned directly for the information (if the requested information 
is not available within Revenue Division/Ministry of Finance or other govern-
ment agencies), unless the requesting State has already indicated in its request 
letter that it wished to avoid notifying the taxpayer under examination or inves-
tigation� If the request is not written in English or Malay, the officer in charge 
will send a letter to the foreign competent authority within seven working days 
requesting it to provide the request in one of the above-mentioned languages�
358� The HEOI would assess the legal and factual grounds of the request 
such as the existence of an EOI instrument in force with the requesting 
jurisdiction, the scope of the instruments and the periods covered, the confir-
mation that the request was sent by the competent authority� The HEOI would 
also verify the compliance of the request with the foreseeable relevance 
standard and Bruneian legislation�
359� Once the case is assigned to an EOI Case Officer, a hard copy file 
for the request will be opened, and placed in the “open case in” folder in the 
secure filing cabinet in the office of the EOI Unit� The EOI unit office is 
locked and only staff in the EOI unit can access the office premise� The EOI 
Case Officer would then proceed to gather the requested information� Every 
time an action is taken on the file, the EOI Case Officer would update the 
EOI database and insert an alert for a new review date� With the tracking 
system available in the EOI database, no significant time should pass since 
an action was last taken on any outstanding case, email alerts would be auto-
matically generated and sent to the HEOI and EOI Case Officer�
360� Where it has not been possible, despite best efforts, to obtain the 
information requested, a response would be prepared by the EOI Case Officer 
to inform the requesting jurisdiction, as soon as possible, that the information 
cannot be provided and the reasons it cannot be provided� Within 90 days 
of receipt of the request, the EOI Case Officer has to issue an update (if no 
information is available), an interim reply (if some information is available) or 
a final reply (if all information is available)� The EOI Case Officer is in charge 
of issuing update/interim replies every 90 days until a final reply is issued�
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361� Once the information needed to respond to a request has been gath-
ered, the EOI Case Officer would draft a response to the request, for review 
by the HEOI and for signature by the competent authority� The EOI Case 
Officer should ensure that the name and address of the requesting State’s 
competent authority are correct before submitting the letter to the HEOI� A 
template and checklist has been included in the EOI manual�

362� The final EOI reply with the requested information/documents would 
be sent by courier� A signed copy of the reply is kept in file� Once the case is 
closed the EOI Case Officer will put the file in the “closed case” folder in the 
secure filing cabinet�

363� Brunei has committed resources and has in place organisational 
processes for exchange of information that appear to be well structured and 
organised for dealing with incoming EOI requests� It is noted that Brunei did 
not receive any requests during the review period� Brunei should continue to 
monitor the practical implementation of the organisational processes of the 
EOI unit to ensure that they are sufficient for effective EOI in practice�

Absence of restrictive conditions on exchange of information 
(ToR C.5.3)
364� There were no aspects of Brunei’s laws and practices that appear to 
impose restrictive conditions on exchange of information�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
This element involves issues of practice that are assessed in the Phase 2 
review. Accordingly no Phase 1 determination had been made.

Phase 2 rating
Largely Compliant

Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

Brunei has committed resources and 
has in place organisational processes 
for exchange of information that 
appear to be adequate for dealing 
with incoming EOI requests. Brunei 
did not receive any requests during 
the review period.

Brunei should continue to monitor 
the practical implementation of the 
organisational processes of the EOI 
unit, in particular taking into account 
any significant changes to the volume 
of incoming EOI requests, to ensure 
that they are sufficient for effective 
EOI in practice.
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Summary of determinations and factors 
underlying recommendations

Overall Rating
LARGELY COMPLIANT

Determination
Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

Jurisdictions should ensure that ownership and identity information for all relevant entities 
and arrangements is available to their competent authorities. (ToR A.1)
Phase 1 determination:
The element is in place.
Phase 2 rating:
Largely Compliant

Brunei had in the recent 
years implemented several 
key legislative amendments 
to ensure that ownership and 
identity information is available 
for all entities. Some of the 
Bruneian authorities (such as 
the Registry of International 
Business Companies) are 
still in the primary stages of 
implementing an effective 
system of monitoring and 
oversight of the entities which 
they regulate, therefore 
oversight programs are new 
and not fully implemented.

Brunei should ensure that all 
its monitoring and enforcement 
powers are appropriately 
exercised in practice to 
support the legal requirements 
which ensure the availability 
of ownership and identity 
information in all cases.

Jurisdictions should ensure that reliable accounting records are kept for all relevant entities 
and arrangements. (ToR A.2)
Phase 1 determination:
The element is in place.
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Determination
Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

Phase 2 rating:
Largely Compliant

The new legislation, the Record 
Keeping (Business) Order 
2015, which obliges all relevant 
entities to maintain account-
ing records and the underly-
ing documentation for at least 
5 years only came into effect 
on 23 June 2015 (seven days 
before the end of the review 
period). The Bruneian authori-
ties have since been focusing 
their efforts on educational and 
outreach activities throughout 
the country to publicise the new 
record keeping obligations for 
all relevant entities.

Brunei should monitor the 
enforcement of the new law to 
ensure that accounting records 
and underlying documentation 
are available in respect of all 
entities.

Banking information should be available for all account-holders. (ToR A.3)
Phase 1 determination:
The element is in place.
Phase 2 rating:
Compliant
Competent authorities should have the power to obtain and provide information that is the 
subject of a request under an exchange of information arrangement from any person within 
their territorial jurisdiction who is in possession or control of such information (irrespective 
of any legal obligation on such person to maintain the secrecy of the information). (ToR B.1)
Phase 1 determination:
The element is in 
place, but certain 
aspects of the legal 
implementation of 
the element need 
improvement.

The Registered Agents and 
Trustees Licensing Order does 
not provide for exceptions 
to their secrecy provisions 
for EOI purposes, and while 
Brunei authorities advise that 
information may be obtained 
through the AMBD, it is not 
clear the full extent to which the 
AMBD can exert its discretion 
and authority to exercise 
its access powers to obtain 
information from its supervised 
entities protected by statutory 
secrecy obligations, such as in 
the case of international trusts, 
and share it with the competent 
authority for EOI purposes.

Brunei should ensure that 
its domestic law provisions 
regarding confidentiality or 
secrecy duties, in particular 
regarding access to 
information on international 
trusts, do not prevent effective 
exchange of information for tax 
purposes.
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Determination
Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

Phase 2 rating:
Largely Compliant

The specific amendments 
made under the Income 
Tax Act to allow access to 
information for EOI purposes 
in accordance with the 
standard as well as the powers 
under the Record Keeping 
(Business) Order to access 
information on entities that 
are not subject to tax remain 
untested.

Brunei is recommended to 
monitor the application of 
its access powers provided 
under the 2012 amendments 
to the Income Tax Act and the 
Record Keeping (Business) 
Order 2015 and ensure they 
are effective when gathering 
information for EOI purposes 
in accordance with the 
international standard.

The rights and safeguards (e.g. notification, appeal rights) that apply to persons in the 
requested jurisdiction should be compatible with effective exchange of information. (ToR B.2)
Phase 1 determination:
The element is in place.
Phase 2 rating:
Compliant
Exchange of information mechanisms should allow for effective exchange of information. 
(ToR C.1)
Phase 1 determination:
The element is in place.
Phase 2 rating:
Compliant
The jurisdictions’ network of information exchange mechanisms should cover all relevant 
partners. (ToR C.2)
Phase 1 determination:
The element is in place.

Brunei should continue to 
develop its EOI network with 
all relevant partners.

Phase 2 rating:
Largely Compliant

Brunei did not respond to one 
request for negotiations to 
conclude EOI agreement in a 
timely manner.

Brunei should respond to all 
requests to negotiate EOI 
agreements (regardless of 
their form) in a timely manner.

The jurisdictions’ mechanisms for exchange of information should have adequate provisions 
to ensure the confidentiality of information received. (ToR C.3)
Phase 1 determination:
The element is in place.
Phase 2 rating:
Compliant
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Determination
Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

The exchange of information mechanisms should respect the rights and safeguards of 
taxpayers and third parties. (ToR C.4)
Phase 1 determination:
The element is in place.
Phase 2 rating:
Compliant
The jurisdiction should provide information under its network of agreements in a timely 
manner. (ToR C.5)
Phase 1 determination:
The element is not 
assessed.

This element involves issues of practice that are assessed in 
the Phase 2 review. Accordingly no Phase 1 determination had 
been made.

Phase 2 rating:
Largely Compliant

Brunei has committed 
resources and has in place 
organisational processes 
for exchange of information 
that appear to be adequate 
for dealing with incoming 
EOI requests. Brunei did not 
receive any requests during 
the review period.

Brunei should continue 
to monitor the practical 
implementation of the 
organisational processes 
of the EOI unit, in particular 
taking into account any 
significant changes to the 
volume of incoming EOI 
requests, to ensure that they 
are sufficient for effective EOI 
in practice.
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Annex 1: Jurisdiction’s response to the reviews 32

Brunei Darussalam would like to express its sincere appreciation to the 
assessment team and Global Forum Secretariat for its excellent work on pre-
paring this report�

Brunei Darussalam acknowledges the outcome of the report and will 
work on addressing the recommendations swiftly�

In addition, Brunei Darussalam remains fully committed to implement-
ing the international standards of transparency and effective exchange of 
information in tax matters�

32� This Annex presents the jurisdiction’s response to the review report and shall not 
be deemed to represent the Global Forum’s views�
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Annex 2: List of all exchange-of-information mechanisms 
in force

Partner
Type of EOI 

arrangement Date signed Date in force

1 Australia TIEA (Tax Information 
Exchange Agreement) 06 Aug 2013 25 Feb 2016

2 Bahrain
DTC (Double Tax 

Convention) 14 Jan 2008 18 July 2009

Protocol 18 Dec 2012 31 Dec 2014
3 Canada TIEA 09 May 2013 26 Dec 2014
4 China, People’s Republic of DTC 21 Sep 2004 29 Dec 2006
5 Denmark TIEA 27 Jun 2012 18 Mar 2015
6 Faroe Islands TIEA 27 Jun 2012 26 Mar 2016
7 Finland TIEA 27 Jun 2012 1 May 2015

8 France TIEA 30 Dec 2010 Not yet in force 
in France

9 Greenland TIEA 27 Jun 2012 07 Aug 2015
10 Hong Kong, China DTC 20 Mar 2010 19 Dec 2010
11 Iceland TIEA 27 Jun 2012 19 Apr 2015
12 Indonesia DTC 27 Feb 2000 03 Apr 2002
13 Japan DTC 20 Jan 2009 19 Dec 2009

14 Korea
DTC 9 Dec 2014 Not yet in force 

in Korea

Protocol 9 Dec 2014 Not yet in force 
in Korea

15 Kuwait DTC 13 Apr 2009 02 Jun 2011

16 Lao People’s Democratic 
Republic DTC 22 Apr 2006 20 Oct 2006
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Partner
Type of EOI 

arrangement Date signed Date in force

17 Luxembourg DTC 14 Jul 2015 Not yet in force 
in Luxembourg

18 Malaysia DTC 05 Aug 2009 17 Jun 2010
19 Norway TIEA 27 Jun 2012 25 Apr 2015
20 Oman DTC 25 Feb 2008 28 Jun 2009
21 Pakistan DTC 20 Nov 2008 25 Dec 2009

22 Qatar
DTC 17 Jan 2012 26 Aug 2016

Protocol 17 Jan 2012 26 Aug 2016

23 Singapore
DTC 19 Aug 2005 14 Dec 2006

Protocol 13 Nov 2009 29 Aug 2010
24 Sweden TIEA 27 Jun 2012 20 Dec 2015

25 Tajikistan DTC 03 Apr 2010 Not yet in force 
in Tajikistan

26 United Arab Emirates
DTC 21 May 2013 21 Nov 2014

Protocol 21 May 2013 21 Nov 2014

27 United Kingdom
DTC 08 Dec 1950 08 Dec 1950

Agreement to amend 
DTC 11 Dec 2012 19 Dec 2013

28 Viet Nam DTC 16 Aug 2007 01 Jan 2009
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Annex 3: List of laws, regulations and other relevant material

Constitution (1959)

Acts and Orders

Anti-terrorism Anti-Terrorism Order, 2011

Autoriti Monetary Brunei Darussalam Order, 2010

Anti-Money Laundering Order, 2000

Application of Laws Act (Chapter 2)

Banking Order, 2006

Business Names Act (Chapter 92)

Companies Act (Chapter 39)

*Companies Act (Amendment) Order, 2010

Finance Companies Act (Chapter 89)

Income Tax Act (Chapter 35)

Income tax (Petroleum) Act (Chapter 119)

International Banking Order, 2000

International Business Companies Order, 2000

International Limited Partnership order, 2000

International Trusts Order, 2000

Interpretation and General Clauses Act (Chapter 4)

Investment Incentives Order 2001,

Islamic Banking Order, 2008

Legal Profession Act (Chapter 132)
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Limited Liability Partnerships Order, 2010

Money Changing and Remittance Business Act (Chapter 174)

Mutual Funds Order, 2001

Powers of Attorney Act (Chapter 13)

Preservation of Books Act (Chapter 125)

Prevention of Corruption Act (Chapter 131)

Registered Agents and Trustees Licensing Order, 2000

Securities Order, 2001

Notices

Notice to Banks� Prevention of Money Laundering and Combating the 
Financing of Terrorism 2011 (Notice no� AMBD/R/34/2011/1)

Notices to Life Insurers� Prevention of Money Laundering and Combating 
the Financing of Terrorism 2011 (Notice no� AMBD/R/34/2011/3)

Notices to International Banks� Prevention of Money Laundering and 
Combating the Financing of Terrorism (Notice no� AMBD/R/34/2011/6)

Notices to International Insurers and International Takaful Insurers� 
Prevention of Money Laundering and Combating the Financing of 
Terrorism (Notice no� AMBD/R/34/2011/7)

Notices to Islamic Banks� Prevention of Money Laundering and Combating 
the Financing of Terrorism (Notice no� AMBD/R/34/2011/2)

Notices to Holders of Money Changer’s Licence and Remittance Licence� 
Prevention of Money Laundering and Combating the Financing of 
Terrorism (Notice no� AMBD/R/34/2011/5)

Notice to Family Takaful Operators� Prevention of Money Laundering and 
Combating the Financing of Terrorism (Notice no� AMBD/R/34/2011/4)

New or updates to Acts, Orders, Regulations and other material 
(included in 2015 Supplementary Phase 1 Report)

Companies Act (Amendment) Order, 2010

Companies Act (Amendment) Order, 2014

Criminal Asset Recovery Order, 2012
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Income Tax (Amendment) Order, 2012

International Business Companies (Amendment) Order, 2013

Record Keeping (Business) Order 2015

Notice to Designated Non-Financial Businesses and Professions, 
Prevention of Money Laundering and Combating the Financing of 
Terrorism, AMBD/R/21/2012/1

Notice to Registered Agents and Licensed Trustees, Prevention of 
Money Laundering and Combating the Financing of Terrorism, 
AMBD/R/34/2012/1

Letter from Autoriti Monetari Brunei Darussalam (AMBD) to the 
Ministry of Finance on sharing information that the AMBD 
obtains from the entities it supervises as required for EOI purposes, 
16 September 2011

Brunei’s laws can be found on the website of the Attorney General’s 
Chambers: www�agc�gov�bn

http://www.agc.gov.bn
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